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A B S T R A C T

The motivation for this research was the realisation that the introduction of

greater vehicle automation would not only change the task of driving but

would also potentially change how vehicles are developed and safety is assured.

Undertaking a practice-based workshop identified many Automated Driving

(AD) safety assurance challenges having different levels of human-machine

control. These challenges include an increase in the size and complexity of

AD safety analyses, a need to re-examine the notion of controllability in the

context of shared control, and the need to conceptualise the vehicle as a system

of systems.

To begin addressing these challenges and to answer the research question “how

can the safety of AD be assured under different levels of shared control?”

this research has created three products: a vehicle model and behavioural

competency taxonomy that allows AD shared control to be conceptualised, a

concrete hazard analysis method for analysing AD shared control hazard causes,

and a safety case argument pattern for that.

A series of case studies evaluate the research products described above. These

cases have used contemporary AD vehicle features, having varying levels

of automation. The evaluation of driver assistance, partial and conditional

automation cases have been completed by the author. Complementing these is

the analysis of a highly automated vehicle system, which has been undertaken

with the engineering team from Oxbotica. Considered together these case

studies establish the research products as a proof-of-concept hazard analysis

method for AD shared control. Further evaluation work is needed to test

the viability of the method as an engineering tool for use by automotive

practitioners working in a product development environment.
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Part I

I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D P R O B L E M D E F I N I T I O N

Driving a motor vehicle is an inherently dangerous pursuit. Al-

though road safety has improved significantly over the years,

estimates suggest that “traffic fatalities” will rank as the #5 cause

of death by 2030 [201]. This grim statistic motivates National and

International initiatives seeking to reduce traffic fatalities and seri-

ous injuries to zero. Central to these initiatives is the introduction

of greater automation.

AD has the potential to revolutionise the relationship that society

has with vehicles and road transport. Achieved by reducing the

number of accidents caused by human error, but also by potentially

reducing pollution, easing congestion, preserving the mobility of

an ageing population, and increasing overall mobility efficiency.

However, automation is changing the types and causes of hazards,

and influencing the way in which users interact with complex

systems, particularly challenging the notion of human control as

a primary basis for hazard mitigation. This necessitates the re-

evaluation of the driver-in-the-loop model to extend the notion of

controllability to the shared control of highly automated tasks.

This assault on the automotive functional safety paradigm is the

motivation behind this research. A description of the research

contributions concludes Part I.



1
R O A D S A F E T Y R E S E A R C H

Travelling in an early 20th Century motor vehicle was a dangerous pursuit.

With vehicles being heavy and difficult to control, serious accidents were

common. Early road safety research was focused on the driver, with 1920’s

road traffic accident prevention focusing on the identification and punishment

of the “accident prone driver”. That view perpetuated well into the 1950’s.

This was due in part to Greenwood and Yule’s 1920’s research into World

War I munitions factory injuries, and Sigmund Freud’s psychological testing

to identify accident proneness [46].

Road safety research has evolved through a number of phases: From exploring

what is happening during an accident in the hope of answering why accidents

happen. To then applying systems thinking in an attempt to understand how

accidents happen. Through to contemporary road safety research that attempts

to understand the traffic system as a whole; resulting in complex and multi-

disciplined accident models [139].

Seminal research by Haddon, Suchman and Klein developed a framework

to describe the phases of a traffic accident and its contributing factors [67],

which moved road safety from a blame to a prevention focused culture.

While Haddon, Suchman and Klein’s research drove improvements in vehicle

safety, 1960 road safety research still saw significant efforts focused on

identifying, grouping and “removing” (via educational programmes) the

“accident prone driver” [139]. However, with research1 suggesting that less

1 An Israeli study comparing road traffic accidents with driver demographic over a 20 year period

suggests that the accident distribution follows an exponential decay: With 82.6% of drivers

having had only one accident during the period from 1983 to 2004. 13.4% having had 2 accidents

in the same time period. While drivers having 3 accidents or more accounted for less than 5% of

half a million or so accidents [54].

14



1.1 road design safety 15

than 5% of drivers have multiple accidents, the notion of the “accident prone

driver” is unfounded.

1.1 road design safety

Since the early 20th Century road design safety has been influenced by

standards and design guidelines. Early standards and guidelines focused on

achieving correct sighting distances; determined from typical driver reaction

times, vehicle speed and performance. However, Shalom Hakkert and Gitelman

make the observation that because the effectiveness of these standards and

guidelines at reducing accident rates was not measured, important road

characteristics affecting safety were not addressed [139]. For example, the

relative position of roadside furniture at junctions, road camber and lighting all

have the potential to influence accident rates and severity but did not form part

of the early guidance. Contemporary road safety standards and guidelines2

have an empirical foundation and address the potential impacts of the various

road design attributes during the accident phases. For example, the design of

junctions and roundabouts to reduce the likelihood of accidents [46], and the

use of energy absorbent roadside structures that reduce accident severity by

making impacts more “forgiving” [32].

2 For example, the US Highway Safety Manual [160] and the World Road Association’s Road

Safety Manual [202].
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1.2 vehicle design safety

1.2.1 Vehicle design features

Although the accident statistics3 do highlight the significant risk associated

with travelling by car at the early 1900’s, these early motor vehicles did

include a number of mechanical safety measures. Early mechanical safety

devices included wiper blades (1903), the rear view mirror (1911), the laminated

windscreen (1927), speedometer (1937) and padded dashboards (1947). Safety

features, such as airbags (1951), disk brakes (1953), and the three-point

seatbelt (1959), were introduced through the 1950’s and became prevalent once

legislation mandated their use [12, 75].

The use of electronics in vehicle safety systems has increased steadily since the

1980’s, with Mercedes-Benz offering the first Secondary Restraints System (SRS)

in 1981 and together with BMW and Toyota, offering traction control in 1987

[12].

Restraints systems are typically referred to as passive safety systems because

they reduce the severity of the resulting accident. The first active safety

systems appeared during the 1990’s. These systems actively support the

driver to prevent a critical situation becoming an accident. Examples of active

safety systems include: Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) and Electronic Stability

Control (ESC) that make control inputs to the vehicle’s hydraulic braking system

that override those of the driver. By taking over braking authority, when the

vehicle is deemed to have become unstable, these systems support the driver to

maintain control during critical situations thus avoiding an accident.

Complex electronic control systems are now pervasive within the vehicle,

with today’s systems providing tactical safety support to the driver. That is,

supporting the driver with Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs) that

3 In a historical discussion about road safety improvements the UK Driver & Vehicle Standards

Agency states that in 1931, when the Highway Code was introduced in the UK, 7,343 people

were killed when only 2.4 million vehicles were in use. In contrast, in 2008, 2,538 people were

killed with 26.5 million vehicles on the road [75].
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aim to prevent a normal driving situation becoming critical. Example ADAS

features include Automatic Emergency Braking (AEB), Blind Spot Monitoring

(BSM) and Lane Keeping Assistance (LKA). The impact of automation on the

task of driving is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.

1.2.2 Functional safety

The first embedded electronic control systems to appear preceded the passive

safety systems described above. These systems first appeared in passenger

vehicles in the 1980’s and were introduced to replace specific mechanical engine

controls (e.g. electronic ignition, fuel injection). A drive for greater efficiency

and the introduction of more stringent emissions targets, meant that within

a decade everything from driver demand to air and fuel mix were under the

control of embedded programmable electronics.

From their introduction in the early 1980’s, concern about the impact that a

control system failure might have on vehicle safety grew, until in the early

1990’s the UK government set up the Motor Industry Software Reliability

Association (MISRA) consortium, with the objective to “provide assistance to the

automotive industry in the creation and application within a vehicle system

of safe, reliable software”. The “MISRA Guidelines” [112], first published in

1994, provided the practising engineer with guidance describing the activities

necessary to evaluate the safety implications of programmable automotive

systems, and to achieve functional safety; that is, the absence of unreasonable risk

caused by embedded electronics hardware and software faults. This included a

method for assessing risk (the MISRA Risk Model) that considered the effects of

failure on system behaviour (the hazards) and used, amongst other things, the

concept of controllability (i.e. the ability of ‘persons in harm’s way’ to make

the correct and timely reaction to avoid the harm) to estimate the degree of risk

associated with vehicle hazards.

Since its introduction in the mid-1990s the concept of controllability has been

widely adopted by industry [109]. In 2011 the automotive standard ISO 26262
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[162] was released and continues the philosophies established by MISRA by

including a risk classification scheme, which although slightly different from

the original MISRA risk scheme still has the concept of controllability at its

heart.

Although not explicitly stated in ISO 26262 [162], the controllability concept

used to classify hazards characterised by vehicle movement control, makes

three assumptions about the driver: Firstly, it assumes that the driver is always

part of the control loop. This assumption originates from the “Convention

on Road Traffic”, which is commonly referred to as the ’Vienna Convention’4

[178]. Secondly, that the driver is integral to control, as illustrated by the Vehicle

Control Model (VCM) in Figure 1, implying that the driver is fully aware of their

surroundings, i.e. achieving full situational awareness. The third assumption

is that the ‘safe state’, entered by the system following a catastrophic failure,

can be to simply shutdown the system; i.e. to ‘fail safe’ or to ‘fail passive’. The

introduction of ever more complex AD features and the move towards highly

automated and connected driving changes these driver assumptions. Not only

is the driver’s role and behaviour potentially changing [30, 151], but also

vehicles are becoming part of a transport system of systems; with the vehicle

potentially modifying its behaviour as a result of information received from

other vehicles, from roadside infrastructure, and from the Cloud. The potential

impact that this might have on the driver is explored further in Chapter 2.

1.3 a systems safety approach

As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, Haddon, Suchman and Klein’s

research was pivotal in a multi-faceted system-led approach to road safety,

which included considering the phases of an accident (i.e. pre-crash, crash

and post-crash). Represented as a two-dimensional matrix, the Haddon Matrix

[197] captures the different factors and design interventions (i.e. human factors,

4 The Vienna Convention is an international treaty which by establishing ‘standard traffic rules’

for such things as vehicles, road signage and driver obligations, seeks to facilitate cross-boarder

traffic movement and improve road safety [178].
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Figure 1: Driver in the loop – “control systems view of the vehicle” (reproduced from

[113])

vehicle and environmental) that can be attributed to the accident phases. As

Shalom Hakkert and Gitelman highlights, Haddon used analogies from other

domains to communicate the need for a preventative approach to road safety.

For example, installing non-slip flooring surfaces rather than telling employees

to walk more carefully. Or designing guillotines that require two-handed

operation, to prevent limb entrapment, rather than sending the operator on

a training course [139]!

Contemporary road traffic research seeks to understand accidents in a multi-

disciplinary way; looking at the plethora of circumstances leading up to

an accident, thus identifying countermeasures to avoid future accidents.

Although one might imagine cost being a critical factor in determining which

countermeasures to deploy, Shalom Hakkert and Gitelman suggests that law

enforcement does not always provide the most cost-effective countermeasure

(e.g. speed limits and speed enforcement cameras). However, they suggest

that these countermeasures are still used extensively because speed limits and

speed enforcement may establish and maintain the normative driver behaviour

[139].
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1.4 regulation and consumer driven safety

Although some vehicle safety related legislation may have been in place at

national or regional levels much earlier, the 1960’s saw the consolidation of

safety regulations and the development of a legal framework, in Europe, the

Rest of the World and in the United States. The “UNECE World Forum Harmon-

ization of Vehicle Regulations (WP.29)” regulatory forum was established, with

the 1958 Agreement establishing requirements for vehicles, vehicle systems,

parts and equipment; including performance requirements, conformity of

production, and in service inspections [177, 198].

In the United States, motivated by high vehicle related fatalities,5 the “National

Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act” was passed in 1966. The act provided the

legal framework enabling the Federal Government to develop and implement

vehicle and highway safety standards [193].

Seen by many in the automotive industry as representing the ‘minimum’

performance requirement, automotive manufacturers own product design

requirements typically exceed those specified by the regulations. A number

of high profile incidents, relating to Mini power steering system failures,

illustrates the need to potentially engineer above and beyond the regulatory

requirements6. With vehicle safety having the potential to act as a ‘brand

differentiator’, while helping to reduce the cost of ownership (e.g. annual

insurance premiums), vehicle safety features undoubtably have commercial

5 While signing the 1966 “National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act” President Lyndon B.

Johnson noted that 29 American solders had died during the recent Labor Day weekend. During

the same period 614 Americans had died in automobile accidents [193]. 1966 would have been

at the height of the Vietnam War, which took place between 1st November 1955 and 30th April

1975.
6 In 2009, a number of safety incidents involving Mini vehicles build between 2001 and 2007

were reported. Although a power steering system failure was the cause, the vehicle still met

its regulatory requirements so the manufacturer was not obliged to undertake a product recall

in Europe. With the manufacturer making the statement that “as with all modern cars, power

steering systems are an added support function that makes steering easier, especially at slow

speeds, when parking for example. They are not an essential component of steering systems

and cars can be driven perfectly safely without power steering assistance.” [102].
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value. This has led to the development of consumer information like the

European New Car Assessment Programme (Euro NCAP) 5 Star rating. Under

this voluntary scheme a vehicle satisfying the minimum type-approval safety

standards would receive a zero star rating, while a vehicle that achieves

excellent crash protection and avoidance performance would receive the full

5 Stars [52].

Despite the significant progress made in road safety, in 2022 the World Health

Organisation (WHO) estimates that approximately 1.3 million people die each

year [201] as a result of road traffic accidents and more than half of those are

vulnerable road users; i.e. pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists. Additionally,

between 20 and 50 million people sustain non-fatal injuries – with many

of those causing permanent disabilities. The WHO suggests that, for most

countries, the cost of road traffic accidents typically equates to 3% of a country’s

gross domestic product. In 2017 the WHO launched Save LIVES, a package

of strategies aimed at halving the number of road deaths and injuries by

2020; covering aspects such as speed management, infrastructure design and

improvement, vehicle safety standards and survival after a crash. In the Save

LIVES foreword Dr. Etienne Krug indicates that to improve requires policy

makers to overcome challenges, “particularly fatalism, the misconstrued notion

that road traffic crashes are accidental and nothing can be done to prevent

them” [60].

This view that road traffic accidents7 and hence deaths are not inevitable is

the long-standing view of the Swedish Vision Zero policy. Central to this

policy is the belief that no fatality and serious injury statistic above zero is

ethically defensible. The responsibility for accidents is typically apportioned

to the individual. However, the exponents of a Vision Zero policy argue that

the responsibility for zero deaths extends to both the road infrastructure and

vehicle designers [46].

7 Many safety activists question the use of the word ‘accident’ in relation to road traffic incidents,

suggesting that by referring to incidents as ‘accidents’ is accepting a level of inevitability and

randomness – rather than acknowledging that many incidents are preventable [46].
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Euro NCAP have embraced the notion of Vision Zero with their Road Map 2025

– In Pursuit of Vision Zero launched in 2017 [53]. The road map has a vehicle

technology focus and as such

Euro NCAP will challenge vehicle manufacturers to offer the best

possible technology as standard in all segments and countries,

protecting not only car occupants of all ages but also increasingly

addressing the safety of other more vulnerable road users.

Presented as a time line, the road map documents vehicle primary (pre-crash),

secondary (crash), and tertiary (post-crash) safety features considered as the

key technology enablers in pursuit of Vision Zero. These ADAS and AD safety

features include primary safety features, such as Driver Monitoring (2020)

and vehicle to vehicle communications (2024), secondary safety features such

as pedestrian and cyclist safety (2022) and Rescue (2020), and tertiary safety

features such as child presence detection (2022) [53].

1.5 this research’s contribution

The introduction of active and tactical vehicle safety features changes vehicle

control. Vehicle control is now a task shared between the human and the

automation. The nature of this shared control task and its potential impact

on driving and vehicle control is discussed in Chapter 2. Of concern to the

author and safety experts in the field (see Chapter 3), and the motivation for

this research, is the potential impact that greater automation and shared control

has on automotive functional safety. Referred to here as the functional safety

paradigm (see Section 1.2.2), the automotive functional safety lifecycle implicitly

assumes that the driver is integral to vehicle control, and as a consequence will

remain situationally aware. In this context, it is appropriate to simply switch off

a failed vehicle system knowing that the driver will re-adjust accordingly.

The potential impact of Automated Driving (AD) on the functional safety

paradigm raises the question “How can the safety of AD be assured under
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different levels of shared human-vehicle control?” To make progress in this

regard, this thesis contributes the following:

• A review of vehicle safety, risk management and controllability literature,

from the perspective of an automotive functional safety practitioner

seeking to achieve AD safety assurance, has highlighted functional safety

lifecycle tools, techniques and assumptions requiring redress (Parts I & II).

• The development of a vehicle model and behavioural competency tax-

onomy that aids the automotive functional safety practitioner to concep-

tualise and describe the nature of an AD vehicle feature’s shared control

(Chapter 8).

• The development of a concrete hazard analysis method that uses the

vehicle model and behavioural competency taxonomy to analyse shared

control hazard causes (Chapter 9), together with an accompanying safety

case argument pattern for that (Chapter 10).

• Undertaking a series of case studies has established that the method

presented exhibits the qualities necessary to be deemed a proof-of-concept

(Chapter 12). However, further evaluation work is needed to establish

the method’s viability as a hazard analysis method for use by automotive

functional safety practitioners working in a product development envir-

onment.

1.6 concepts and models

Throughout this thesis the terms concept, conceptualise and model are used

extensively. To remove any ambiguity, this section describes the meaning I

give to each term, and consequently the meaning that should be taken from

these terms when encountered within the thesis.
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1.6.1 Concepts

A concept is defined as an abstract idea [122] and typically describes a basal

idea that underpins principles, thoughts or beliefs. Although philosophy

research provides multiple interpretations of what should be understood by a

concept [191], this research understands a concept to be a mental representation

or visualisation of an idea, used to reason about (i.e. conceptualise) that

idea. Consequently, the title of this thesis “Conceptualising automated driving

shared control hazard causes” should be understood to mean the formation of

an abstract representation of hazard causes that are attributable to AD shared

control.

1.6.2 Model

A model can be thought of as a representation or copy of something physical,

with the act of modelling being to create a representation or copy of a

physical thing [124]. The reasons for creating a model are numerous, but

typically one might wish to create a model to explore a particular property

of a physical object or system, or to make predictions about future events.

For example, a high-rise building scale-model could help evaluate the wind

pressure experienced by the structure itself or by pedestrians walking around

beneath [157], while a mathematical model might be used to make future

statistical predictions about traffic accident rates [124].

Like the examples given above, the models described within this thesis have

been created to explore some property of a system or to facilitate making future

predictions about that system. Unlike the examples above, unless stated to the

contrary, the models described herein represent concepts associated with the

system rather than representing physical properties of the system itself.

Models of this type are often referred to as mental models. A mental model

describes how an individual reasons about some system idea or principle

[192]. For example, in the context of hazard analysis, that might be a
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conceptual system model that aids the analyst to identify potential hazard

causes (i.e., to make predictions about the likely future system behaviour).

Depending on the context, a mental model might include a representation

of the system environment and the relation between the system’s constituent

parts. In addition, the mental model will likely include an individual’s intuitive

understanding of cause and effect gained through practical experimentation

with the system; as is typically the case for the car driver interacting with their

vehicle’s automation.



2
T H E A RT O F D R I V I N G

2.1 what is driving?

Those of us who are qualified and have been driving for a period of time will

likely take the task of driving for granted. We understand what it means

to drive a car, but would probably find it difficult to articulate each control

action and concept used. To explore the notion of driving and to inform how

automation might change the assumptions on which the MISRA VCM is based,

a review of driver behaviour modelling research was undertaken. Combined

with a review of the literature pertaining to situational awareness, this helped

inform how automation might affect driving and hence vehicle safety.

2.1.1 Modelling the driver

Driver behaviour can be thought of as resolving the multiple possible actions

(or driving related subtasks) and their effects that are presented simultaneously

in a dynamically changing environment [36]. Driver behaviour research can be

traced back to Gibson and Crooks’ 1938 research. However, it is suggested

that driver behaviour research stagnated in the 1970’s until in 1985 Michon

published his seminal Hierarchical Control Model (HCM). The HCM (Figure 2)

has three layers1 (Strategy, Manoeuvring and Control), and Michon suggests

1 This research uses the terms Strategy, Manoeuvring and Control to described the three

hierarchical control layers. These are also referred to by some researchers as Strategic, Tactical

and Operational layers respectively. Abbink et al. suggests that a forth Executive Layer can also

be added. The Executive Layer represents the neuromuscular control loops required to action

Control Layer tasks [1]. This research groups Executive and Control tasks together within the

Control Layer.

26
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Figure 2: Michon’s “hierarchical control model” (reproduced from [107])

that to be comprehensive a driver model should contain all 3 layers and

provide information flow control between the layers [107]. The HCM has

formed the foundation of subsequent driver conceptualisations [100], although

contemporary driver models exist [28, 136, 188] their purpose has tended

to mimic driver behaviour in a dynamic vehicle simulation context, rather

than conceptualising driver behaviour in a hazard identification and analysis

context.

2.1.2 Situation awareness

Fundamental to a driver’s ability to safely control their vehicle, in a continually

changing environment, is developing and maintaining an awareness of the

objects and threats in that environment. The process of becoming and

remaining “coupled to the dynamics of their operational environment” is

termed Situation Awareness (SA) [145]. Salmon, Stanton and Young suggest

that what SA actually is depends on the perspective from which SA is viewed

[135]. Endsley’s 3 Level Model views SA from the perspective of the individual.

In this context SA exists as information within an individual’s head or mind. In

contrast, Ackerman’s description of SA as applied in a military domain context,
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views SA as “something that exists in the world” [145]. From this perspective, SA

exists as information viewed on displays or other physical artefacts. The third

perspective described by Salmon, Stanton and Young is a systems or human

factors perspective. This perspective views SA as an emergent property of a

socio-technical system, and is characterised by the distributed cognition that

takes place between people and their environment [135]. In a socio-technical

systems context Distributed Situation Awareness (DSA) [146] is the compelling

notion.

Published in the 1980’s, still popular and widely cited2, Endsley’s 3 Level Model

[47] considers an individual’s SA as:

• Level 1 SA: perception of the elements in the environment relating to the

current task

• Level 2 SA: comprehension of the situation, involving comprehending

data from Level 1 (i.e. the significance of objects and events), and

• Level 3 SA: the projection of future states, involving predicting the future

states of the system and elements using a combination of Level 1 and 2

SA related mental models.

Endsley’s Model has been used in combination with Michon’s HCM to consider

the SA needed by each hierarchical control level [84, 104], giving a concept

in which the criticality of SA mental models [134] and factors affecting SA,

such as distractions [153], might be considered in the context of vehicle safety.

The ability to model both SA and driver awareness, and to represent those

properties together within the Enhanced Vehicle Control Model (EVCM) (see

Chapter 9 page 123), was the motivation for using Endsley’s 3 Level Model for

this research. This does mean that the EVCM reflects an individual’s perspective

of SA, rather than aligning with the systems perspective (e.g., DSA) that current

research would advocate.

Although combining Endsley’s model with Michon’s HCM provides a compel-

ling representation of driver cognition for this research, the 3 Level Model does

have limitations that should not be overlooked. A criticism levelled at Endsley’s

2 Having > 10,000 citations (checked January 2022).
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Model by Salmon, Stanton and Young is that it assumes that SA is obtained

and maintained by processing environmental inputs in a linear sequential way.

However, not all driving tasks conform to this linear feedback control paradigm.

Many tasks are feedforward in nature, and can be undertaken successfully with

minimal input [145]. Many drivers will be familiar with the ability to arrive at

ones destination, with no recollection of the precise drive to get there. This

phenomenon demonstrates how experienced drivers can maintain SA without

needing to perceive all elements in the environment. As Salmon, Stanton and

Young note, viewed through the lens of Endsley’s 3 Level Model, the “driving

without attention” example would incorrectly imply poor quality driver SA

[135].

While modelling SA from the perspective of the individual might be appropriate

when considering shared control interactions between the driver and the

automation in their vehicle, this perspective is less suited to more complex

interactions. Particularly, as the different road users (e.g., pedestrians, cyclists,

drivers) in a traffic system will likely have and need different levels of SA [135].

In addition, these differing SA levels combined with potentially conflicting

goals, can result in “DSA breakdowns”, and it is these DSA breakdowns that

can themselves cause accidents [135]. To model these complex human machine

interactions and DSA in a traffic infrastructure systems (e.g., multiple automated

vehicles interacting, or automated vehicles interacting with other road users)

a different model of SA is needed. A viable example of which is the Event

Analysis of Systemic Team-work (EAST) method [185].

2.1.3 Driving behavioural competencies

Having made the observation that driving is a skill that soon becomes

automatic, second-nature and potentially difficult to articulate, the need for

a precise definition of what it means to drive became evident early on in

this research – particularly while seeking to give precise meaning of each

element of the EVCM diagram (see Section 8.2). To fit such a construct, this

‘driving’ definition would also need to embrace the different types of driving
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task and align with Michon’s Strategy, Manoeuvring and Control Levels (see

Figure 2). Taxonomies describing the automation’s capability requirements do

exist [173, 200]. However, with the exception of Walker, Stanton and Salmon’s

Hierarchical Task Analysis of Driving (HTAoD) [186], a suitable taxonomy that

describes ’driving’ in its entirety was not forthcoming.

Consequently, to support this research, a driving competencies taxonomy

has been developed (see Appendix A for the complete taxonomy), which

draws extensively on the HTAoD [186]. The HTAoD defines four categories

of driving task: “perform basic control tasks”, “perform operational driving

tasks”, “perform tactical driving tasks” and “perform strategic driving tasks”.

Considering these categories together with Michon’s control hierarchy it

becomes evident that “perform basic control tasks” are sub-one second tasks

that align with control level tasks. While “perform operational driving tasks”

and “perform tactical driving tasks” are reflective of Michon’s manoeuvring level

tasks that might take a few seconds to perform. And “perform strategic driving

tasks” perhaps unsurprisingly aligns to strategic level tasks in the HCM. The full

HTAoD contains as many as six levels of abstraction for each category. As will

be seen, for the hazard analysis undertaken by this research (see Chapter 8 and

Chapter 9) using only two levels of abstraction has proven sufficient.

2.2 how driving is changing

As discussed in Chapter 1 driving is a much safer endeavour today than it was

100 years ago. However, with more than a million people dying each year as a

result of road traffic accidents and tens of millions more becoming permanently

disabled [201], the global human and monetary cost each year is staggering and

somewhat incomprehensible. As discussed in Section 1.4, such grim statistics

are a clear motivation for National and International initiatives, such as Save

Lives [60], Vision Zero [46] and Euro NCAP’s In Pursuit of Vision Zero [53]. While

initiatives of this type do address a breadth of road safety facets, vehicle based

automation is clearly seen as a key enabler; particularly in a consumerism and

brand differentiating automotive marketplace.
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2.3 highly automated driving

2.3.1 Automated systems taxonomy

Terms such as “automated”, “highly automated”, “autonomous”, “self-driving”

and “autonomy” have become commonplace during the last decade – not just

in the automotive industry, but in general conversation too. The ambiguity

in the terms used, together with differing capability of AD vehicle features

entering the marketplace, is probably the motivation behind many institutions

seeking to categorise the different levels of automation – examples include, the

German Federal Highway Institute [59], the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration (NHTSA) [5], and the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)

[141]. Of those cited, it is the SAE’s J3016 Taxonomy and Definitions for Terms

Related to Driving Automation Systems for On-Road Motor Vehicles taxonomy that

the industry has gravitated towards.

The SAE J3016 taxonomy seeks to provide a definition for the complete

capability range of Automated Driving (AD) levels, thus it “can be used to

describe the full range of driving automation features equipped on motor

vehicles in a functionally consistent and coherent manner” [141]. Where an

AD feature refers to a vehicle system that performs part or all of the Dynamic

Driving Task (DDT)3 for a sustained period of time; from completely manual

driving with no automation at Level 0, through to fully automated driving

under all conditions at Level 5. The levels within the taxonomy are represented

pictorially in Figure 3 and the key characteristics of each level are described

below.

3 SAE J3016 defines the DDT as “All of the real-time operational and tactical functions required

to operate a vehicle in on-road traffic, excluding the strategic functions such as trip scheduling

and selection of destinations and waypoints, and including without limitations: lateral vehicle

motion control via steering (operational); longitudinal vehicle motion control via acceleration

and deceleration (operational); monitoring the driving environment via object and event

detection, recognition, classification, and response preparation (operational and tactical); object

and event response execution (operational and tactical); maneuver planning (tactical); and

enhancing conspicuity via lighting, signaling and gesturing, etc. (tactical).” [141].
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Figure 3: Pictorial representation of the SAE J3016 6 levels of automation (picture

reproduced from [115])

In addition to the DDT, there are three further concepts within SAE J3016

worthy of mention: OEDR, DDT fall-back and ODD. The Object and Event

Detection and Response (OEDR) is defined as a subtask of the DDT associated

with monitoring the driving environment. It is perhaps analogous to the

behavioural competency of perform surveillance (see Section A.1) although

SAE J3016 refers to the competency in a more mechanistic way, that is

“...(detecting, recognizing, and classifying objects and events and preparing to

respond as needed) and executing an appropriate response to such objects and

events.” The DDT fall-back is the function that the user undertakes when the

automation requires them to regain vehicle control. This could be because

the automation has experienced a system failure or because environmental

conditions / circumstances have changed causing the vehicle to no longer be

operating within the Operational Design Domain (ODD) – for example, the

vehicle is approaching a construction zone, or changing weather conditions

(e.g. fog) adversely affecting a vehicle’s vision system.

2.3.1.1 SAE Level 0 – No driving automation

SAE Level 0 represents full manual control. That is, the human driver

undertakes all driving tasks all of the time. The vehicle may include supportive
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safety systems, such as ABS or ESC, that can override the driver’s inputs to help

maintain vehicle stability, but the driver retains ultimate vehicle control.

2.3.1.2 SAE Level 1 – Driver assistance

SAE Level 1 driver assistance vehicle features typically automate one vehicle

motion control task, with the driver being responsible for all remaining tasks.

Vehicle longitudinal control is the driving task most commonly automated –

with vehicle features like cruise control and Active Cruise Control (ACC) being

common place examples. It is worth noting that even when a feature like ACC

is operational, the longitudinal control task is still shared. This is because the

driver may choose to override the automation at anytime. But in addition

to that, there will be scenarios (such as another vehicle cutting in) where the

automation may request the driver to undertake DDT fall-back and intervene

to maintain vehicle safety. With such limits in authority and performance

SAE J3016 defines OEDR and DDT fall-back as being the driver’s responsibility.

Although SAE J3016 describes the ODD as being limited, in reality few ADAS

features will prevent the driver from activating the system at anytime. For

example, if one chose to approach a roundabout or road junction with ACC

active the system will do nothing to prevent such misuse.

2.3.1.3 SAE Level 2 – Partial automation

SAE Level 2 partial automation automates two vehicle control tasks, so is the

natural progression from Level 1. Although the automation is expected to

undertake lateral and longitudinal vehicle control for sustained periods, while

inside the ODD, the driver is still expected to undertake all OEDR tasks. In

addition, the driver must remain fully alert as they may be called upon at any

moment to fulfil the DDT fall-back function. Like Level 1, both lateral and

longitudinal vehicle control are potentially shared between the driver and the

automation in certain driving scenarios.
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2.3.1.4 SAE Level 3 – Conditional driving automation

SAE Level 3 conditional driving automation is perhaps the most controversial

of the defined levels [18, 138]. This is due to the ‘paradigm-shift’ that occurs

between Level 2 and Level 3 regarding driver and automation responsibility.

Pictorial representations of the SAE taxonomy typically make a graphical

distinction between SAE Levels 2 and 3 (Figure 3 is a case in point). The

automation levels discussed until now have all defined the driver as being

responsible for the OEDR tasks while the automation is active. At Level 3,

for the first time, conditional driving automation is expected to undertake all

OEDR tasks while the automation is operational. However, the driver is still

expected to be DDT fall-back ready. Although, interestingly in this context the

human is typically referred to as the “fall-back ready user” rather than the “fall-

back ready driver”. For Level 3 automation the ODD will still be limited, and

with the additional OEDR responsibility, the system will almost certainly include

functionality to detect ODD limits and to ensure that the driver has DDT control

before the vehicle exits the ODD.

2.3.1.5 SAE Level 4 – High driving automation

Although the ODD is still limited at this level, at SAE Level 4 the automation

is responsible for the full DDT, all OEDR tasks and for DDT fall-back while the

vehicle is inside the ODD. With the vehicle occupants never needing to under-

take any part of the DDT it is conceivable that a vehicle incorporating Level 4

high driving automation will be built without driver controls. Applications

deploying Level 4 automation might include driverless taxis or public transport

shuttles operating from A to B in geofenced4 areas. Typically, vehicles of this

type will still require an amount of human control, with a remote operator

often being needed to position the vehicle at the beginning of the day or as part

of service and maintenance operations.

4 “Geofence” refers to a “virtual geographic boundary, defined by Global Positioning System (GPS)

or Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology, that enables software to trigger a response

when a mobile device enters or leaves a particular area”. It can also be used as a verb to describe

the act of creating a virtual geographic boundary [123].
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2.3.1.6 SAE Level 5 – Full driving automation

Completing the SAE taxonomy is SAE Level 5 full driving automation. Like

Level 4, the automation is responsible for the entire DDT, all the OEDR tasks

and for DDT fall-back, so like Level 4 a user is not expected to intervene in the

vehicle’s operation. As a consequence, the only difference between Level 4 and

5 automation is the ODD. For Level 5 it is unlimited. At the time of writing no

full driving automation production systems exist.

2.3.2 AD feature evolution

Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) is the umbrella term for a range

of vehicle features designed to aid, warn and assist the driver to undertake

simple tasks related to the DDT. Although the term ADAS has only become

commonplace in recent years, early example of ADAS vehicle features can be

traced back as far as the 1950’s. In 1959 Cadillac introduced its Cyclone concept

vehicle that included a RADAR based collision avoidance system [38]. Some

common ADAS features, with their first introduction dates, are summarised

below [97, 111]:

• Driver Aids: night vision (2000), adaptive front headlights (2006), front

and rear cameras, and surround vision systems (2007), traffic sign

recognition.

• Driver Warnings: park assist (2002), forward collision warning (2003),

lane departure warning (2005), blind spot monitoring (2006), rear cross

traffic (2006) and driving monitoring (2006)

• Driver Assistance: self-parking (2006), adaptive cruise control (2007),

forward crash mitigation (2008), lane keep assist (2010), and pedestrian

avoidance (2014)

In recent years these basal vehicle features have been combined to develop

partial automation systems. Two examples are Traffic Jam Assist (TJA) and

Highway Assist System (HAS). TJA can undertake longitudinal and lateral
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vehicle control at low-speed in dense traffic situations. HAS again undertakes

longitudinal and lateral vehicle control, but at highway speeds, with some HAS

also supporting the driving during overtaking manoeuvres.

Within this thesis ADAS, partial, and conditional automation systems are used

to explain and evaluate the concepts and contributions presented. Use case

descriptions of the vehicle features used are included in Appendix B.

Although designed to aid the driver, reduce the likelihood of human error and

thus accidents, multiple research studies have highlighted potential pitfalls

associated with vehicle automation. Although its focus was the process

industry, Bainbridge’s seminal paper exploring the “Ironies of automation”

[17] set the tone for the human factors automotive specific research that

has followed. Research projects such as CityMobil (European), OPTIVE

(Sweden) and Easy (UK) have investigated driver behaviour in relation to ADAS.

Specifically, potential human factors issues [97], driver resumption of DDT

control performance [105], and the influence that the automation’s level and

type might have on driver attentiveness and engagement in secondary tasks

[30]. While studies such as FORWARN (UK) have sought to investigate the

impact of distraction on driver performance [90] and BAMADAS (Netherlands)

considered how automation concept improvements might improve driver

engagement [56].

Irrespective of the substantial funding and research effort that has been focused

towards improving sharing the driving task between the human driver and the

automation, high profile accidents and examples of potential driver misplaced

trust and miss-use continue to appear in the media [62, 159] and on YouTube

[190]. And as Undercoffler observes, “While these systems are touted as

“hands-free,” they are not “attention-free.” They require the driver to be paying

attention at all times, even if their hands aren’t on the wheel” [176]. Changing

the perception of what it means to automate the driving task, in comparison

to other commonplace endeavours, is perhaps the key enabler to the safe

introduction of greater automation. As Stanton eloquently described during a

keynote address, the interaction that humans are expected to have with vehicle

automation is atypical. For example, when placing a load of dirty cloths into
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the washing machine, adding the detergent, selecting the wash programme and

then presses ‘start’, one doesn’t then “pull up a chair in front of the washing

machine and watch it complete the task” [148].

2.3.3 Shared control

Abbink et al. suggest that the ability for machines to be “fully autonomous

always and everywhere is a myth” [1]. So, with the exception of this fully

autonomous utopia or purely manual control, there is the need for some sort of

communication5 or sharing of control to take place between the human and the

automation. An inevitable consequence of system control success relying on

two ‘intelligent agents’ is complexity, with a commonly held view being that it

is only the purely manual or purely automated use case that will be completely

immune from conflicts in control [203].

Like the interaction themselves, the definitions and language surrounding

human-machine communication and control appears no less complex. As the

capability of automation increases, three terms emerge describing the human-

machine relationship: Human Machine Interaction (HMI), Human Machine

Collaboration (HMC), and more recently Human Machine Teaming (HMT). With

HMI being reflective of a start-stop button press style relationship that sees

the human firmly in command [154]. In industrial setting, collaborative style

(HMC) relationships exist where industrial robots undertake the repetitive tasks

previously carried out by human operators, with the human still potentially

intervening and providing oversight [91]. Still largely a research pursuit, HMT

is reflective of a human-machine relationship where the human and machine

agent’s aligned goals are worked on together, in a more dynamic and less

predicable way [187].

Although referred to in the context of HMT above, machine goal setting is

not a new concept. In their review of shared control systems Abbink et al.

discuss a decades old term, supervisory control, in which a machine (without

5 Interestingly, communication originates from the Latin communicat- meaning shared, which is from

the verb communicare [121].
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being fully autonomous) can be set a goal to complete unsupervised. However,

one challenge identified with such interactions is establishing the method of

communication between the human and the machine [1]. This has lead to the

emergence of two further terms: shared control and traded control [188]. During

shared control the human and machine agents are active together, while traded

control sees the agents taking turns being active. Abbink et al. note that while

both traded and shared control can be applied to the task hierarchy, it is the

Strategic Level and Manoeuvring Level tasks that tend to be traded, with true

shared control occurring at the Control Level. In an automotive context, the

driver enabling, overriding and cancelling ACC would be an example of traded

longitudinal control. While LKA is an example of haptic lateral shared control

and steer-by-wire an example of input-mixing lateral shared control [1].

While introducing their “hierarchical framework of shared control” Abbink

et al. highlight the importance of considering all potential HMI combinations

during the design and evaluation of shared control; particularly in scenarios

where agents are learning from one another [1]. Comparable to the behavioural

competency responsibility matrix introduced in Section 8.4, Abbink et al.

identify the type of interaction (i.e. performed independently by an agent,

traded, or shared) taking place at each level in the task hierarchy (i.e. Strategy,

Tactical, Operational, Evaluation [STOE]). They suggest that by embellishing

the interaction definition with the type of behaviour required from each agent

(i.e. Knowledge, Rule or Skill [KRS]) system capability requirements (e.g.

the need for mental models) can be better understood. Although for hazard

analysis this research uses a less-granular HMI definition (see Section 8.4),

incorporating the STOE-KRS framework into an AD feature’s item definition

could be a beneficial enrichment6.

Having introduced some of the terminology used in the field of human-

machine communication and control, it should be noted that this research

makes no attempt to apply these terms precisely. This is particularly true of

shared control, which by definition excludes traded tasks, because the definition

requires both agents to be “temporally congruent” [1]. With the research

6 The potential benefit of incorporating the behavioural competency taxonomy responsibility

matrix into an AD feature Item Definition is discussed in Section 12.1, page 168.
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fields of human-machine communications and shared control being too large to

cover appropriately here, I uses the term shared control in its broadest sense, to

describe situations where some level of human-machine interaction is taking

place in pursuit of task completion – be that specifying which agent has

responsibility for doing, monitoring, or achieving safety in the context of the

behavioural competency taxonomy (see Table 4 page 128), or be that reasoning

about the nature of hazard causes when addressing the loss scenario questions

(see Figure 17 page 137).

2.3.4 Technologies deployed

Various frameworks have been used to describe the decision making process (by

both humans and by automation), such as OODA Loop [194], SPA [143] and SUDA

[27]. The SPA and SUDA frameworks are typically used by design engineers to

describe the primitives that automated systems must implement, namely: sense,

plan, act (i.e. Sense Plan Act (SPA)). Arguably the ability to sense, but also to

correctly understand (i.e. Sense Understand Decide Act (SUDA)) what is being

sensed, is an important fact in a system safety context.

If technology is to replace the human in Figure 1 (page 19) and undertake Driver

Control, then the automation must be capable of the following:

• sense: to sense the characteristics of the environment in which the vehicle

is operating. This includes the identification of obstacles and navigational

aids. In an automotive context this includes sensing other road users

(obstacles) and road markings (navigational aids).

• understand: the ability to build a ‘picture’ of the vehicle’s operating

environment. By using temporal sensing data and data fusion (see Sec-

tion 2.3.4.1) the system must build an accurate model of its environment.

• decide: based on its environmental perception, the system must then

decide what to do next. In an automotive context this involves using the

vehicle’s ‘localisation’ knowledge of its current and future position, with
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a prediction of the path and movement of other road users, to plot the

safe future trajectory for the vehicle.

• act: the ability to control the vehicle’s lateral and longitudinal movement.

This typically involves modulating the vehicle’s steering, braking and

propulsion actuators.

2.3.4.1 Data fusion

In an article describing the updates being made to Tesla’s Version 8 Autopilot

[167] the need to ‘fuse’ data from different sensor types is evident. For example,

in a world seen by RADAR people are invisible, an aluminium drinks can’s

concave base can lead to its size appearing magnified, and an overhead metal

gantry being approached downhill many appear as a solid object across the

road. With all sensor technologies currently available having limitations [199],

the outputs from an array of sensor technologies is typically used to reliably

sense the environment under all operating conditions. Therefore, “the aim of a

data fusion process is to maximize the useful information content acquired by

heterogeneous sources in order to infer relevant situations and events related

to the observed environment” [103]. Data fusion supports reliable sensing, but

to understand the behaviour of artefacts in the environment requires a priori

knowledge to then correctly interpret what is being sensed.

2.3.4.2 Data inference

Inference in an automation context involves taking data from a number of

low level sources, and then inferring information from that data at a higher

level in the information hierarchy. For example, inferring vehicle speed

from individual wheel velocity measurements, or inferring a target object’s

classification by comparing the speed of that object with the vehicle’s current

speed. Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom pyramids [16] provide a useful

way to visualise such an Inference Hierarchy (see Figure 4) [68]. Hall and

Llinas suggest that by (correctly) combining the data from multiple sensors a

more accurate determination of a moving objects distance and direction can
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be obtained than could have been achieved from using data from just one

sensor [68]. However, they do advise caution, noting that care is needed during

the design process to avoid situations where the system becomes infeasible to

implement and achieves worse results than would have been possible from

one carefully chosen single sensor. As highlighted in [108], the inference

hierarchy helps visualise the difference in perception that may exist between

the automation and the human driver – a potential important consideration for

ADAS, partial and conditional automation safety, where vehicle control will be

shared or passed between the human driver and the automation.

(a) Hierarchy pyramid (from [16]) (b) Inference hierarchy (from [68])

Figure 4: Data fusion inference hierarchies

2.3.4.3 Object detection

The topic of object detection is too broad to do the subject justice here. At a

superficial level, to support the understand primitive discussed in Section 2.3.4,

the object detection function must correctly identify and classify objects in

the vehicle environment. This is both the identification and classification

of objects that the vehicle should avoid to maintain vehicle safety, and the

identification and classification of objects (e.g. pedestrians, cyclists) to which

the vehicle could inflict harm. It is in support of object detection where

automotive systems have seen the introduction of neural networks and machine

learning algorithms; which because of their complex and opaque nature

their introduction challenges the established functional safety paradigm (see

Section 1.2.2) yet further.
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Typically object detection involves a training phase, followed by the detection

phase. The detection phase occurs at ‘run-time’ and typically incorporates two

further steps: feature extraction or hypothesis generation and object classification

or hypothesis verification. This two step approach is taken to reduce the

overall computation effort needed to achieve object recognition at run-time.

Hypothesis generation involves determining where within the image objects

of interest might reside. For example, to identify parked cars within an image

the system needs to know where in the image one will typically find parked

cars. Then once candidate objects are identified, further algorithms may then

use other image artefacts to increase object detection confidence. For example,

using areas of contrasting shadow, or the ‘sharp’ edges of a windscreen to

increase the certainty that the object detected really is a parked car. To identify

moving objects in the scene the concept of optical flow is typically used. This

involves detecting the relative motion of each pixel in a sequence of time series

images to determine the image flow (Figure 5 visualises the optical flow overlay

for a forward facing camera). The optical flow overlay for an approaching

vehicle would see the pixels diverging, while for a departing or overtaking

vehicle the optical flow overlay would be seen to converge. Stationary objects

will also have optical flow relative to the target vehicle - providing the target

vehicle is moving of course, which does highlight a limitations of this type of

technique [8, 156].

Figure 5: Example forward facing camera footage with optical flow overlay (from [73])

Once hypothesis generation has identified potential objects within the scene,

hypothesis verification then seeks to validate the classification of those objects.

Template and appearance based validation are two methods typically deployed.

The former method looks for a particular pattern within an image, while the
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latter method uses the difference between image classes to ‘teach’ the system

about a particular object type. So for example, a template based validation

might use the ‘U’ shape pattern made by a vehicle’s windscreen as validation.

In contrast, teaching the system using appearance-based validation might use

two sets of images, with one set of images having vehicles present, while the

other set of images does not. Appearance based hypothesis verification is

a more reliable method than template based validation [8], but successfully

training a system with either method is a delicate balance – both in terms of

the costs involved in providing sufficient training examples, while at the same

time avoiding over-training pitfalls like overfitting [144].



3
R E S E A R C H A I M S

3.1 challenges of highly automated driving

It was important for this research to engage with the key automotive stakehold-

ers to understand their needs. Thus maximising the potential for this research

effort to have a tangible and positive benefit in the automotive domain.

An invitation to run a workshop on AD safety, at the IQPC Functional Safety

Conference in March 2017, presented an unmissable opportunity. As it

provided the forum in which to engage with other automotive functional

safety experts and to undertake structured qualitative research probing what

those experts considered the contemporary AD safety engineering challenges

to be [110]. Forty one functional safety experts, practitioners and development

engineers took part, predominately from automotive suppliers and academia.

The workshop began by providing the participants with some background

material, by discussing the notion of controllability, the implicit assumptions

made by ISO 26262, and the level of control relinquished by the driver with

increasing automation [141]. In addition, the introduction briefly discussed

two pivotal research papers by Bainbridge and Parasuraman and Riley relating

to human interaction with automation [17, 128].

The ‘World Cafe’ style [168] workshop was approximately 4 hours in duration.

To make best use of that time, the delegates were split into 5 groups to consider

the following topics: ISO 26262’s current scope, the hazard analysis and risk

assessment process, the notion of controllability, and safety concepts. Using

a Thematic Analysis technique uncovered a number of themes emerging from

the delegates’ transcripts. The themes relating to understanding AD risk and

safety are listed in Table 1, while the themes relating to interactive complexity

44
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Table 1: A new risk model

Understanding Risk and Safety: Understanding the risks associated with, and

demonstrating the safety of, automated systems in the context of today’s safety lifecycle

will be challenging

Theme 6 Controllability and Automated Systems: Today’s notion of controllability cannot

be applied without change and is further affected by the level of automation.

Theme 7 Expanding Notion of Controllability: The notion of controllability needs to be

expanded to consider controllability for the driver, for other road users and for

the system itself.

Theme 14 Multi-Level HARA: Multi-level HARAs are required for automated systems that

cover the broad scope of the vehicle, the driver, and the environment.

Theme 15 Complexity Impacts HARA Effectiveness: Some aspects of the HARA will not

change, however the effectiveness of such analysis will be influenced by more

complex automated systems.

appear in Table 2. Themes of direct relevance to this research are: the need

for the hazard analysis and risk assessment process to have a broader scope,

the challenge of managing increased complexity, and potentially modifying the

notion of controllability.

3.1.1 Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment

The topic of automotive Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment (HARA) is

discussed further in Chapter 5. For the workshop participants a number of

potential issues emerged (see Table 1), with the key ‘take-away’ being the need

to broaden the scope of hazard analyses.

The participants noted that although “HARA is focused on ‘malfunctioning

behaviour’”, a HARA could potentially support the analysis and correct

specification of the intended function. However as one participant put it “the

specification of the correct function cannot contain a complete description of

the world.”
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Many factors have the potential to influence the number of operational

situations that should be considered during the hazard analysis process. One

factor identified was the need to broaden the scope of the analysis beyond a

single vehicle: “HARA analysis of [the] item would need to be done on vehicle

or even road infrastructure level”. Another factor is the potential for either the

driver or the system to be in control. Consequently the participants view was

that the hazard analysis should consider both circumstances.

As discussed further in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 the notion of controllability is

used by automotive safety practitioners to classify accident risk; by considering

what the likelihood is that the driver will be able to control the hazard and thus

avoid an accident. Even though it may be appropriate to remove controllability

from the risk model for delegated1 driving it’s influence is still relevant while

the driver continues to share the driving task with the system. However, for

shared driving participants suggested that “controllability needs to be thought

of differently”, as “situations leading up to the hazardous situation” may have

an influence on controllability. Additionally, working with automation may

affect the driver’s behaviour and awareness of their surroundings [106], as a

consequence the “time to get driver back in the loop” may be longer.

Intuitively one might conclude that greater automation will drive complexity

into the HARA process and increase its scope. This was a view shared by the

workshop participants. The participants felt that the scope of the analysis

should be increased to consider the effects of the intended function as well

as the malfunctioning behaviour of the system. Although in principle this does

seem an appropriate step to take, as one participant postulated “what does it

mean for an autonomous system to fail?”

Feedback from the participants suggested that a hierarchical HARA would also

result in a “sphere of influence” challenge. For example, a system manufacturer

might carry out a system level HARA making assumptions about the vehicle into

which the system would be fitted, while the vehicle manufacturer might carry

out a vehicle level HARA making assumptions about the infrastructure. Finally

the infrastructure supplier might undertake a HARA for the infrastructure

1 For a discussion on shared and delegated driving please see Section 3.1.3.
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equipment making assumptions about the influence the infrastructure may

have over vehicle behaviour. It would then be reasonable to expect the

safety case for such a system to reconcile those assumptions and to present

a coherent final safety case argument. Although such an activity is not

typically undertaken by the automotive industry, this type of approach does

have precedence in other industries, such as aerospace.

Participants contemplated whether this idea of shared HARA responsibility still

works in situations where different vehicle types are interacting with each other

and the environment? For example, a number of different manufacturers’

vehicles cooperating in a road-train? Perhaps in this scenario the road-train

“rules” would need to be the subject of HARA analysis too? This idea of

analysing the “rules” has been used on infrastructure projects such as the M42

Smart Motorway [9].

The participants observed that sheer scale of the HARA will also likely increase.

That is, the risks associated with any given hazard may need to be considered

for a number of hazardous events to take account of the different people in

harms way. For example, one might conclude that a hazard outcome associated

with a vehicle operating automatically might be for the vehicle to decelerate

unexpectedly. Today’s HARA would typically consider hazardous events in

the context of the vehicle driver. However if the vehicle’s brake system were

under automatic control, then the analysis ought to consider the influence

on other road users travelling behind. The level of connectivity between

vehicles may further complicate the HARA for such a system, and the level

of connectivity achieved could reasonably be expected to change from scenario

to scenario.

In future hazard identification becomes a multi-dimensional problem, with

the need to consider hazards resulting from interactions between the vehicle

and the driver, and between vehicles. Safety concepts will need to address

these new hazard causes, and not be limited to the detection and mitigation of

failures within the vehicle control system. This added interactive complexity

complicates the validation process, as does the assurance challenges associated
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with systems that may learn, and whose behaviour may be adversely affected

by the environment.

3.1.2 Increased complexity

A very clear message resonating through the data, which is applicable to

this research, is increasing complexity (see Table 2). Architectures needed for

automated vehicle operation clearly become more complex. No longer can the

car be thought of as a “satellite” system, given that there is now a need to

interface directly with one or more of “The Cloud”, other vehicles and roadside

infrastructure. As a system of systems both the design and validation phases

of development become more complicated than for a vehicle with little or no

automation.

The workshop participants felt it appropriate for the public expectation to be

that the risk of being involved in a road accident will greatly reduce with

increased automation; particularly as in all likelihood the car owner will have

paid a price premium for such vehicle features. This does however lead to a

potential dichotomy between public perception and the real hazard landscape,

given that these new technologies are complex and have the potential to

challenge current design and development methodologies. This is particularly

true of ISO 26262 that, although published in 2011, is derived from principles

developed in the 1990s [83], and at that time it was observed that vehicle

systems where “rather well defined, owned by [the] OEM and limited in

scope, [and] self-contained.” As a consequence one participant suggested that

ISO 26262’s “current scope/focus is/was for ‘simple’ systems” which means

that “[ISO 26262] doesn‘t cater for [the development of] complex/autonomous

systems.”
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Table 2: Interactive complexity

Interactive Complexity: Complex functionality, non-determinism and system of

system interactions challenge the definition, analysis, verification and validation of

automated systems; making the demonstration of safety difficult.

Theme 1 Adaptive & Learning Technology: Demonstrating safety is challenging when the

system includes adaptive or learning algorithms.

Theme 3 Complex Interactions: Complex interactions with the infrastructure and other

systems (including legacy systems) make the definition of system boundaries

and integrity assumptions difficult.

Theme 4 Complexity of V&V: Verifying and validating automated systems is challenging

given the number of use cases and the complexity of the test environment.

Theme 5 Structured Verification & Validation: A structured approach to automated system

verification and validation is required; incorporating layers of verification and

different verification methods.

Theme 8 Transition of Control: Automated systems add complexity and introduce

uncertainty into the transition of control from the system to the driver and

vice versa.

Theme 9 Vehicle Level Safety Concepts: In order to support greater automation vehicle level

safety concepts will be needed covering interfaces to the infrastructure and to

other vehicles with varying automation levels.

Theme 12 Safety Assurance: A system of systems approach is needed to design and safety

assure complex automated systems.

Theme 14 Multi-Level HARA: Multi-level HARAs are required for automated systems that

cover the broad scope of the vehicle, the driver, and the environment.

Theme 15 Complexity Impacts HARA Effectiveness: Some aspects of the HARA will not

change, however the effectiveness of such analysis will be influenced by more

complex automated systems.
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3.1.3 The notion of controllability

One workshop round explored the notion of controllability by asking the

participants to consider the MISRA VCM (see Figure 1, page 19). Participants

felt that intuitively controllability is “massively impacted by greater autonomy.”

Without automation, controllability can be viewed as solely the driver’s ability

to maintain control of the vehicle following a hazardous event. However,

with increased automation the participants felt that controllability should be

considered in the broader context of the driver’s cognitive / emotional state,

other road users, the level of automation involved, the vehicle’s operating

environment (e.g. road conditions, road layouts, driving cultures), and which

system / function has failed. The fact that controllability was no longer solely

about the driver was discussed.

The increased complexity of the transition between the driver and the system

was acknowledged; with the potentially bidirectional nature of the driver-

system interaction being noted. The transition from system to driver was

widely acknowledged as being critical to safety, with many participants

expressing the view that once the human has relinquished control the system

should not ask them to retake control; particularly when safety relies on the

driver making a correct and timely response. Who has ultimate control of

the vehicle was discussed, and parallels drawn to what is referred to by the

aerospace community as mode confusion [205].

Once out of the control loop the driver’s behaviour also changes [93, 99].

Seppelt and Trent suggest that rather than having multiple automation levels,

there should be just two types of automation [138] – shared and delegated

driving. Shared driving is analogous to the SAE’s driver assistance and partial

automation levels (see SAE Levels 1 and 2 in Section 2.3.1, page 31) [141] where

the responsibility for vehicle safety remains with the driver, and the system

assists the driver in carrying out their normal driving control task. Seppelt and

Trent reject the legitimacy of SAE Level 3 conditional automation, and instead

align delegated driving with high driving automation (SAE Levels 4) and fully

automated driving automation (SAE Level 5) – where the driver delegates the
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whole driving task, and therefore is not expected to regain control to maintain

safety. The comments received from participants supported this view.

3.2 what this research seeks to achieve

Motivated by an interest in the notion of controllability in the context of AD

and sharing many of the workshops delegates’ “worries”, this research seeks to

develop the HARA process for AD systems.

When undertaking the HARA for a stand-alone vehicle feature (e.g. engine

control, brake stability control) the MISRA VCM (see Figure 1, page 19) is a

useful thought experiment aid. This is because the MISRA VCM allows one to

conceptualise the impact that a vehicle system malfunction might have on

vehicle behaviour, and hence the driver’s ability to retain control in different

driving contexts. Unfortunately, AD vehicle features break the model, by

splitting the Driver Control bubble between the driver and the automation.

In addition, the potential breadth and depth of the hazard analysis for an

AD vehicle feature also poses a problem; both in terms of the levels of

abstraction (e.g. the system, vehicle, and infrastructure levels discussed above)

requiring consideration and the inherent complexity that dealing with those

levels brings.

Consequently, this research seeks to answer the following question:

How can the safety of AD be assured under different levels of shared

human-vehicle control?

The research addresses the above question by contributing a hazard analysis

method for shared control, comprising an Enhanced Vehicle Control Model

(EVCM) (see Chapter 8), an analysis method that incorporates joint-cognition

principles (see Chapter 9), and a safety case argument pattern for shared control

(see Chapter 10).

Then to be deemed “effective”, the evaluation (see Part IV) seeks to ascertain to

what extent the above research products exhibit the following properties:
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1. The EVCM supports the conceptual modelling of AD vehicle features

having shared control. And as a conceptual model the EVCM can be used

to facilitate AD hazard analysis thought experiments.

2. When used together, the EVCM and behavioural competency taxonomy

supports AD hazard analysis, by providing a conceptual vehicle control

model for AD vehicle features that include shared control.

3. Focusing on behavioural competencies with shared actor responsibility

and using cognitive principles to enhance Classic STPA loss scenario types,

allows the EVCM and accompanying Shared Control Systems-Theoretic

Process Analysis (STPA) method to identify hazard causes and hazardous

situations associated with shared control that might otherwise remain

undiscovered.

4. The supporting safety case argument methodology highlights potential

loss scenarios attributed to shared control and emphasises how AD feature

design modifications mitigate such hazard causes.



Part II

L I T E R AT U R E R E V I E W

Chapter 3 posed the question “How can the safety of AD be assured

under different levels of shared human-vehicle control?” A question

that this research seeks to address by developing a conceptual model

of shared control, together with an accompanying hazard analysis

method.

Hazard analysis processes support safety assurance by identifying

potential sources of harm (i.e., hazards) and classifying the risk

associated with the hazards identified. This epistemic knowledge

then typically informs engineering design decisions regarding the

choice, integrity and prioritisation of risk reduction measures.

Speaking from first-hand experience, automotive design engineers

are most comfortable working with quantifiable absolutes. However,

as revealed by this literature review, the decision-making process for

the automotive safety practitioner is littered with subjectivity and

uncertainty.

To provide context for the development, introduction and use of

AD vehicle features, this literature review begins by discussing

the commonly used, but arguably overloaded, terms of risk and

uncertainty. It then looks at how industry has sought to model,

analyse and manage risk, before finally looking at the notion of

controllability. A concept that is fundamental to functional safety

hazard classification and risk reduction, but that the introduction of

greater automation certainly challenges, and maybe even breaks.
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R I S K A N D U N C E RTA I N T Y

‘Risk’ is a word used frequently1 in everyday language. However, the meaning

one takes from the word risk differs depending on the speaker, their discipline

and the context in which the word is used. The car driver might consider

overtaking on the brow of a hill too risky, an insurance actuary may calculate

risk for the young driver who has recently passed their driving test, or a

surgeon might discuss the risks (and benefits) of elective surgery with their

patient. Given that the notion of risk is not unique to any one discipline, and

can be either subjective or objective, differences in its derivation, interpretation

and meaning are inevitable.

As introduced in Section 1.2.2, functional safety is defined as the absence of

unreasonable risk. Given that this research seeks to contribute positively to

AD functional safety, how one might interpret risk warrants further discussion,

both from a theoretical perspective and from the perspective of the automotive

practitioner seeking to conform with industrial standards. To support such

a discussion, this chapter explores risk research literature, while Chapter 5

discusses risk from the perspective of engineering practice.

Relative to their early counterparts, modern passenger vehicles are undeniably

safer. However, as passenger vehicle users we accept a level of risk each time we

make a car journey, for the utility and convenience it brings. AD technologies

increase vehicle capabilities, which presents the automotive consumer with new

opportunities and capability expectations. However, the enabling technologies,

like machine learning (see Section 2.3.4.3), that make AD commercially viable

are themselves complex. A motivation for introducing AD technologies into

vehicles is to positively influence vehicle occupant safety, by reducing the

1 Part I of this thesis is a case in point, with the word risk appearing 17 times in the introductory

text.

54
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occupants’ risk exposure. However, typically these technologies are complex

and not transparent, which introduces uncertainty.

This chapter explores the many facets of risk (and uncertainty). From the origins

of the word itself, to the ways in which society perceives risk. Risk perception

and uncertainty are of particular relevance to the AD discussion, and the chapter

concludes the discussion on risk by considering risk perception and uncertainty

in the context of technological change.

4.1 the notion of risk

The origins of the word risk are discussed by Althaus in a interdisciplinary

literature survey “A disciplinary perspective on the epistemological status of risk” [7].

Although it would appear that some disagreement exists as to exact origins of

‘risk’ in natural language, it is suggested that by the 15th century the European

sea going nations were using risk to describe either: the perils of sailing in

uncharted waters or of the voyage itself, the uncertainties of sailing near cliffs

or rocks, or the potential damage to valuable cargo.

Althaus summaries risk as “an ordered application of knowledge to the

unknown” and suggests that each discipline “has a particular knowledge

approach with which they confront the unknown and thus understand risk”

and that each discipline has its own methodology for “enquiring and applying

knowledge to uncertainty” [7]. As highlighted by the workshop delegates (see

Section 3.1.1), one impact of AD on automotive system safety is the potential for

complex or incomplete2 prior knowledge, to challenge the current automotive

HARA process and to increases future risk projection uncertainty.

Oxford Languages on-line dictionary [125] contemporary definition of risk

provides two usage perspectives:

• noun: a situation involving exposure to danger

• verb: expose (something or someone valued) to danger, harm or loss

2 For example, if a new technology is being deployed for the first time.
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In addition to being a noun or a verb, when used in natural language risk

can have both positive and negative connotations. Some decision making

disciplines “do treat risk as a neutral term” [133], and in some context risk

is considered a positive3, but it is the negative slant that has greater prevalence

in natural language today.

Depending on the context, risk can be measured (quantitative risk) or it can be

subjective (qualitative risk). Rohrmann suggests that science disciplines typic-

ally consider quantitative risk – with definitions focused towards probabilities

and the likelihood of negative outcomes. Rohrmann contrasts this with social

science, where he suggests that “the ‘meaning’ of risk is the key issue”, and

the qualitative aspects of risk are important. However, 25 years’ experience in

the automotive industry suggests to me that such a straightforward distinction

between the natural and social sciences is misplaced; with automotive safety

standards and guidelines discussing the elements that comprise the risk model

in depth, and stressing the importance of documenting a reasoned rationale

with any risk classification made [113, 162]. Indeed, this subjective “value

judgement” is inherent in any risk identification technique [10].

The philosopher Thompson has discussed the nature of risk, the meaning

conveyed by risk statements (in both a noun and verb form), causality and

intention [170–172]. Thompson’s framework includes the below risk definitions,

however Althaus suggests that to be complete the framework should also

include “actual” and “calculated” risk [7].

• Subjective Risk – the mental state of an individual who experiences

uncertainty or doubt and worries about the consequences.

• Objective Risk – the difference between actual loss and expected loss.

• Real Risk – the combined probabilities and negative consequences that

exist in the real world.

• Observed Risk – measurement obtained from constructing a model of the

real world.

3 For the thrill-seeker relishing the positive risk felt when BASE jumping from a tall building [64].
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• Perceived Risk – rough, and potentially under or over exaggerated,

estimate of real risk made by an untrained member of the general public.

Such a categorisation highlights how overloaded the term risk is. When

reflecting real-world event probabilities, objective or real risk would inherit a

quantitative probabilistic quantity. Whereas a subjective, observed or perceived

risk projection, made about the outcome or frequency of future events based

on prior knowledge, would generally be qualitative in nature.

During a HARA thought experiment it is not unreasonable to expect automotive

safety practitioners to mix the risk categories described above. Regional

accident statistics and injury categorisations are available that quantify real

risk (e.g. German In-depth Accident Statistics (GIDAS) [175], the Institute

for Traffic Accident Research and Data Analysis (ITARDA) in Japan [82], and

the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) [98]). These are typically used during

the risk classification process (see Section 5.3.3.2 on page 88 and [58]) to

estimate the likely severity of an accident scenario. Subjective and observed

risk categories might be in evidence too; particularly when reasoning about

the impact that a vehicle system fault might have on the driver’s ability to

control the hazard (see the discussion on controllability in Chapter 6). Although

using real-world models to inform automotive hazard analyses is atypical,

simulations and conceptual models (e.g. single and double-track bicycle

models [87], MISRA control systems view of a vehicle model (Figure 1 page 19)

are frequently used to approximate vehicle behaviour and driver controllability.

Superficially, perceived risk appears to have little relevance to the automotive

safety practitioner’s thought experiment. That said, having the ability to imagine

how drivers might underestimate the risk associated with vehicle technology

misuse, might prove insightful for the automotive safety analyst.

Certainly the breadth of understanding, and the implicit ethical commitments

[172], that can be read into risk statements, will do nothing to reduce the

challenges that exist in communicating AD risks (and benefits) to regulators

and to society at large.
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4.2 risk and uncertainty

Crucial to today’s AD features is the ability to detect objects and events in the

environment. Heterogeneous sensor suites and machine learning algorithms

are typically used to implement the perception systems required. As discussed

in section Section 2.3.4.3, these perception systems are complex and opaque in

nature. For the automotive safety analyst this added complexity (see Table 2 on

page 49) and potentially introduces uncertainty, but what exactly is uncertainty

and how does it relate to risk? To address this question, this section explores

the notion of uncertainty and its relation to risk.

The term ’uncertainty’ is no less unambiguous in its definition than risk! Oxford

Languages on-line dictionary defining uncertain and uncertainty as:

• uncertain (adjective):

– “ not able to be relied on; not known or definite” or

– “(of a person) not completely confident or sure of something” [126]

• uncertainty (noun):

– “the state of being uncertain” [127]

In a literature survey of the media’s treatment of risk and uncertainty Ashe

discusses the difficulties associated with defining risk and uncertainty. In the

same way that risk can convey the quantitative probability that an event will

occur and the subjective qualitative assessment of the magnitude of the harm,

the intimation is that uncertainty has multiple meanings too.

Ashe suggests that for the general public uncertainty could simply mean

that “we have no knowledge” about an event. In contrast, for the majority

of scientific and engineering disciplines uncertainty refers to one of many

outcomes that can reasonably be expected in a particular situation. For example,

the error or Standard Deviation that can be reasonably expected in a set of

measurement data [10].

In contrast, Zinn suggests that uncertainty relates to the management of risk.

In “Social Theories of Risk and Uncertainty” he suggests that risk exists in
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two forms: Firstly, there is risk to do with the management, prevention and

decision making associated with real or perceived current danger or harm, or

claims about future dangerous events. Whereas, risk in its second form is about

the management of uncertainty [206]. Aven and Renn agree that uncertainty

relates to risk. Although, rather than advocating that uncertainty is a property

to be managed, Aven and Renn suggests that risk includes uncertainties: that

is, uncertainty about the probability of the event occurring and its consequences,

and uncertainty about the severity of the event and its consequences. As such,

the notion of uncertainty is not real, but is a “construct of human imagination

used to cope with potential future outcomes that can become real” [15].

In a paper focusing on decision making in the presence of risk and uncertainty,

De Groot and Thurik cite Knight’s 1920’s seminal research into economic risk

and uncertainty [37]. De Groot and Thurik suggest that unlike risk, uncertainty

includes an element of chance. With the distinction being that, although the

risk of an event might be unknown, the probability distribution is understood.

This contrasts with uncertainty where both the outcome and the probability

distribution are unknown. De Groot and Thurik illustrate the difference

between risk and uncertainty using a dice rolling example. Imagine you are

given a die to roll. If the outcome is four or greater you win £50. For an

outcome of less than 4 you lose! Assuming the die is unbiased, then the chance

of winning or losing is 50%. However, if unbeknown to you the die has been

weighted then there is now uncertainty regarding the outcome. With the biased

die the probability of winning or loosing still exists, however the probability

distribution is now unknown.

In their survey of uncertainty, Dutt and Kurian suggests that four classes of

uncertainty exist, namely:

• epistemic: the uncertainty that exists due to a lack of knowledge

• linguistic: the lack of precision in human natural language interactions

that leads to uncertainty, vagueness, or ambiguity

• ambiguity: situations where the probability of the outcome is unknown or

where multiple meanings could be understood
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• variability: situations where there is uncertainty due to internal or external

process variation or ‘non-static’ statistical distributions

When considering the implications for AD feature development and use, in an

automotive hazard analysis and risk assessment context, Dutt and Kurian’s

uncertainty classes above provide a potentially useful thought experiment frame-

work to explore.

To start the thought experiment, epistemic uncertainty is undoubtably present.

Introducing automation changes the control interaction that exists between

the driver and the vehicle, away from a functional safety paradigm (see

Section 1.2.2) where driver and vehicle behaviours are consistent and implicitly

understood. This segues nicely into the second uncertainty class – linguistic

uncertainty. As was described at the beginning of Section 2.1, driving is a

task familiar to most, which has implications for future automotive hazard

analyses. During their work the analyst will typically make assumptions about

the driver, the vehicle, and vehicle control interactions. It is unlikely that these

assumptions will be explicitly stated, but with the driving experience mutually

understood within the team, any implicit assumptions made will be mutually

understood and agreed. In an AD context, it would be unwise to rely upon such

implicit driving knowledge. As a consequence, greater automation arguably

increases the need for increased analysis and specification precision.

Finally, one can imagine that AD vehicle features introduce uncertainty due

to ambiguity and variability. The potential for unsafe vehicle behaviour,

due to environmental factors causing AD perception system variability, was

a motivation behind the International Standard Safety Of The Intended

Functionality (SOTIF) [163]. The same is probably true of ambiguity uncertainty

also. That is, complex systems operating in complex ODDs leading to potentially

uncertain or emergent system behaviours.

One thing that is clear from the above is that the definition of uncertainty is not

clear! Uncertainty does appear to relate to the notion of risk. In some contexts, it

may refer to risk management. However, more typically it conveys the variability

that naturally exists when conceptualising the consequences and outcomes of

harmful events. That is, the probability of the event occurring, its consequence,
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or the severity of the event. Although as De Groot and Thurik suggests, people

are typically less sensitive to uncertainty than they are to risk.

4.3 risk perception and technological change

As discussed at the beginning of the chapter, the introduction of AD techno-

logies will increase vehicle capabilities, and with it user expectations. While

probably not at the forefront of our minds when we jump in the car, travelling

in a passenger vehicle does incur risk. Intuitively, the risk incurred will change

as the capability of vehicle systems increases, and the nature of the interactions

with the driver and the environment changes. However, in the context of the

interaction between humans and automation what affects our perception of risk,

and how might our perception change as technology capability and complexity

increases?

This section examines the risk perception research literature to inform how the

introduction of new AD technologies might influence our perception of risk,

and perhaps go some way towards addressing the question “how safe is safe

enough?”

4.3.1 Risk perception

When choosing an appropriate technological solution it is normal to make a

performance versus cost comparison. An arguably equally important social

benefit versus cost comparison is far less likely to be undertaken. However,

challenges exist that make achieving the goal of maximising the benefits

while minimising the costs difficult [150]. For example, once a particular

technology becomes a part of the framework of daily life its use becomes very

difficult to change. Small pilot studies might provide the means to assess

social costs and benefits, but it is atypical for these to be undertaken before
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introducing a new technology. Also, consumer technology uptake4 might

outstrip the development time for that technology; meaning that the use of

a new technology is widespread before the societal impact of that technology

can be fully accessed [150].

Starr’s seminal research into technical risk and risk perception used data

from historical accidents and health care to make quantitative societal cost

evaluations. Comparing these cost evaluations with the assumed societal

benefits of a given technology helped build the understanding of “how safe

is safe enough?” [150]. Writing in 1969, Starr suggested such “predictive

technological assessments are a pressing societal need”, but conceded that

this would require the development of an objective value system capable of

determining quality-of-life improvements. The introduction of the car and the

aeroplane provide examples where this quality-of-life cost benefit assessment

happened empirically, without any prerequisite “how safe is safe enough?”

analysis [150]. The observation that any new technological advancement

potentially has unforeseen consequences further supports the need for a more

predictive risk assessment framework [55]. However, as discussed above, the

potential for both epistemic uncertainty and ambiguity to exist may render the

output from such a predictive assessment useless.

The safety engineering practitioner’s approach to the risk assessment and safety

analysis of new technology is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. In

contrast to the safety engineer who will likely use a risk assessment technique

to consider the impact of new technology, Slovic suggests that the public use

an intuitive risk judgement or risk perception [140]. One might assume that

individuals always have a logical approach to risk. However, Ashe suggests

that humans are not “rational calculation machines” where risk is concerned.

Instead, Ashe suggests that humans comprehend risk as a mixture of “fact

and feeling” [10]. The Royal Academy of Engineering agrees that it would be

wrong to assume that an individual always approaches risk rationally, citing

an individual’s approach to vaccination as an example. The Royal Academy

of Engineering suggests that the rational choice, that gives the greatest societal

4 It is interesting to note that Starr identifies this concern at the end of the 1960’s, long before the

impact of technologies such as the Internet or Smartphones could have been conceived.
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benefit at minimum risk to the individual, would be to immunise all children

with the MMR vaccine. However, the irrational decision would be for the

individual not to vaccinate their child, because the child is being protected

by the majority having already been vaccinated [166].

Related to the topic of vaccination, Ashe suggests that risk perception gaps also

exist – that is, the difference between how afraid one might be of something

and the risk that actually warrants [10]. Given that the public’s intuitive risk

judgement is influenced to a large extent by the media Slovic suggests that an

understanding of the public’s acceptance of hazards is needed to aid the risk

analysis process and to inform policy makers [140]. In a discussion about the

challenges of risk and uncertainty media reporting Ashe suggests that to the

“lay person” science probably comprises a “body of established knowledge”.

However, for the scientist, once knowledge is sufficiently well established to be

considered fact, then it is probably no longer of interest! Instead Ashe suggests

that it is uncertainty that scientists find most interesting [10].

Discussions regarding societal risk and uncertainty are probably further muddled

by the public and scientists tending to use the two words differently. For

the general public, risk typically represents a low probability event, whereas

uncertainty is interpreted as not knowing. Consequently, the ability to

report intrinsic uncertainty is an important part of any risk communications5

[10].

4.3.2 Risk acceptance

Probably Starr’s most cited research finding is that individuals are prepared

to accept risks associated with voluntary activities that are around 1000 times

greater than the risks they are willing to accept for involuntary activities. Starr

attributes this to individuals using their own value-system to make intuitive

5 Media communications throughout the COVID-19 pandemic perhaps demonstrates this view,

with the media often reporting trends, predictions and a priori knowledge as fact. While changes

in expert advice, made as empirical knowledge grew, were often reported by the media as

evidence of the Government and its experts making U-turns.
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judgements about risks and benefits. For example, an individual may choose

to move from the city to the country because of the benefits of lower crime

rates and better schools, but at the cost of spending more time travelling by car.

Contrasting this with involuntary activities, Starr suggested that the criteria

and options relating to activities such as natural disasters and electrical power

generation, are governed by the applicable controlling body. As a consequence

the public perception may be that an amount of rigour has been applied, with a

rational analysis of societal benefit versus societal risk having been undertaken

- which actually may not be the case [150].

Starr also defined the relationship between acceptable risk and benefit, defining

the level of risk that society would deem acceptable as:

Rsocietal = V3
societal (1)

where Rsocietal is the societal risk and Vsocietal the societal benefit.

Starr suggests that for the individual the “statistical risk of death from disease

appears to be a psychological yardstick for establishing the level of acceptability

of other risks” [150].

Subsequent research has questioned the validity of characterising risk accept-

ance on the basis of simply voluntary or involuntary risk. In his paper “The

perception of technological risks: A literature review” [35] Covello highlights

work that brings into question Starr’s original hypothesis. Instead Covello

suggests that the public’s willingness to accept seemingly greater voluntary

risk may be due to other factors. Covello suggest that a Psychological Paradigm

can be used to understand the relationship between perceived and real risk.

This two dimensional taxonomy uses risk factors pertaining to dread and the

unknown to determine what the perceived risk will be [140]. In reality activities

that are categorised as voluntary may also be considered, by the general public,

to be controllable, familiar and non-catastrophic [35].

The Royal Academy of Engineering makes an interesting observation about

public attitude to risk, and the irrationalities that can result. They observe
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that risks associated with acts of god and similar natural disasters are more

readily accepted than man-made risks [166]. It is generally accepted that

individuals are more acceptant of risk when they are in control or when they

have played their part in the decision process, however, The Royal Academy of

Engineering observes that history shows that many engineering projects have

succeeded because the engineers involved did not include the wider society in

their decision making [166].

As touched upon above, the approach to risk used by experts and non-experts is

different [10, 35]. Whereas experts tend to use quantitative methods, simulation

and experimentation to inform the assessment of risk, non-experts may rely

more on qualitative methods, intuition and feelings. The way in which experts

and non-experts interpret the available information may also differ. Covello

suggests that for the expert no distinction is made between a case where deaths

occur together or one at a time over a long period. In contrast non-experts will

likely give a higher rating to a single catastrophe that kills many. Typically, non-

experts will also apply a higher rating to known deaths (rather than statistically

probable deaths) and where suffering is known to occur. For example, the

substantial resources that are brought to bear when people have been lost at

sea [35].

Medical and rail are two domains where risk reduction and cost benefit

comparisons are common place. Although not always explicitly stated, in

medicine the trade off between a given treatment’s cost, given the finite

resources available to healthcare bodies like the National Health Service (NHS),

and the potential risk reduction / patient benefit is well known. In their review

of the aviation, defence, nuclear, petrochemical and transportation (rail and

road) industries, Sujan et al. discuss the notion of As Low As Reasonably

Practicable (ALARP) and suggest that the medical domain is unique in its

consideration of affordability [155]. Unlike the aforementioned regulated-

industries, the medical domain has no common definition of risk. That said,

in a medical context the risks and benefits associated with a given procedure

are undoubtably very individual judgements anyway.
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Individuals are typically more acceptant of risk when the activity is familiar

compared to when it is unfamiliar. The activity of driving is certainly one

that is familiar, gives the perception of being in control, with often only the

individual being exposed to the hazard consequences. Joshi et al. suggests that

while drivers still perceive that they are in control and possess the capability to

cope then their risk perception will remain low [88]. However, a consequence

of this relationship between perceived risk and control might be to change an

individual’s behaviour. Research suggests that if safety measures move the

level of risk below the individual’s risk-thermostat then they will change their

behaviour to reassert a risk level that they were originally content with [88].

For example, might an otherwise cautious driver increase their speed in fog

knowing that they have a vision enhancing ADAS as an aid?

4.4 ad in the context of risk and uncertainty

In the paper “Risk Objectivism and Risk Subjectivism: When Are Risks Real”

Thompson reflects on the objective and subjective nature of risk. Thompson

suggests that when considering objective risk it is difficult to be right, and

when considering subjective risk it is difficult to be wrong [171]! The literature

highlights the lack of a clear definition of risk, with no consistent approach to

risk evaluation and risk perception across industries. However, what is clear is

that as AD vehicle systems are developed and introduced onto public roads they

will be judged by the general public against the backdrop of societal risk.

Much research effort has gone into understanding how people perceive and

evaluate risk. While there is general agreement that the public perceive risk and

make judgements about risk intuitively [10, 35], there is some disagreement

about what influences the way risk is perceived. However, the general

agreement is that people are more acceptant of the risk associated with a given

activity while the individual feels in control, the activity is familiar, and any

consequences appear non-catastrophic [35, 166]. This would explain why as car

drivers we readily accept relatively high levels of risk. However, by the same

token we will be far less tolerant of the risks associated with AD, where the
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perception will be that control has been relinquished to a machine that is more

capable than them. Also, any failure that occurs could potentially affect a large

number of cooperating vehicles, leading to catastrophic consequences.

Aven suggests that risk has both subjective and objective aspects [13]. Therefore,

any risk assessment should include the frequency probability of event occurrence

together with subjective judgements about likely outcomes based on prior

knowledge, and the analyst’s assumptions and uncertainties. In contrast,

industrial standards have evolved from a more traditional risk model, where

accidents are caused by hazards, hazards are caused by a chain of events,

which are mitigated by breaking the chain. A road network containing

highly complex and collaborating vehicles clearly becomes a system of systems

issue, with the potential for emergent behaviours to result from such systems

interacting. Normal Accident Theory (NAT), developed by Charles Perrow

after the Three Mile Island incident, suggests that accidents are inevitable in

complex and tightly coupled systems [63]. Given such an accident inevitability,

then undoubtably the risk models used by standards like ISO 26262 should

incorporate aspects of the complex non-linear accident model proposed by

Hollnagel [79].

Although not a part of today’s automotive risk assessment process, undertaking

a Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) as exemplified by governmental regulatory bodies

[116, 182], might be prudent in the context of tomorrow’s complex AD vehicle

features. Sujan et al.’s case study findings suggest that for high severity low

probability risk scenarios the application of CBA is problematic; both because a

high severity might affect the validity of CBA calculations, plus society might

perceive CBA scores differently to the domain experts [155]. However, as

Sujan et al. concludes, the risk reduction decision should not be confined to

purely ALARP principles. Corporate responsibility, ethical reasoning, potential

business benefits and impacts, and simply whether “it was a good thing to do”

are all important considerations that should be evaluated when considering the

introduction of new technology [155].

In conclusion, the risk assessment of a AD vehicle feature becomes a multi-

dimensional problem. There is the real probabilistic risk associated with the
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use of the feature in its environment, but this is not the same as the risk that

results from undertaking the analysis. Nor is it the same as the risk perceived

by users of the highly automated vehicle feature. Consequently all stakeholders

could be using the term risk and meaning very different things.
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M O D E L L I N G , A N A LY S I N G A N D M A N A G I N G R I S K

Having explored risk’s many facets in Chapter 4, this chapter focuses on the

engineering aspects of that broader discussion. In doing so, it first describes

how engineers, and more specifically safety practitioners, seek to identify,

understand and quantify risk. The chapter then considers the approaches to

managing risk once identified. Many hazard analysis techniques in use today

are decades old. Consequently, they were developed in an era of less complex

systems – when candidate systems could be described and reasoned about as

a simple black box model. Today’s systems are typically complex systems

of systems, necessitating the development of techniques like STPA and FRAM.

These techniques are discussed in Section 5.2.

This chapter then discusses the notion of joint cognition and joint cognitive

systems. This is of significance to this research, because it seeks to address

human interaction with automation; in particular human understanding of

current events and determination of future actions. The chapter then goes

onto discuss some of the challenges associated with analysing complex sys-

tems, before finally considering hazard analysis in the context of AD vehicle

features.

5.1 accident models and risk

While discussing the evolution of accident causation models Toft et al. suggest

that such models can be categorised as simple sequential linear accident models,

complex linear models, or complex non-linear accident models [174].

Simple sequential linear models first emerged in the 1920’s. These models

assume that a linear sequence of events are required to lead to the initiating

69
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event becoming an incident, with each intervening event acting sequentially

on its neighbour to cause the chain reaction. Consequently, the removal of

any one event effectively breaks the sequence and thus stops the accident

occurring.

Emerging during the 1960’s, epidemiological or complex linear models are

similar to sequential models. Again, they assume that an accident will be

as a result of a combination of events taking place, some of which may be

away from the main chain. This has the potential to make some events latent.

Acknowledging that events may be latent or remote, allows a broader problem

space to be modelled. For example, modelling accident contributing factors

outside of the immediate system boundary (such as organisational deficiencies

or remote actions).

More recently, complex non-linear accident models have emerged. These

accident models have their basis in system engineering principles, suggesting

that accidents may be the product of emergent properties of the system.

For example, Hollnagel suggests that accidents result from the alignment of

conditions and occurrences within the system. Consequently accidents may be

caused by everyday system adjustments and not necessarily by a fault or by

human error. Toft et al. suggests that it is only by exploring and understanding

these subtle interactions between multiple real-world factors that accidents can

be fully understood and prevented [174].

5.1.1 Linear accident models

sequential models The first accident models were developed to protect

workers in industry, and unfortunately assumed that when an accident

occurred people were always the culprit. Heinrich’s 1931 Domino Model is

considered to be the earliest example [80, 94]. The notion here is that any

injury can be traced back to its ancestry or social environment which caused

the first domino to fall. Once that first domino has fallen, it knocks down its

neighbour, which knocks down its neighbour, and so on until the injury occurs.
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Thus, by removing any one of the dominos the last injury-causing domino

will be prevented from toppling over. So by following this line of thinking,

the easiest and most effective approach would be to remove the unsafe act or

condition domino [94]. Researchers including Leveson are critical of sequential

models, highlighting the fundamental flaw that accident symptoms could be

identified and removed while the underlying cause remains [94].

The single event Domino Model can be expanded into a chain of events model.

Here the accident is broken down into multiple causal factors, each of which

has a chain of events leading up to it. Techniques such as Fault Tree Analysis

(FTA), event trees and critical path models have historically been used to explore

accidents in a systematic way, however Leveson observes that there is often “no

real stopping point when tracing events back from the accident” making it

difficult to know to what depth the analysis should go [94, 174].

Given that ultimately the initiating event could be the failure of a component

within the system, functional safety standards and guidelines typically incor-

porate a chain of events model within their accident definitions and risk models.

As an example, Figure 6 shows the automotive failure model1 commonly used

[113].

Figure 6: MISRA’s fault-error-failure vehicle chain of events (reproduced from [113])

epidemiological models In the 1940’s researchers begun describing

the complex nature of accidents. These epidemiological models stem from

John Gordon’s work researching epidemics. He proposed that the agent, the

1 It should be noted that MISRA uses the same definitions of Fault, Error and Failure as IEC 61508

[83] here.
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environment and the host are all factors that need to be considered when

analysing accidents [94, 174].

This analogy with the effect of pathogens on the human body has been

used to describe latent-faults within a system and to describe the human

factors considerations associated with latent-errors that may be present when

humans use systems. As a consequence accident prevention following an

epidemiological model tends to focus on preventive actions and processes to

mitigate accidents [174].

systematic models At the end of the 20th Century researchers began to

realise that observed accidents were not fitting existing models. Rather than

considering accident events in isolation they identified the need to consider

accidents in the context of the system’s environment in which the accident

occurred. Key to understanding this wider context was an understanding of

how human error could contribute to an accident [174]. Whereas the traditional

accident models laid accident blame firmly with the operator, researchers (such

as Reason) acknowledged that latent human errors high up in an organisation

could contribute to a given accident occurring. Reason famously represented

such an accident sequence as a Swiss Cheese Model – a model containing a

number of layers of holey cheese. Without being specific about what each layer

of cheese represents, the Swiss Cheese Model shows how even with multiple

layers of protection / mitigation within a system an accident can occur. With

the holes in the cheese slices representing inadequacies in a system, that if not

addressed will line up, and allow inherent hazards in the system to slip through

[174].

5.1.2 Complex non-linear accident models

Around the same time (1980’s) researchers began to talk about complex non-

liner accident models. While reflecting on Charles Perrow’s NAT model in

“Models of causation: safety” Toft et al. conclude that in tightly coupled and
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complex systems, if a component fails it is almost impossible to reason about

all possible consequences of that failure on the system [174].

Two notable techniques for analysing complex non-linear systems are Systems

Theoretic Accident Model and Processes (STAMP) and Functional Resonance

Analysis Method (FRAM). Both techniques are discussed in detail in Sec-

tion 5.2.

5.1.3 Assessing risk

In their discussion “Is risk analysis scientific?” Hansson and Aven introduce

a 5 step risk analysis model, which they suggest is the process by which

domain experts make decisions about risk [70]. Those 5 steps are: evidence,

knowledge base, broad risk evaluation, decision maker’s review, and decision.

Hansson and Aven suggest that domain experts will first gather evidence and

build a knowledge base for the given activity. They will then evaluate the

knowledge base, giving consideration to the risks and uncertainties involved.

Of particular importance are those uncertainties that come into play when one

tries to project forward into the future – something that, in an automotive

context, the introduction of greater automation will intuitively exacerbate. The

final steps of the risk analysis model sees the decision maker use the output

from the evaluation, together with any policy considerations, to inform their

decision [14]. Corporate reputation, risk responsibility [155] and security [164]

are all examples of factors that could influence policy.

Although risk evaluation is typically thought of as a probabilistic and purely

quantitive problem, as discussed in Chapter 4, risk has both a subjective and

an objective dimension. As previously identified, risk can also be a useful

tool to describe a lack of knowledge, as well as knowledge and facts related

to the problem itself. For example, when reflecting on past experience, one

might consider the risk probability of a hazardous event occurring. In contrast,

a hazard analysis activity will include uncertainty with the analyst using

engineering judgement to reason about the likelihood of the event occurring
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with little or no prior experience. To illustrate this let us consider the Chernobyl

accident [196]. Prior to the accident itself one might expect the risk assessments

for such a disaster to be purely subjective; including conjectures about accident

outcomes. However, as a consequence of the accident on 26th April 1986 real

risk data begins to emerge making an objective assessment tenable.

In an automotive context objective and subjective aspects of risk can be found

within the ISO 26262 risk model [162], although the explicit distinction is not

made. Within ISO 26262 hazard risk is a function of the severity of the accident,

the probability of being exposed to the hazardous event and its controllability

(see Chapter 6 for an in depth controllability discussion).

R = f(F,C,S) (2)

where F = the frequency of occurrence, C = the controllability, and S = the

severity of the resulting harm.

In cases where accident data or reliability data is available then an objective

measure for severity and probability of exposure may be possible. More

typically, insufficient data is available for such an objective assessment, so

engineering judgement will be relied upon when classifying severity and

probability of exposure.

Obtaining objective controllability data is also a non-trivial task [33, 45]. As

a consequence, like severity and probability of exposure, automotive risk

assessment will typically include a subjective controllability assessment. For

manually controlled vehicles the uncertainty associated with such subjective

assessments are likely to be small; with significant engineering knowledge

having been accrued over decades. However, the introduction of greater vehicle

automation changes the relationship between the driver and the vehicle, and

hence the uncertainty associated with subjective controllability assessments.

Therefore, following Aven and Renn’s line of reasoning, to adequately express

automotive risk a future automotive risk model should address uncertainty

explicitly.
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5.2 analysing complex and joint-cognitive systems

5.2.1 Complex system analysis

Leveson suggests that the event chain model (see Section 5.1.1) constrains

thinking in a number of ways: Firstly, there is a tendency to think about the

accident sequentially – with the accident only resulting from some initiating

event like a component failure, and with there being no opportunity for

feedback to the cause. Secondly, being sequential can constrain the way one

thinks about countermeasures. Finally, accidents that occur as a result of

nothing going wrong would simply be out-of-scope of causal chain models

[95].

STAMP is a model or framework that applies Systems Engineering thinking

to accident analysis by acknowledging that safety is an emergent property

of a system. That is, the notion that the behaviour of a complex system

(comprising multiple subsystems) will not behave simply as the sum of its parts.

Instead, a complex system will exhibit emergent properties that make analysing

individual components in isolation ineffective at identifying all error states.

With emergent properties arising from the behaviour of, and the interactions

between subsystems, Leveson and Thomas argues that any analysis technique

should also consider these interactions. Viewed in this way safety becomes a

dynamic system property that has to be understood and managed if accidents

are to be avoided [96].

Two STAMP based tools exist: Systems-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) is

an analysis technique that analyses the potential causes of accidents during

development, thus allowing hazards to be eliminated and controlled during de-

velopment. While Causal Analysis based on Systems Theory (CAST) examines

accidents and incidents that have occurred to identify the causal factors that

were involved.
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5.2.1.1 STPA

As described above, STPA is a safety analysis technique based on STAMP. STPA as

described in the STPA Handbook comprises the four steps as shown in Figure 7

[96].

Figure 7: The STPA process (reproduced from the STPA Handbook [96])

STPA Step 1 defines the purpose of the analysis. That is, what are the losses that

the analysis seeks to prevent? The STPA Handbook defines a loss as “something

of value to a stakeholder” [96], with the term loss being chosen to make the

notion domain agnostic. In an automotive context, a loss is best interpreted as

an accident. From the losses, hazards are then derived. STPA defines a hazard

as “a system state or set of conditions that, together with a particular set of

worst-case environmental conditions, will lead to a loss” [96]. The last activity

within Step 1 is to define system-level safety constraints for the system under

consideration. These are effectively the highest-level safety requirements for the

system that describe the conditions or behaviours that the system shall exhibit

to prevent hazards.

Having defined the scope of the analysis, Step 2 of the method then builds a

model of the system – referred to as a Control Structure Diagram (CSD). STPA

defines an CSD as a hierarchical control structure comprising feedback control

loops. By modelling a system’s interrelationships and interactions as control

loops between subsystem elements, the control structure needed to constrain

the overall system behaviour is described. This system model forms the basis
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of all subsequent analyses. Stanton suggests that with its hierarchical structure

the CSD is suited to modelling technical and perhaps environmental failures.

However, he suggests that the CSD is less suited to modelling complex human

or organisational interactions because “the relationship between agencies and

agents are not necessarily hierarchical” [147].

As highlighted by Leveson and Thomas, a challenge faced by analysts undertak-

ing hazard analysis is managing complexity [96]. They suggest that abstraction

should be used to manage such complexity. As such, an initial CSD should

start at a high level of abstraction, and then each future iteration should add

detail. However, given the complexity of some automotive Control Structure

Diagrams2 seen in the literature, this challenge is real and often not addressed

well in practice. Additionally, the knowledge and time needed to construct the

CSD should not be underestimated [148]. As will be discussed in Chapter 9,

using the EVCM as the basis for the CSD, contributes to supporting the use of

STPA in an automotive context.

Systems will typically comprise multiple control loops and controllers. Being a

hierarchical control structure, the controller with the highest authority will be

placed at the top of the CSD, with the controllers below having progressively less

authority over the system. This means that typically the human in the system

(e.g. the pilot [31], or the driver [2, 4]) is designated as the top controller within

the hierarchy. This research postulates that by modelling the human as such,

there is a tendency for interactions between the human and the automation

to be viewed as traded control, where the human and the machine take turns

being active (see Section 2.3.3). This might be appropriate in situations where

the human operator is simply monitoring and responding to automation state

changes, but it does seem somewhat artificial when shared continuous control

is involved – as in the case of driving.

The third STPA process step then analyses how the control actions in the CSD

could lead to the losses identified in Step 1. Those control actions identified as

having the potential to cause losses are referred to as Unsafe Control Actions

2 For example, the Control Structure Diagram presented in Functional Safety Assessment of an

Automated Lane Centring System contains 26 individual system elements [21].
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(UCAs). Similar to techniques, such as Hazard and Operability Study (HAZOP),

STPA uses guide words to aid the discovery of UCAs in a systematic and

structured way. Various guide words are used, but they seek to address the

following broad categories:

• How might not providing a control action in a given context lead to a

hazard?

• How might providing a control action in a given context lead to a hazard?

• How might providing a control action with the wrong timing in a given

context lead to a hazard?

• How might providing a control action with the wrong duration in a given

context lead to a hazard?

Step 3 also involves defining controller constraints, where “a controller constraint

specifies the controller behaviour that needs to be satisfied to prevent UCAs”

[96]. In this regard, controller constraints can be thought of as safety require-

ments supporting the system-level safety constraints defined in Step 1.

The final step (Step 4) then involves identifying how the identified UCAs might

occur. The STPA Handbook describes two scenarios in which UCAs will occur:

The first scenario being where the controller itself has gone wrong, something

has gone wrong with the feedback to the controller, or the controller has

received incorrect feedback from another controller. The second scenario

is where the controlled process, or plant, has not responded correctly to a

control action. The STPA Handbook includes questions and illustrations to help

the analyst visualise the two scenario types and thus uncover pertinent loss

scenarios. That is, the scenarios (or sequence of events) in which a particular

control action would become unsafe.

When the potential exists for a control action’s outcome to be influenced

by multiple system actors (e.g. the human and / or the automation) then

consideration should be given to cognitive principles too. Enhancements

that have been made to STPA in relation to shared control are addressed in

Section 5.2.2.
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5.2.1.2 FRAM

As discussed above, the typical approach is to develop a model that describes

the accident sequence, or structure of the system (effectively a hierarchy of its

layers, parts and components), and then to apply an analysis method to this

model. This approach is referred to as a model-cum-method approach [80].

Hollnagel suggests that a method-sine-model approach is better than a model-cum-

method approach. This is because a method is used to explore the functionality

of the system, from which the system model is then derived. It is suggested

that the advantage of this approach is that it avoids constrained thinking; as no

system model or assumptions are made before the analysis begins, unintended

constraints in thinking become less likely [80].

FRAM assumes that a system will be subject to system variances and tolerances.

Examples of which could include variances in the environment in which the

system operates or variances in human behaviour. Once these variances and

tolerances become too large then the system is no longer able to absorb them

and an accident results. Within the FRAM methodology this is referred to as

functional resonance.

FRAM is cited in relation to this research because it was considered as a

candidate analysis technique for the EVCM. However, with its use as an analysis

technique being atypical in the automotive industry, the decision was made to

not pursue it as a technique for this research. As a future research topic, using

FRAM to explore an AD system’s robustness to shared control variances may

prove fruitful.

5.2.2 The notion of joint cognitive systems (JCS)

In the context of shared control, intuitively time is important. With many con-

temporary research activities in the area of AD discussing timing implications

in the context of: a driver’s resumption of control [50], driver take-over quality

[40], driver decision making [51], and impact of system failures on driver
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interactions [69]. Consequently, a discussion on social-technical systems and

specifically Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE) research and the notion of

Joint Cognitive Systems (JCS) is pertinent.

A cognitive system is defined as “a system that can modify its behaviour on the

basis of experience so as to achieve specific anti-entropic ends” [81, page 22]. As

such, the activity of driving can be viewed as a JCS; as a combination of actions

are required, within the context of a dynamic and sometimes unpredictable

environment [81]. A literature search identified CSE as an area of research in

vogue in the 1980’s, with researchers like Hollnagel and Wood publishing a

number of papers and books during that decade. However, with the exception

of the medical domain, little has been said about JCS since the 1980’s. Hollnagel

himself [76] suggests that the demise of CSE is due in part to how the phrase

is parsed. Hollnagel’s intention was for the focus to be [cognitive systems]

engineering, or the design and development of joint cognitive systems. Instead

Hollnagel suggests many researchers consider cognitive [systems engineering],

or the knowledge underpinning systems engineering. Perhaps somewhat

disgruntled by this apparent misinterpretation, Hollnagel appears to have

turned his attention to system resilience and techniques such as FRAM. This

is unfortunate, because CSE and the notion of JCS do include a framework that

shows promise for reasoning about the temporal aspects of HMI.

5.2.2.1 COCOM

Rather than considering information processing performance in relation to

joint cognitive systems, Hollnagel and Wood suggest that the “regularities

of performance” should be considered instead. The Contextual Control

Model (COCOM) is a cyclical model of human action, based on three concepts:

competence, control and constructs. With competencies being the possible actions

that can be taken, control being the way in which competencies are chosen, while

constructs describe the context in which the action is carried out [81]. Control

is then broken down into the subcategorises of: Scrambled, Opportunistic,

Tactical, and Strategic. At one extreme scrambled is at the “hit and hope”

level of control, while (as the name suggests) strategic is non-time dependent
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high-level goal based control. Hollnagel and Wood suggest that humans

tend to operate somewhere between opportunistic and tactical control, using

a combination of feedback and feedforward decision making. Hollnagel and

Wood observe that humans tend to “shy away” from strategic control because

that requires effort! In an AD driving context, this would support the notion

that anecdotally drivers tend to develop their understanding of how a vehicle’s

automation operates through experimentation rather than through reading the

Owner’s Handbook.

Hollnagel and Wood suggest that effective control requires the human or

system to evaluate events correctly and then to choose the appropriate actions.

In this regard, Hollnagel and Wood has been openly critical of HMI designers,

suggesting that because designers focus on observable behaviour, the concept

of time has been largely ignored. Within the COCOM this “cyclical model of

human action” incorporates two control loops (within the red arc in Figure 8)

to mirror this notion: event evaluation and action selection. Important for event

evaluation is the time needed to evaluate events (TE), while the time needed to

select an action (TS) is important in the action selection loop. The time needed

to accomplish both the event evaluation (TE) and the action selection (TS) must

then be viewed in the context of the time available (TA), as well as the time

needed to actually complete the action (TP) (the yellow arc in Figure 8).

Figure 8: The “cyclical model of human action” (COCOM) (reproduced from [77])
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Although contemporary research now suggests that the human cognition

actually uses a process of predictive processing [48], that is continuously

predicting its own sensory inputs and acting upon the predictive error, the

competency, control, constructs loop at the heart of COCOM is still likely to have

utility.

5.2.2.2 ECOM

The Extended Control Model (ECOM) extends COCOM by introducing a number

of performance control loops – with each control loop within a JCS happening

in different time frames. For example, some will be closed-loop and reactive,

others will be open-loop and more proactive in nature, while some will be

a mix of the two [78]. Although the performance levels are not fixed, the

following are suggested and do seem appropriate in an automotive context:

tracking, regulating, monitoring and targeting.

In this context the tracking layer deals with automatic corrective actions

that are purely feedback in nature, and result from external disturbances.

As such, it would be appropriate to consider these to be analogous to

the Control Level in Michon’s hierarchical model (see Figure 2 page 27).

Making steering corrections to maintain the vehicle’s heading following a

wind gust, or modulating the accelerator pedal to achieve the desired vehicle

speed would be driving examples of tracking control loops. The regulating

layer uses predominately feedback control, with some feedforward control.

Example regulating layer functions could include changing speed relative to

other road users or manoeuvring around obstacles. The monitoring layer is

largely feedforward in nature, and is about setting objectives and activating

plans. Monitoring tasks might include monitoring the status of the vehicle

(e.g. monitoring vehicle speed), and progress towards the required destination.

In an ADAS context, the monitoring of the automation would fall into this

performance layer. The regulating and monitoring layers are analogous to

Michon’s Manoeuvring Layer tasks. At the top of the ECOM model is the

targeting performance layer. This layer is analogous to Michon’s Strategic Level

and sets the goals for the given journey. Being concerned with high level goal
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setting, the targeting layer tends to be purely open loop, although it is informed

by feedback from the lower layers. For example, route planning might use land

marks identified by the monitoring layer to estimate progress towards a given

destination.

Within the ECOM the different performance layers operate simultaneously, while

the actions at one layer may or may not affect other performance layers. For

example, a pedestrian walking out into the road might affect the tracking layer,

but would not affect the layers above. In contrast, the loss of localisation (i.e.

getting lost when driving in an unfamiliar city) might impact regulating and

tracking also – because as drivers we tend to slow down when we are not sure

where we are.

5.2.3 Engineering for humans

As mentioned in Section 5.2.1.1, a criticism levelled at STPA by this research3, is

the tendency to elevate the human to the top of the control hierarchy, which

does not adequately conceptualise the nature of shared control. In her MSc

thesis “Engineering for Humans: A New Extension to STPA” France addresses

this to some extent by incorporating cognitive principles (i.e. competency,

control, construct) into the “human” block in the CSD [57]. France considers

driving examples in her thesis, so the “human” block is the driver. However,

reflecting again on the task of driving in the context of Michon’s HCM or

Hollnagel’s ECOM, maintaining the driver at the top of the hierarchy may

still fail to uncover hazard causes due to the shared nature of driving tasks

– particularly in regard to driving tasks / competencies that are occurring at

the control (or tracking), regulating or monitoring levels.

Building on COCOM, France identifies further scenarios where UCAs might lead

to losses occurring. Thus STPA Step 4 is embellished by asking the following

questions [57]:

• How did the operator choose which control action to perform?

3 Having observed how CSDs are typically constructed.
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• What does the operator know or believe about the system?

• How did the operator come to have their current knowledge or beliefs?

Although France’s research is aimed squarely at the human agent in a JCS,

incorporating the notion of perception, knowledge and control action selection

(see discussion on SPA and SUDA in Section 2.3.4) does raise the question as

to whether the same principles could be applied to other system agents. For

example, could these principles be used to reason about system agents that

implement learning algorithms such as neural networks?

5.3 risk management

The field of risk management is considered relatively young by some (e.g. Aven

in [14]) because research literature on the subject did not appear until the

latter half of the Twentieth Century. As a discipline, risk management can

be considered as having two distinct endeavours: the first is to understand

and manage the risks associated with a particular activity, while the second

is a generic risk research and methods development. Viewed against this

paradigm, this thesis seeks to contribute to the methods development aspect of

risk management, but for the specific activity of AD when vehicle control is

shared.

Like all engineers, automotive engineers are happiest when dealing with

discrete definitions and quantifiable parameters that can be measured! But,

as Chapter 4 highlighted, risk’s definition is not atomic and typically risk

assessments are qualitative in nature – thus they include an amount of

subjectivity and uncertainty. As a consequence, risk management becomes

subjective in nature making the question “is it safe?” a difficult question to

answer. This is particularly problematic in the automotive sector [152]. Here,

multiple OEMs and suppliers are vying for business in a litigious consumer

driven market, so having a common risk measure would be advantageous.

Aven suggests that to stand on a strong scientific footing, risk management

should use a common set of definitions. However, Aven does concede that
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due to the subtle differences in risk perception across industries that goal

is probably unachievable. The potential consequence of which is to impact

how risk is understood, analysed, managed and reasoned about [14]. The

introduction of ISO 26262 has certainly helped normalise the automotive

risk assessment and management vocabulary, but new vehicle features and

technologies will undoubtably challenge society’s understanding of what

constitutes safe.

5.3.1 Risk management strategies

The strategy behind risk management is the reduction of risk, for which a

combination of three strategies are proposed [14]. The first is a risk informed

strategy. This strategy relates to the treatment of identified risk, to avoid, reduce,

transfer, or control each risk identified. The second strategy is a cautionary /

precautionary strategy. This approach is built on the principles of redundancy

and resilience and uses factors such as containment, safety factors and safety

device redundancy. The third strategy is a discursive strategy. This approach

involves building confidence and trust in a given system, achieved through

engaging all stakeholders to reduce uncertainties and ambiguities, clarify facts,

allow deliberation and promote accountability.

Aven stresses the difference between cautionary and precautionary risk man-

agement strategies, noting that a precautionary risk management strategy

should normally prevail, as once identified action should be taken to mitigate

that risk. For example, the Norwegian oil and gas industry routinely protecting

living quarters with fireproof material as a precaution [14]. With their

acknowledgement of uncertainties in system modelling and the need to develop

a system’s hazard resilience, both STAMP and FRAM can be thought of as

examples of precautionary risk management strategies [14].
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5.3.2 When to stop

Ultimately risk management is a balancing act, where profits need to be

balanced against safety as well as factors such as reputation and societal

acceptance. Typically constraints will be applied to the balance, and referred to

as risk criteria, risk acceptance criteria or tolerability criteria [14].

A risk acceptance criterion, at the foundation of UK Health and Safety Law, is the

concept of As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP). The definition was set

out by the Court of Appeal (in its judgment in Edwards v. National Coal Board,

[1949]) [72] as:

‘Reasonably practicable’ is a narrower term than ’physically pos-

sible’ ... a computation must be made by the owner in which the

quantum of risk is placed on one scale and the sacrifice involved in

the measures necessary for averting the risk (whether in money, time

or trouble) is placed in the other, and that, if it be shown that there

is a gross disproportion between them – the risk being insignificant

in relation to the sacrifice – the defendants discharge the onus on

them.

Or to paraphrase into a single sentence “risk-reducing measure shall be

implemented unless it can be demonstrated that the costs are in gross

disproportion to the benefits gained” [14].

Given its place in UK Law, industries such as aviation, defence, nuclear,

petrochemical, road and rail are all regulated by standards that address the

ALARP principle. As a consequence being able to justify that risk has been

reduced ALARP is an overarching principle. That said, arguing sufficiency is not

purely an ALARP argument. In practice factors such as corporate responsibility,

ethical reasoning, potential business benefits and impacts will all influence the

stakeholders decision making process [155].
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5.3.3 Relevant safety standards

Each industry sector will have applicable standards guiding the application

of system safety for that sector. Too numerous to mention here, this section

focuses on the three international standards pertinent to the automotive sector:

IEC 61508 [83], ISO 26262 [162] and ISO 21448 [165].

5.3.3.1 IEC 61508

In 1978 the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) began development

of the engineering standard IEC 61508. The aim of which being to describe a

process whereby the functional safety4 of a system and its components could

be assessed and achieved. Herrmann suggests that the committee set up to

create IEC 61508 were the first to acknowledge safety as a systems issue. Also,

that there was a need to harmonise the safety management process across all

system components irrespective of the technologies used. Although written as

a generic standard, the majority of the committee came from the nuclear and

offshore industries [74].

IEC 61508 comprises seven parts that describe principles, techniques and

measures for the functional safety lifecycle phases from the initial concept

development through to decommissioning. The fundamental principle is to

determine the risk associated with a given Equipment Under Consideration

(EUC) and then to deploy safety functions having the required safety integrity

level5 to achieve or maintain safety. Those safety functions will likely be

implemented by an E/E/PE system, but could be achieved using some other

risk reduction measure. Being generic in nature, it also forms the basis from

which other industry specific standards can be derived.

4 IEC 61508 defines safety as “This is freedom from unacceptable risk of physical injury or of

damage to the health of people, either directly, or indirectly as a result of damage to property

or to the environment” and functional safety as the “part of the overall safety that depends on a

system or equipment operating correctly in response to its inputs [83].
5 IEC 61508 defines safety integrity as “the probability of an E/E/PE safety-related system

satisfactorily performing the specified safety functions under all the stated conditions within

a stated period of time.”
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To determine the safety integrity all system failures, capable of leading to

an unsafe system state, are considered; that is, random hardware failures,

software induced failures and failures caused by electrical interference. For

hardware failures, whose probability of failure can be quantified, either the

frequency of the dangerous failure, or the frequency of the safety function

failing to operate on-demand can be determined. Systematic failures due

to software or development errors are difficult to quantify, consequently the

notion of safety integrity comprises both a quantitive and qualitative aspect [83].

Therefore to comply with the standard the implemented safety function will

have both reliability targets and process measures prescribed. The higher the

integrity level the more stringent the reliability and design rigour requirements

become.

The standard describes five methods for determining the Safety Integrity

Level (SIL) requirements: The ALARP method, the quantitative method of

SIL determination, the risk graph method, the Layers of Protection Analysis

(LOPA) method, and the hazardous event severity method. Irrespective of

the methodology chosen, the underlying principle is to reduce the risk in

the system to a tolerable level. The automotive industry typically uses the

risk graph method (see ISO 26262 discussion below) to reason about risk,

contrasting with ALARP being the basal principle in UK Health & Safety

Law.

5.3.3.2 ISO 26262

ISO 26262 was first published in 2011 and revised in 2018 [162]. It is an

adaptation of IEC 61508 [83] written to address the specific needs of applying

the functional safety lifecycle to road vehicle Electrical/Electronic (E/E) systems:

“This adaptation applies to all activities during the safety lifecycle of safety-

related systems comprised of electrical, electronic and software components”

[162].

Although based on IEC 61508, the emphasis of ISO 26262 is subtly different.

While the IEC 61508 functional safety lifecycle emphasises the deployment

of electronic systems to reduce the risk associated with system hazards,
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the ISO 26262 functional safety lifecycle emphasises addressing the hazards

that may result from the malfunctioning behaviour of the E/E system. The

consequence of this is that in an automotive context functional safety becomes

a system attribute or property.

The Standard makes explicit statements about its scope – about what it does,

and does not include:

ISO 26262 addresses possible hazards caused by malfunctioning

behaviour of E/E safety-related systems, including interaction of

these systems. It does not address hazards related to electric

shock, fire, smoke, heat, radiation, toxicity, flammability, reactivity,

corrosion, release of energy and similar hazards, unless directly

caused by malfunctioning behaviour of E/E safety-related systems.

This is significant for the development of AD vehicle features as ISO 26262 also

states that:

“ISO 26262 does not address the nominal performance of E/E systems, even

if dedicated functional performance standards exist for these systems (e.g.

active and passive safety systems, brake systems, Adaptive Cruise Control)”

[162].

Like IEC 61508, ISO 26262 also includes the notion of integrity levels. But,

perhaps a little confusingly, ISO 26262 uses the term Automotive Safety

Integrity Level (ASIL) in two ways, with two subtly different meanings. During

the Concept Phase ASIL indicates the level of risk a particular hazardous event

has, while during the System Design phases ASIL is used to indicate the level of

design rigour required.

The hazard analysis and risk assessment activity, undertaken during the

Concept Phase, classifies the ASIL for each hazardous event by considering the

probability of being exposed to that hazardous event, the probability of being

able to control the hazardous event in order to avoid an accident, and the

likely severity of the accident should it occur. The matrix in Figure 9 is then

used to combine these three subjective measures into an ASIL rating of QM,

A, B, C or D, with ASIL D indicating the highest risk. QM stands for Quality
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Management, and represents a low level of risk which can be addressed during

the development by normal quality management activities.

Figure 9: Automotive safety integrity level (ASIL) determination (from [162])

Once the hazards associated with the E/E system have been identified, and

their risk determined, the next step is to define the safety goals for the system.

The safety goals represent the highest level requirements and describe the

behaviours of the system that relate “to the prevention or mitigation of the

associated hazards in order to avoid unreasonable risk” [162]. Each safety goal

inherits its ASIL from the hazards it addresses.

Through the System, Hardware, and Software development phases of the safety

lifecycle (ISO 26262 Parts 4, 5 and 6 respectively) the ASIL then takes on its

second role - as an indication of the design rigour required (aligning with

IEC 61508’s definition of safety integrity). Within ISO 26262 Parts 4, 5 and

6 the processes and methods needed to reduce the likelihood of systematic

failures are described; with the recommendation for use (highly recommended,

recommended, or no recommendation for or against its use) being indicated by

the ASIL [162].

In an ISO 26262 context functional safety is achieved when hazard risk caused

by the malfunctioning behaviour of the E/E system has been reduced to a

reasonable level. As discussed above, ASIL QM represents a level of system

risk that can be addressed adequately using contemporary quality management
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practices. Therefore, it follows that QM can be regarded as representing a risk

level that society considers reasonable in an automotive context. Thus, if vehicle

sign-off testing demonstrates that the Item6 behaviour can be assessed as QM,

with the safety mechanisms implemented, then the residual risk is considered

acceptable. Thus, functional safety has been achieved and the product can be

released for production.

5.3.3.3 ISO 21448

As discussed in Section 5.3.3.2, the ISO 26262 scope states that it addresses

malfunctioning behaviour of E/E systems. Some automotive practitioners in-

terpret malfunctioning behaviour as an all-encompassing term that covers any

unintended system behaviour (e.g. component faults, software / systematic

failures, functional insufficiencies, performance limitations). However, many

interpret malfunctioning behaviour purely as component faults and systematic

failures. With the introduction of ADAS and AD systems this difference in

interpretation was seen as a problem – particularly for systems whose Situation

Awareness (SA) is critical to safety. As a consequence, in 2019, ISO published

the Publicly Available Specification (PAS) entitled Safety Of The Intended

Functionality (SOTIF). This has since been superseded by the International

Standard ISO 21448 [165] which

is applicable to intended functionalities where proper system situ-

ational awareness is essential to safety and where that situational

awareness is derived from complex sensors and processing al-

gorithms, especially functionalities of emergency intervention sys-

tems and systems having levels of driving automation from 1 to 5.

In doing so, the Standard acknowledges that the safety of today’s AD systems

cannot be achieved by simply drawing a boundary around a system and

analysing what lies within.

6 ISO 26262 defines an Item as “system or combination of systems, to which ISO 26262 is applied,

that implements a function or part of a function at the vehicle level” [162].
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With the specification and design available, the first analysis step in the SOTIF

process is to identify any potential sources of harm. That is, to identify

the triggering conditions that could lead to hazards and to evaluate the risk

of the identified hazards. The process suggests prior knowledge, field data

and lessons learned as possible means of identifying triggering conditions

[165], while for risk classification the ISO 26262 risk schema is proposed

[162]. This approach still requires the automotive safety analyst to conduct

thought experiments to identify likely hazards and to reason about hazard risk.

However, with outcomes being influenced by the vehicle’s environment and

the shared nature of the driving task, effective hazard risk reasoning becomes

complex.

5.4 influence of ad on modelling , assessing and managing

risk

Being focused on the malfunctioning behaviour of vehicle features, automotive

safety engineers have typically used techniques such as Functional Failure

Analysis (FFA) and HAZOP studies to identify hazards and hazard causes

associated with the vehicle feature under investigation. More recently STAMP,

and specifically STPA has gained popularity in the automotive industry.

Rather than decomposing a system into subsystem elements and focusing on

internal hazard causes (as typified by FFA and HAZOP) [96], STPA requires the

analyst to consider interactions between subsystem elements, human operators,

and environmental factors that could lead the system to generate unsafe control

actions. This broader view of hazard causation is perhaps why STPA is the

popular choice when analysing AD features where the need to consider the

safety impact of external factors is important [2, 21, 101].

The addition of the SOTIF standard certainly enhances the automotive standards

guidance in relation to AD vehicle feature development. However, acknow-

ledging that AD feature hazard causes are due in part to the system’s SA [165]

drastically increases the scope of any risk assessment undertaken. This po-
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tential combinatorial explosion combined with a broadening scope are seen as

real challenges for the automotive system safety practitioner (see Section 3.1.1

regarding effective Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment). The effective use

of abstraction is clearly helpful in this regard (see Section 5.2.1.1) further

supporting an argument to use STPA to analysis AD vehicle features.

With the SOTIF standard also acknowledging that causes of hazardous beha-

viour could also include “the unexpected behaviour due to decision making

algorithm and / or divergent human expectation” [165] the need to view an

AD vehicle as a joint-cognitive system is evident. Therefore, until we reach

a time when highly automated driving prevails (i.e. SAE Level 4 and above,

where the safety of the vehicle does not rely on the human having some level

of safety oversight) then shared control as a potential hazard cause should be

considered.

In the context of risk management, knowing when to stop is an important

criterion. For the traditional automotive system (following an ISO 26262

development approach) this decision would be based on an argument that all

system internal faults, capable of causing hazards, have been mitigated such

that the residual risk is acceptable. For an AD vehicle feature, whose safety

is influenced by correct SA, then hazards that result from insufficiencies in

the system’s intended behaviour must also be addressed. SOTIF introduces

the notion of acceptance criterion7. So, not only does the when to stop

decision for an AD vehicle feature need to balance cost and timing against the

acceptance criterion, but being a commercially available product it should also

be defensible from a product liability perspective. Although a hugely important

research question, the question of when to stop is considered too large to address

effectively within this thesis. However, a robust argument that shared control

has been fully explored, in the context of AD vehicle feature development, is

of relevance to this thesis (see Chapter 10), and does provide an important

contribution toward knowing when to stop.

7 SOTIF defines the acceptance criterion “representing the absence of an unreasonable level of risk”.

The acceptance criterion can be qualitative or quantitative – e.g., a specific hazardous behaviour,

an hourly incident rate, or ALARP – and is expected to be confirmed during the verification and

validation programme [165].
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When developing a new automotive feature, or adding an existing feature onto

a new vehicle platform, consideration must be given to any new hazard events

(as described in Section 5.3.3.2). When hazard risk is determined using the

ISO 26262 standard, the severity of the impending accident, together with the

probability of exposure to and the controllability of the hazardous event are

assessed to determine the ASIL [162]. With all hazardous events classified, the

activities undertaken to develop and integrate the feature can then be tailored

to the highest ASIL identified; with the highest integrity level demanding the

highest design rigour [65].

The automotive industry relies heavily on subjectivity when considering

controllability, as the controllability rating for a hazardous event often relies

on domain experts combining their knowledge of the feature behaviour with

their experience in vehicle handling. Expressed in this way, the assessment of

controllability may seem somewhat un-scientific and lacking rigour. However,

when considered in context – a mature industry that has slowly evolved its

products over decades, and where the user interface has remained relatively

stable for a century – a subjective engineering judgement and justification based

assessment is viable.

The introduction of AD vehicle features challenges such a gradual product

evolution paradigm. The increased automation not only changes the driving

task and the way in which the driver interacts with the vehicle, but more

complex automation also change the way products are developed; particularly

the implicit assumptions made about the driver and their ability to control the

vehicle should a failure occur.

94
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In this chapter the origins of controllability are discussed, together with the

assumptions made about the driver, their role in the control loop and the

driving task itself. Familiar vehicle systems are used to illustrate how the

notion of controllability works when the driver is viewed as an intrinsic part of

the control loop as is the case for a fully manual vehicle (i.e. SAE Level 0).

Section 6.3 then introduces two pivotal human factors papers and explores

what the literature tells us about how greater autonomy may affect the notion

of controllability. Again emerging AD features are used to illustrate the points

raised.

6.1 what is controllability?

6.1.1 Origins of controllability

Mathematical control theory describes the notion of controllability as the ability

to steer a dynamic system from an initial to a final state using admissible inputs

[89], with the notion tracing back to the work of Kalman in the 1960’s [22].

From a vehicle handling perspective, controllability refers to the relationship

between the vehicle’s fundamental motion characteristics with the driver’s

personal assessment of the vehicle’s handling quality [3]. In the aerospace

domain various studies have been undertaken to facilitate the qualitative

evaluation of the pilot’s subjective assessment. One notable pilot-rating scheme

is the Cooper Harper Rating Scale devised in the late 1960’s to help pilots and

engineers evaluate aircraft handling and stability [34].

The notion of controllability can also be found within the commercial and

military aerospace standards. The military standard MIL-STD-882C [181]

included the concept of controllability in its software control categories. These

could be thought of as a sliding scale of software criticality: with Category I

software exercising full autonomous control over the system (with no potential

for intervention to mitigate the hazard), Category IIb software providing

display information needing immediate operator action, through to Category
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IV (software having no safety critical control functionality). Inspection of the

commercial aviation standards finds a similar notion of controllability in use.

For example DO-178C [41] includes system failure categories that consider “the

flight crew’s ability to cope”, from which software levels are derived.

From an automotive system safety perspective the notion of controllability

traces back to the Dedicated Road Infrastructure for Vehicle Safety in Europe

(DRIVE) projects undertaken in the early 1990’s [85]. Here controllability is the

probabilistic attribute linking a hazardous event to an accident; by indicating

how likely the person in harm’s way will control the hazardous situation and

thus avoid harm. So for a hazardous event categorised as nuisance only the

inference is a zero probability of that event becoming an accident. Whereas, a

hazardous event categorised as uncontrollable has no positive outcome that can

be influenced by human intervention.

The DRIVE team categorised controllability into five levels (Figure 10) enabling

its relationship to integrity levels to be considered. Although appearing to link

controllability to integrity level directly, it should be noted that the risk model

used by publications, such as the MISRA Guidelines [113] and ISO 26262, [162]

actually link the probabilistic attributes of the hazardous event (exposure and

controllability), with the likely severity of the resultant accident [114].

The hazardous nature of driving complicates the classification of hazards

because it is often possible to conceive numerous outcomes from the same

hazardous event – at the extreme even the identification of a fatal outcome

may be possible from the most benign hazardous event [86]. Combining the

probabilistic notion of controllability with the probability of the hazardous

event itself occurring, practitioners are able to classify risk from a more

manageable set of probability / severity combinations.

The Controllability of Automotive Safety Targets (CAST) project [114] used

vehicle simulation to validate the assumptions made by the DRIVE project about

the inverse relationship that exists between controllability and the probability

of having an accident following a hazardous event. Additionally, for the vehicle

hazards simulated, the study was able to correlate the simulation results with

a desk based assessment of controllability completed beforehand.
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Figure 10: Controllability and integrity categories from DRIVE (reproduced from [85])

6.2 automotive model of driving

As briefly discussed in Section 1.2.2 (page 17), the automotive functional safety

approach makes implicit assumptions about the driver and the vehicle. These

assumptions undoubtably influence controllability assessments. Although

inconsequential in a fully manual driving context, adding automation does

potentially bring these implicit assumptions into question.

The first implicit assumption is that the driver is always fully in control and

responsible for their vehicle’s behaviour in traffic. This assumption originates

from the ‘Vienna Convention’ (see Section 1.2.2) [178]. The Vienna Convention

is an international treaty which by establishing ‘standard traffic rules’ for such

things as vehicles, road signage and driver obligations, seeks to facilitate cross-

border traffic movement and improve road safety.

The second assumption is that the driver is integral to vehicle control, as

illustrated by the MISRA VCM (see Figure 1 page 19). Being in complete control
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of the vehicle 100% of the time, the implication is that the driver is, and

remains, fully aware of their surroundings. With this situational awareness

encompassing such things as: the vehicle behaviour, the behaviour of other

road users, and changes in vehicle response or performance (perhaps due to

changing environmental conditions or vehicle system failure).

The third assumption relates to how vehicle technology has evolved over the

last 100 years or so, and the gradual introduction of E/E programmable control

systems. Typically automotive systems have been engineered with a fail passive

safe state1. That is, the detection of a failure within a vehicle system leads to

that function being shut-down. The MISRA “state-machine model of automotive

risk” (Figure 11) illustrates this implicit relationship between vehicle control,

controllability and system failure [113].

6.2.1 Exploring controllability with familiar automotive examples

To illustrate how the notion of controllability might be used with the MISRA

VCM (see Figure 1, page 19), the following vehicle features are discussed: an

engine control system, an air suspension system, and an electric driveline

incorporating in-wheel motors.

As introduced in Section 1.2, emissions legislation, fuel economy, performance

and cost all contributed to engine control systems evolving from a purely

mechanical system to a complex programmable control system. Although the

earliest mechanical systems had the potential to cause Unintended Acceleration

(for example, by the accelerator cable becoming stuck) the introduction of

electronic throttle control systems led the hazard, and its associated risk

classification, to come into focus.

Although the early engine control systems typically mimicked simple con-

trol relationships, previously achieved mechanically, modern engine control

systems utilise complex control algorithms expressed in the torque domain.

1 ISO 26262 defines a safe state as the “operating mode, in case of a failure, of an item without an

unreasonable level of risk” [162].
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Figure 11: MISRA State-Machine Model of Automotive Risk (reproduced from [113])

From a systems safety perspective this leads to a complex relationship between

the driver’s accelerator pedal position and the resultant vehicle acceleration.

Typically layered monitoring strategies [43] are used to continuously monitor

the relationship between the driver’s torque demand (via the accelerator pedal)

and the estimation of delivered engine torque (estimated from measured

engine parameters); with any hazardous discrepancy between demanded and

delivered torque being mitigated by limiting the engine’s performance or

ultimately by shutting the engine down.

The above engine control torque-monitoring concept fits seamlessly with the

notion of controllability, with the implicit assumptions made about the driver

(described above). For an experienced driver the longitudinal control task

is generally a subconscious one that can be described using the elements
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of the MISRA VCM as follows: The driver modulating the accelerator pedal

position (Driver Control), based on their current Driver Strategy and given

their knowledge of current Traffic Environment, to achieve the desired vehicle

acceleration. If the vehicle’s acceleration (Complete Vehicle Behaviour) is too

slow then the accelerator pedal can be pressed harder. Conversely, if vehicle

acceleration is too great then the accelerator pedal can be released, and once

completely released the brakes applied.

To mitigate the hazardous effects of engine control system failures, controllable

acceleration targets can be defined, e.g. “Vehicle positive longitudinal acceleration

shall not exceed driver demand by > 1.5 ms−2 for longer than 1s”, knowing the

driver’s likely response [24]. The mitigating action “outputs are electronically

‘limited’ to a fixed value” can then be defined, thus ensuring that any engine

torque anomalies detected are prevented from exceeding a level where the

resultant acceleration might be difficult to control. With these targets defined

the torque monitor’s internal parameters can then be set to achieve the required

response.

Air suspension is another example where the notion of controllability works

well. Air suspension systems of the type used on large luxury four-wheel

drive sport utility vehicles control the height of the vehicle and allow changes

to be made to the vehicle’s ride height; with ride height being raised to

facilitate off-road driving and lowered to make vehicle ingress and loading

easier [66]. As selecting an incorrect ride height could affect the vehicle’s

handling characteristics (changing the relationship between Driver Control and

Complete Vehicle Behaviour in Figure 1 page 19) vehicle speed limits constrain

when ride height changes can be made. Consequently a failure leading to the

vehicle being at the wrong ride height, for a given vehicle speed, may result in

a hazard.

Typically safety mechanisms detect failures within the air suspension system

that could lead to an incorrect ride height selection. Having detected a

failure, and dependent on the current Vehicle Manoeuvre, the safety mechanisms

can then either disable the system (Fail Passive) and issue driver warnings

(dashboard warning lights, messages or audible chimes) or disable the system
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and limit the speed. In either case the failure mitigation makes assumptions

about the driver’s place within the overall control loop: In the first case, once

the driver has been warned about the potential changes to vehicle handling

they will change their Driver Control accordingly. In the second case, where

vehicle speed is limited, the vehicle’s operating envelope (or choice of Vehicle

Manoeuvres) is constrained into the region where the vehicle is known to be

controllable.

Even for the development of novel technologies, such as an in-wheel motor

electric driveline system [44] the notion of controllability still works because

the assumption that the driver is a part of the control loop is still true.

Although the ability to control torque delivery to each road wheel inde-

pendently is a vehicle dynamists dream, and a major selling point for in-

wheel motors, applied incorrectly this torque asymmetry causes the hazard

Induced Yaw. Empirical driver response studies [118] set yaw rate and lateral

acceleration controllability limits from which a power asymmetry target of

30 kW / tonne could be derived [45]. Once set, safety mechanisms then

monitor the asymmetric power being produced by a pair of motors, and

either shut-down or modify motor control if the power asymmetry exceeds the

limit defined. Consequently, system failures having the potential to adversely

affect the Vehicle Control System can be detected and Vehicle System Behaviour

influenced such that the Complete Vehicle Behaviour remains controllable by the

driver.

6.3 the impact of greater automation

6.3.1 Pivotal literature

Written by Bainbridge in 1983, but still highly relevant today, could “Ironies of

automation” [17] provide insight into how the driver’s relationship with the car

will change with greater autonomy? And could this then give further insight
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into how engineering assumptions made during design may need to change to

ensure that safety is maintained?

In the paper Bainbridge discussed how greater automation in an industrial

process context might actually increase rather than decrease human operator

problems, particularly if greater automation changes the human’s role to that

of the supervisor required to intervene under abnormal conditions. This

relationship between the human operator and automation is discussed through

a number of ’ironies’, of which a number are discussed below.

A second paper potentially holding more clues is “Humans and automation:

Use, misuse, disuse, abuse” [128], written by Parasuraman and Riley 14 years

after Bainbridge published her work. Again ideas presented by these authors

are considered in the context of vehicle automation below.

6.3.2 The use of automation

As automation increases and vehicle systems gain greater authority, it is

perhaps logical to expect that Driver Control will become a shared task, between

the human driver and the AD system, but what else could these pivotal papers

tell us about the notion of controllability in an highly automated driving vehicle

context?

Clearly one motivation for the introduction of AD vehicle systems is the

reduction in accidents resulting from human error in the Driver Control task.

Perhaps the first challenge is correctly choosing which tasks to automate, as

deploying automation when it is not really the right option is one abuse of

automation, potentially leading to increased driver workload [128].

Automation has supported the driver in the longitudinal vehicle control task

for many years. The earliest cruise control systems simply controlled vehicle

speed to a pre-set value, enabling the driver to simply set a constant vehicle

speed while manually controlling the remainder of the Driver Control task.

Therefore providing that the vehicle is in a Physical Environment where the

driver is afforded sufficient space and time in which to react, cruise control
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failures would normally be considered easily controllable. One way to ensure

the driver does have sufficient space and time in which to react is to constrain

the cruise control’s ODD. Generally this is achieved by enforcing a minimum

set speed below which the feature is disabled.

ACC adds functionality to standard cruise control, thus supporting the Driver

Control task further. Although while active, the longitudinal control aspects of

Driver Control are fulfilled by the ACC system, the driver is not dissolved of all

responsibility for the task. In some operational situations, such as the preceding

vehicle braking sharply, the ACC may require the driver to resume manual

control. Generally this occurs because the ACC system does not have sufficient

authority over the vehicle brake pressure needed to achieve a full emergency

stop. Therefore while ACC is active the driver inherits a new monitoring task,

the consequences of which are that the driver must understand ACC operation

sufficiently to know when manual control may be required [128], and remain

vigilant and ready to intervene when required [17].

A vehicle fitted with an ADAS, such as ACC, also places new responsibility on

the driver, mainly knowing when to give longitudinal control to the ACC system

and when to undertake Driver Control manually. Automation misuse can occur

when users become over reliant on automation [128]. For example attempting

to use ACC when environmental factors (such as being in fog or on very windy

roads) limits system performance or leads to unexpected system behaviour and

potentially system disuse because the driver’s confidence in the system is lost

[128].

Leaving the decision about when and where to enable automation to the

driver’s discretion potentially leads to unpredictability in the use of automation,

and it is suggested that different people use different strategies when choosing

whether to use automation [128]. Potentially this could add complexity and

uncertainty into the design task. Additionally, gathering the verification

evidence that enables the design team to demonstrate system safety potentially

becomes a far bigger task. This is because the MISRA VCM (Figure 1 page 19)

effectively becomes multi-dimensional; with a separate dimension existing for

each combination of the Driver Control task.
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6.3.3 The driver’s task with automation

As previously discussed one intuitively knows that the driver’s role will change,

but what might the new role become and will the driver be more or less effective

in that new role?

ACC highlighted how the driver’s role may become a monitoring task. The irony

here is that humans are less good at monitoring automated tasks than they are

at carrying out the task manually [17]. Also if the manual task was largely

achieved subconsciously then automating that task and asking the driver to

monitor the automation could actually add to the driver’s workload [128]. LKA

illustrates where automation supports a subconscious task. Steering is a good

example of a Driver Control task requiring little cognition by the driver. It is

a task that the driver practices constantly during each journey, so it quickly

becomes completely subconscious even for the most novice driver. LKA is

designed to support lateral vehicle control by applying a corrective torque

(either through the hand wheel or by an asymmetric brake application), if the

driver becomes distracted and allows the vehicle to stray from its lane.

The automation of a task of this type raises questions about the actions that

should be taken in the presence of failure. For systems like LKA, failing

passively may not be a viable option. And what about the controllability

assumptions that would have been made regarding other systems fitted to

the vehicle? For example, the power assisted steering system and the hazard

loss of steering assist? As the introduction of LKA effectively adds a use

case, will the assumptions made previously still hold true? The implications

of this are perhaps exacerbated by the fact that a driver, needing support to

maintain their position in lane, is probably indicative of the driver who has lost

situational awareness! The loss of situational awareness is known to adversely

affect driver reaction times [106], which may further complicate the choice of

mitigation.
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6.3.4 The designer’s task with automation

Both papers [17, 128] discuss the importance of the design team and in

particular their view of the human operator. If ADAS features are developed

with the sole motivation of removing the unreliable and inefficient driver

from the control loop then Bainbridge warns of two potential outcomes [17]:

motivated by the desire to remove the human from the system may actually

lead design teams to target the easy to automate Driver Control tasks first. The

side effect of which is to leave the driver with the more difficult Driver Control

tasks still to be performed manually.

An inevitable consequence of greater automation is also increased complexity

and as highlighted above the MISRA VCM (Figure 1, page 19) may actually

become a multi-dimensional problem; with the potential for subtle interactions

between the dimensions. The desire to remove human error may simply move

the errors to the design task, as “one cannot remove the human error from a

system simply by removing the human operator” [128]. Today’s vehicle is a

complex system of systems having the potential to exhibit both good and bad

emergent properties; so perhaps the driver’s contribution to Driver Control is

more crucial than ever before [17].

6.4 summary

The current approach to automotive system safety assumes that the driver is

an integral part of the vehicle control loop and, like many other standards,

ISO 26262’s risk model includes the notion of controllability.

Two pivotal human factors papers have been used to ’test’ the notion of

controllability and the MISRA VCM (Figure 1 page 17). Although these models

work when there is no automation, even for SAE Level 1 ADAS (like ACC)

deficiencies become apparent. The most notable omission is perhaps the lack

of feedback from the Vehicle System Behaviour to the Driver Control or Driver

Strategy.
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The notion of controllability has clearly been used to good effect in the past,

particularly with regard to managing the complex automotive hazardous event

space. However, introducing greater automation potentially invalidates the

risk model – with greater automation gradually removing the driver from

the vehicle control loop, and vehicle connectivity making the hazardous event

space multi-dimensional. This drives the need for the risk model to be re-

evaluated and the term controllability precisely defined. The MISRA VCM

(Figure 1 page 19) is indeed useful, but it does need to change to consider

the multi-dimensional nature of the problem.



Part III

R E S E A R C H C O N T R I B U T I O N S

Part III of this thesis describes the products created by this research.

Before describing each research product in detail, Chapter 7 first

describes how the three products combine to form a hazard analysis

process for shared control.

The first research product is a conceptual model referred to here as

the Enhanced Vehicle Control Model (EVCM). By including elements

representing the shared cognitive nature of the driving task, the

MISRA VCM has been reimagined to extend its utility to AD vehicle

features. When used in conjunction with the accompanying shared

control hazard analysis method (the second research product),

the EVCM helps conceptualise the nature of AD shared control to

facilitate the identification of hazard causes. This contributes a new

dimension to automotive hazard analysis not covered by the current

automotive safety standards [162, 165] and extends the ‘state of art’.

The third research product is a safety case argument pattern for

the shared control aspects of the AD feature’s development. The

intention is that this safety case argument pattern will form part of

the full safety case argument for the AD feature.
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The preceding chapters have sought to describe the increasing prominence

that automation has in passenger vehicles today and the motivation for that

proliferation. As discussed in Chapter 2 vehicle automation is having an

increased authority over the DDT. This changes the driver’s role, which directly

affects the assumptions that can be made about the driver and their ability to

maintain control should an automation fault occur.

The established automotive approach to functional safety relies on the driver.

As discussed in Section 1.2.2 this functional safety paradigm assumes that the

driver is integral to vehicle control; a consequence of which is that the driver

remains situationally aware. This notion that the driver is at the heart of vehicle

control has been the foundation of the ISO 26262 automotive risk model. With

the risk classification schema including a controllability term (see Chapter 6),

which allows credit to be taken for the driver’s ability to maintain vehicle

control following a hazard and avoid an accident.

In Chapter 3 the case study involving practising automotive functional safety

practitioners and academics brought into question the continued utility of the

existing hazard analysis and risk classification method. In particular, the need

to consider differently (and perhaps even redefine) the notion of controllability,

and to broaden the scope of hazard analysis from a single vehicle-centric view

of system functionality.

Part III of the thesis introduces a hazard analysis method for shared control.

This is shown pictorially in Figure 12. To orientate the reader an overview

of the process is introduced in this chapter. The subsequent chapters within

Part III provide more detail about: the EVCM development, the use of

behavioural competencies to describe AD feature functionality and to define
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agent responsibility, the accompanying hazard analysis method, and the safety

case argument pattern for shared control.

7.1 ad feature behaviour and agent responsibility

Fundamental to the analysis of shared control is the EVCM which is described

in detail Chapter 8. The EVCM allows the shared nature of AD vehicle features

to be conceptualised at an appropriate level of abstraction to allow potential

shared control hazard causes to be fully explored. On its own the EVCM has no

mechanism by which to describe AD feature functionality. However, when used

in conjunction with the behavioural competency taxonomy (see Appendix A),

the AD feature’s behaviour can also be described.

7.2 shared control hazard analysis method

Chapter 9 describes using the EVCM in an STPA based analysis method

to uncover loss scenarios attributable to an AD feature’s shared control.

Throughout Part III reference is made to Classic STPA. This is the STPA method

described within the STPA Handbook [96], and that forms the foundation of the

Shared Control STPA method (see Figure 12).

Like Classic STPA the Shared Control STPA method starts by identifying the

stakeholders, losses and hazards attributable to the AD feature (see 1© in

Figure 12). An additional prerequisite activity then defines the responsibility

split between the automation and the driver - also referred to as the machine

and human agents. Identifying the behavioural competencies needed by the

automation to achieve the intended functionality, but also the behavioural

competencies that the human agent needs to be performed, to maintain safety

within the ODD, informs the scope of shared control. This knowledge is then

taken forwards into 2©.

Step 2 (see 2© in Figure 12) populates a version of the EVCM drawn in a hier-

archical control structure style. Using the knowledge gained from considering
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Figure 12: The shared control hazard analysis and safety case argument process
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the shared control responsibility split to populate the CSD. Specifically, the

pertinent control actions, the sensed data, the information inferred from the

sensory data, and the other inferences made about the external environment

that should also be included in the analysis.

Like Classic STPA, Shared Control STPA step 3 in the process (see 3© in Figure 12)

uses a systematic guide word lead process to assist the analyst to identify the

UCAs. However, the Shared Control method enhances the UCA identification

process by using the behavioural competencies identified in 1© to uncover

further UCAs.

The final step (see 4© in Figure 12) identifies the scenarios in which the

identified UCAs will lead to hazards, and hence losses. To address shared

control hazard causes, two further loss scenario types are introduced. Guided

questioning and a SUDA visualisation of the decision making cycle facilitates

the loss scenario identification thought experiment.

7.3 a safety case argument for shared control

Unlike other transport sectors the use of safety cases incorporating structured

safety case arguments are less prominent in the automotive industry. However,

this is beginning to change. ISO 26262 Edition 2 [162] now explicitly calls for

a safety case argument to be documented. In addition, the SOTIF standard

ISO 21448 [165] discusses the importance of documenting a SOTIF safety

case argument that complements the functional safety activities [165, Clause

A.2.3].

Demonstrating that hazard causes, resulting from the shared nature of control,

have been identified and correctly addressed is an important aspect of AD

feature safety. The safety case argument pattern (see 5© in Figure 12) presented

in Chapter 10 builds such a safety case argument for shared control, using

the evidence created by following the Shared Control hazard analysis method

described in Chapter 9.
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A C O N C E P T U A L M O D E L O F S H A R E D C O N T R O L

8.1 introduction

As the previous controllability discussion (see Chapter 6 page 94) demonstrates

the MISRA VCM (Figure 1 page 19) remains valid for vehicle systems where the

Driver is integral to vehicle control and has utility supporting hazard analyses

[109]. However, once a part of the Driver Control element is replaced with

automation, then model deficiencies become apparent. The following section

describes the development of an Enhanced Vehicle Control Model (EVCM). A

conceptual model that remains relevant and useful for the analysis of highly

automated and connected vehicles.

8.2 evcm construction

Initial attempts to modify the MISRA VCM involved splitting the Driver Control

element between the human and machine actors, and using data-information-

knowledge-wisdom pyramids1 [16] to highlight the different information used

by human and machine perception. Having taken this approach, two things

quickly became apparent: Firstly, this approach simply added complexity to the

diagram, which intuitively would never lead to an elegant solution. Secondly,

it did highlight the stark contrast between how the human perceives the

environment and how the automation would perceive the same environment.

This raised the question as to whether this difference could be used to

1 Data-information-knowledge-wisdom pyramids were introduced during the data inference

discussion in Section 2.3.4.2 on page 40.

112
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highlight potential safety concerns, particularly when control is being shared

or transferred between the human and the automation.

The literature pertaining to driver behaviour and modelling suggested Michon’s

HCM [107] (see Figure 2 page 27) as a useful model for describing Driving

Control from the human driver’s perspective (referred to herein interchangeably

as the human agent). However, to be useful in the context of automated driving,

the enhanced model must also facilitate modelling functions carried out by the

automation (referred to herein interchangeably as the machine agent). Therefore,

the question becomes “can automation functions also fit with the three levels

of the HCM?”

In their discussion about multi-sensor environmental perception Schubert and

Obst present a perception layer interfacing model (see Figure 13 diagram (a)).

This they used to describe the interface between sensors and the higher level

automated driving functions [137]. Considering the three models side-by-side

(see Figure 13 diagrams (a), (b) and (c)), a relationship is drawn between the

three models, making the enhanced representation of the Driver Control element

possible.

While the meaning that one should infer from each MISRA VCM element might

be intuitive in a manual driving context, the meaning becomes less clear in a

highly automated and connected vehicle context. This necessitates defining the

underlying meaning of each model element (see Section 8.3). The MISRA VCM

also used solid and dotted lines without explanation (see Figure 1 page 19).

This research interprets the solid lines to represent physical interfaces or

interactions, and the dotted lines to represent the perception, interpretation

or understanding of something physical. Reviewing the model resulted in

the inclusion of a mechanism that represents updating agent prior knowledge

(mental models), and future state predictions, based on sensory perception

[48]; effectively, the notion of obtaining and maintaining SA (see Section 2.1.2

page 27). This is represented in the enhanced model by a comparator. If the

error between a given mental model and what is being perceived becomes
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Figure 13: The relationship between the three models that combine to form the EVCM

(reproduced from [107, 113, 137])

unacceptably large, then cognitive awareness moves up through the hierarchy

of control [C. McCall2, personal communications, 6th December 2017].

Combining these concepts gives rise to the Enhanced Vehicle Control Model

(EVCM) (Figure 14).

8.3 elements of the model explained

8.3.1 Strategy level

Navigating the EVCM (Figure 14) from the top left, the first input is Driver

Goals, which are the driver’s3 high-level objectives (e.g. drive to work, take

the kids to school, or just go for a ride in the country). Achieving such goals

2 Dr. Cade McCall is a Lecturer and Assistant Professor in the Department of Psychology at

the University of York. As an experimental psychologist he uses virtual environments to study

emotion, cognition and behaviour in threatening scenarios.
3 Or vehicle occupants in a fully automated driving context.
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requires strategic planning, represented by the Strategy Level box. Applicable

behavioural competencies for the Strategy Level (see Section A.1 page 211)

include: route planning, performing surveillance, and responding to traffic

conditions. Such strategic type routing and planning decision making will

be influenced by external information (e.g. the current Traffic Environment),

any goal related constraints (e.g. to arrive by a particular time), and progress

related feedback received from the Manoeuvring Level. Typically strategy level

tasks occur over a long time-frame and do not require a real-time response [49].

Route criteria represent the targets and constraints that the Strategy Level places

on the Manoeuvring Level below. For example, the level of urgency associated

with a given journey; that is, a leisurely drive becoming stressful as heavy traffic

adversely affects progress.

8.3.2 Manoeuvring level

Moving anti-clockwise around the model, the Manoeuvring Level represents

the tactical and operational driving behavioural competencies (see Section A.2

page 212), like negotiating a junction or determining who has the right-of-

way during a particular manoeuvre. These behavioural competencies will

be rule-based real-time tasks that typically last a few seconds [49]. They are

predominately data driven, largely constrained by the characteristics of the

given situation, and are in support of the Route criteria goals and targets set

by the Strategy Level.

In Michon’s HCM (Figure 2 page 27) the Manoeuvring Level has three outputs,

Controlled Action Patterns, Feedback Criteria, and an unnamed path to the Control

Level, although the literature does not convey the intention of these outputs.

Here Controlled Action Patterns are taken to represent the rule-based [131] action

sequences needed to carry out the intended manoeuvre, while Feedback Criteria

are called Control criteria and represent the information needed by the Control

Level to successfully complete the chosen manoeuvre. For example, knowing

that on a cold day the road might be slippery so choosing to limit the magnitude

of steering and braking inputs. The intention of the third output from the
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Control Level is unclear. However, given that it appears to flow from the Control

Action Patterns, through the Manoeuvring Level and out to the Control Level, the

hypothesis is that it is a feed-forward control path for the level below. For

example, beginning to apply a steering input prior to the vehicle entering the

corner. The EVCM includes the notion of feed-forward control within the Control

criteria output.

In addition to three outputs, the Manoeuvring Level in Michon’s original model

has three inputs – one from the environment, one from the Strategy Level

(discussed above), and one a feedback path from the Controlled Action Patterns.

The EVCM maintains a similar structure. Like the HCM (see Figure 2 page 27),

the Manoeuvring Layer receives environmental information, but via the Sensing

and Models / Perception path rather than directly. Feedback from the Control

action patterns also comes via the Sensing and Models / Perception path, rather

than directly as is the case in the HCM. In both cases, the information received

via the Sensing, Models / Perception and Error feedback paths will affect the

Manoeuvring Level’s subsequent actions, and any errors identified will likely

influence future perception, understanding and decisions making.

8.3.3 Control level

Below the Manoeuvring Level is the Control Level, which contains the low level

driving behaviours that are largely skill-based [131], automatic and occurring

in the millisecond time-frame [49]. Example Control Level behavioural compet-

encies include controlling the vehicle’s steering, acceleration and braking (see

Section A.3 page 217). Being the basal level in the hierarchy, the Control Level

has only one output – the Automatic Action Patterns. This output comprises the

low-level control actions to the vehicle control system, referred to as the Vehicle

Smart Actuators within the EVCM.

Like the other levels, the Control Level has inputs capable of modifying its

behaviour. In Michon’s HCM these were the environment, Automatic Action

Patterns feedback and the Feedback Criteria from the Manoeuvring Level. In
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the EVCM the environmental inputs, both about the physical environment

(e.g. carriageway edge, air temperature) the Complete Vehicle Behaviour (e.g.

lateral and longitudinal acceleration), and Automatic Action Patterns feedback

(e.g. steering torque, display information) all come via the Sensing and Models /

Perception blocks.

8.3.4 Sensing

Towards the bottom of the model, the Sensing block represents both the

human senses and the sensors used by the automation to collect Vehicle

System Behaviour, Complete Vehicle Behaviour, Physical Environment, and Traffic

Environment data. For the human this might be sight and the vestibular system,

for the automation this might be RADAR, LiDAR and cameras.

8.3.5 Models, perception and errors

The Models / Perception block is included to represent the idea of the controlling

agent (i.e. human, automation, or both) obtaining and maintaining SA

within the model. The Model / Perception block represents both the model

of the environment in which the vehicle is operating, and the perception of

the vehicle’s behaviour within that environment. For example, the model

might include information about stationary objects in the vehicle’s physical

environment or data regarding the current vehicle speed. These models will be

developed from information inferred from sensory data via the Sensing block,

and updated accordingly as new data is received.

From a control perspective the path from physical system attributes (Vehicle

System Behaviour, Complete System Behaviour, Physical Environment, Traffic Environ-

ment) through Sensing and Models / Perception can act as a control path for both

feedback (or compensatory) control or feed forward control [49]. Large errors

between the output of the Models / Perception and new data being received

via the Sensing block will potentially influence the Control, Manoeuvring and
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Strategy level blocks and drive changes in decision making. The threshold at

which this change in decision making occurs might affect safety. For example,

the human might take back control prematurely because they perceive an issue

occurring, or they may continue to use the automated system inappropriately

because they are unaware of inbuilt limitations [183]. The EVCM incorporates

this idea by including an Error block having feedback paths to the Control Level,

Manoeuvring Level and Strategy Level blocks.

The Error block can also model the stark differences in environmental per-

ception capability that may exist between the human and the automation,

potentially leading to unexpected or uncoordinated interactions between the

automation and the human driver. For example, if one considers the

behavioural competency of following other vehicles, in the context of ACC, the

potential effect of perception differences for the cut-in scenario become evident.

In this scenario the automation is unable to perceive a vehicle cutting in from

an adjacent lane, so will not brake until the ‘cut in’ vehicle is well into the

ego vehicle’s own lane. In contrast, with the driver still in the control loop and

situationally aware, they will typically react quickly to other visual cues and

cancel ACC, well before the other vehicle encroaches into their lane.

8.3.6 Vehicle plant model

The last part of the EVCM is the plant model. The vehicle plant model comprises

the Tyre Contact Patch and the physical system attributes that influence and

are influenced by the Tyre Contact Patch. This remains largely unchanged

from the original model (Figure 1 page 19). The Tyre Contact Patch is the

small area where the tyre and road surface are in physical contact, with an

amount of slip generating the friction needed for the tyre to apply a force

to the road surface, either laterally, longitudinally or both. The physical

system attributes of Physical Environment, Vehicle System Behaviour and Vehicle

Manoeuvre all influencing the forces being applied to the road by the tyre, while

the Complete Vehicle Behaviour is influenced by the forces that result from the

tyre-road interaction.
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The Vehicle Manoeuvre represents the manoeuvre currently being carried out

by the vehicle and will influence how the Vehicle System Behaviour, applied at

the Tyre Contact Patch, translates to the Complete Vehicle Behaviour. For example,

entering a corner too quickly may lead to excessive side-slip resulting in vehicle

under-steer. The Vehicle System Behaviour is the vehicle level behaviour that

occurs in response to system level changes made by the Vehicle Smart Actuators.

For example, positive or negative torque being applied to the vehicle’s driven

wheels. Next, the Physical Environment represents the environment in which

the vehicle is being operated (e.g. weather). This will influence how the Vehicle

System Behaviour translates to Complete Vehicle Behaviour, but also environmental

characteristics like temperature will also influence the Vehicle System Behaviour.

Finally Complete Vehicle Behaviour represents the physical vehicle response,

which can be described using the 6 degrees of freedom rigid body model

[61].

8.4 describing feature behaviour

As stated at the beginning of Section 8.2, while it is conceivable that in a

manual driving context correct behavioural inferences will be made about

model elements, the same is not true in an automated driving context. Here

it is important that the AD feature behaviours needed to achieve the intended

functionality are explicitly stated. For example, maintain a constant vehicle

speed or maintaining the desired headway to the preceding vehicle in the case of

ACC. In addition, the behaviours needed to achieve and maintain vehicle safety

within the ODD should also be explicitly stated. This activity of identifying the

behaviours needed to achieve and maintain vehicle safety also has the effect of

highlighting where shared control exists. This information is vital to the Shared

Control STPA method described in Chapter 9.

The behavioural competency taxonomy (first introduced in Section 2.1.3)

provides the language from which to describe an AD feature’s shared control.

Behavioural competencies not applicable to the ODD can be discarded, while

behavioural competencies that the AD feature automation needs to deliver or
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that are needed to maintain vehicle safety can be identified. Having identified

all relevant behavioural competencies, the responsibility4 for undertaking those

behavioural competencies can be determined. By identifying whether it is

the human, the automation, or both that are responsible for a behavioural

competency helps define the nature of shared control for the AD feature.

An example behavioural competency responsibility table appears in Sec-

tion 9.3.1 Table 4 on page 128. Table 4 has been completed for a partial

automation vehicle feature called HAS that influences both longitudinal and

lateral vehicle motion.

Using a similar approach to the STOE-KRS framework (first introduced in

Section 2.3.3), each behavioural competency is considered in turn, and the

decision made as to whether the competency is relevant to the AD feature and

its ODD. Of those behavioural competencies deemed relevant, then the decision

is made about which agent is responsible for undertaking the competency

(the doing), which agent is responsible for monitoring task execution (the

monitoring), and finally which agent has the responsibility for maintaining

vehicle safety (the achieves safety). In this context the agent is either the human

driver or the automation, and the responsibility for each competency can be

either the human’s, the automation’s or it can be shared. Once completed,

not only does the behavioural competency table provide a comprehensive

definition of the AD feature’s intended functionality, but also highlights the

nature of shared control.

Together the EVCM and the completed behavioural competency table for an AD

feature provide the analyst with the prerequisite material for the Shared Control

hazard analysis method described in Chapter 9.

4 Responsibility in this context refers solely to role-responsibility. That is, S has a specific duty to

bring about X as part of an assigned task or by agreement. Other responsibility classes, such as

causal, legal, moral and capability that those readers familiar with Hart’s work may be aware of,

are not considered here [71].
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8.5 summary

The origins and construction of the EVCM has been described. Given the

potential complexity of any AD feature HMI being modelled, it is important

to remove any ambiguity in meaning from the model itself. This has been

addressed by describing each model element and information flow in turn. The

behavioural competency taxonomy has then been introduced as the means by

which the AD feature behaviour can be described. Of particular importance to

AD shared control safety is making the Human Machine Interactions between

the human and machine agents explicit. This is achieved by completing the

behavioural competency responsibility matrix for the AD feature in question.

That is, clearly stating the agent who is responsible for undertaking the task (the

doing), the agent who is responsible for monitoring the task while underway

(the monitoring), and the agent who is responsible for maintaining vehicle safety

(achieves safety).

The EVCM, in the form shown in Figure 14, can be used to model an AD

feature. However, as will be shown in Chapter 9, the EVCM can be redrawn

as a hierarchical CSD to facilitate STPA based hazard analysis.
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S H A R E D C O N T R O L H A Z A R D A N A LY S I S M E T H O D

9.1 introduction

Having described the EVCM (in Chapter 8), this chapter describes an accompa-

nying hazard analysis method. The analysis method builds on the STPA method,

adding cognitive considerations applicable to shared control. Used together,

the EVCM and the Shared Control STPA method allows the hazards and hazard

causes associated with shared control to be investigated.

To describe the steps that comprise the method an AD vehicle feature is used as

a running example. This chapter first describes that AD vehicle feature before

then describing the method steps. Throughout the chapter reference is made

to Classic STPA. This is the STPA method described within the STPA Handbook

[96], and that forms the foundation of the Shared Control STPA method described

below.

9.2 highway assist system example

To help explain the hazard analysis method presented, a SAE Level 2 partial

automation feature [141] has been chosen. This feature combines the lon-

gitudinal behaviour of ACC with lateral lane centring control. Being an SAE

Level 2 feature means that both the vehicle’s longitudinal and lateral control

is shared between the human driver and the automation. But crucially, the

human remains responsible for vehicle safety; potentially being called upon at a

moments notice to maintain safety. Alfa Romeo’s Highway Assist System (HAS)

is such an example of a production system commercially available today [6, 25].

123
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The HAS vehicle feature is used as an illustration here and will be revisited

again later as part of the research evaluation.

The system uses on-board RADAR and cameras to detect the location and speed

of preceding vehicles, and to determine the lane boundaries. The system also

receives GPS and map data, which it uses to determine its current location and

the nature of the road ahead. By determining its position on the map, the

vehicle also knows whether it is within the ODD (i.e. a multi lane highway with

a central reservation).

The use case for HAS is very similar to that of ACC. Once travelling on the

highway, the Driver can decide to use HAS by pressing the appropriate steering

wheel button while ACC is active. Having pressed the HAS enable button

the system may take a number of seconds to initialise, but once initialised

it will begin actively controlling the vehicle’s lateral position in lane. The

speedometer’s circumference is illuminated in green to inform the Driver that

HAS is now actively controlling the DDT. Providing the Driver maintains a

light hand pressure on the steering wheel, the system will provide lateral and

longitudinal vehicle control. The Driver can override the system at any time (e.g.

to change lane), but may also receive requests from the system to intervene to

maintain safety.

A use case description for HAS can be found in Appendix B. While the full HAS

Shared Control STPA analysis can be found in Appendix C.

9.3 the method described

As a hazard analysis technique, STPA is becoming pervasive1 within the

automotive industry, particularly for AD systems. As introduced in Section 5.4,

STPA requires the analyst to consider interactions between the system, human

operators, and the environment. This makes STPA a more appealing choice

1 With 2022 seeing the introduction of the SOTIF Standard [165], which suggests STPA as an

analysis technique, and the SAE STPA Recommended Practice [142] having been published, STPA’s

popularity is unlikely to wane within the automotive industry.
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than methods such as FFA and FTA, given that the AD feature’s safe behaviour

is intrinsically linked to the correct perception and interpretation of the world

in which it operates.

Other candidate analysis methods have been considered in relation to the

EVCM, including FRAM [80] and EAST [185]. As discussed in Section 5.2.1.2,

a benefit of the FRAM method is the ability to undertake meaningful analysis

without the need for a system model. This is a powerful property, but

it does make FRAM an incompatible method choice for use with the EVCM.

Inspired by the ACC analysis by Banks and Stanton [19], this research also

explored the EAST framework in relation to the EVCM. It was evident that

the EVCM elements could help identify the EAST nodes, and the relationship

between those nodes. However, how best to use the EAST framework and the

EVCM together, to identify shared control hazard causes was not immediately

apparent. It is for these reasons that STPA has been chosen as the basis of the

EVCM’s accompanying method.

Like Classic STPA (see Section 5.2.1.1), the Shared Control STPA method comprises

four process steps (see Figure 12 on page 110):

Step 1© define AD feature behaviour and agent responsibility conceptual

model,

Step 2© feature behaviour and shared control action modelling,

Step 3© unsafe control actions identification,

Step 4© shared control related loss scenario identification.

Step 1© of this process is largely unchanged from Classic STPA, with the same

approach being taken to define the purpose of the analysis. That is, identifying

the system’s stakeholders, potential losses and hazards. As an addition to

Classic STPA, the behavioural competency taxonomy provides the language to

describe the vehicle feature’s behaviour.

Step 2© involves the creation of a Control Structure Diagram (CSD). However,

rather than developing this from first principles, a version of the EVCM is used

as the CSD. Also, rather than analysing all potential control actions, the Shared
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Control STPA method uses behavioural competencies to concentrate the analysis

on those control actions whose successful control is the responsibility of more

than one actor (i.e. shared between the human and the automation).

Having identified the control actions that are shared, Step 3© then identifies and

determines which of those Unsafe Control Actions (UCAs) could be hazardous.

This is achieved using the Classic STPA guide words of:

• Not providing a control action causes hazard.

• Providing a control action causes hazard.

• Providing a control action too early, too late or out of sequence causes hazard.

• Providing a control action for too long or stopped too soon causes hazard.

Step 4© then elicits loss scenarios that could lead to the UCAs and consequently

the hazards identified earlier. Again Step 4© builds on the Classic STPA method,

adding further questions that help the analyst elicit loss scenarios that may

result because of human interactions [57] or the timing implications of those

interactions [81].

9.3.1 STEP 1: define AD feature behaviour and agent responsibility conceptual

model

Step 1 defines the purpose of the analysis, by identifying the stakeholders,

losses and hazards. Not claiming to be an exhaustive list, the HAS stakeholders

are identified as: the ego vehicle’s driver and occupants, other road users, and

the ego vehicle’s manufacturer. From the stakeholder list the losses and hazards

are identified, and these appear in Table 3. Although STPA refers to losses in its

broadest sense (e.g. loss of security, loss of privacy), this research constrains

its meaning to loss of life or financial loss. At this stage, the hazards and

losses can be determined by a combination of engineering judgement and prior

knowledge from similar systems.
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Table 3: Losses and hazards for a Highway Assist System (HAS)

Using the behavioural competency taxonomy2 the behaviours implemented

by the automation, together with those needed to maintain vehicle safety

within the ODD, are identified. After which the responsibility for performing

the applicable behavioural competencies is then determined (as described in

Section 8.4 page 120). The behavioural competency responsibility table for HAS

is shown in Table 4.

With HAS providing both lateral and longitudinal vehicle control, the man-

oeuvring level competencies immediately identifiable as being applicable are:

maintain position in lane, maintain speed, and follow other vehicles. For HAS, the

assumed behaviour for those three competencies is as described below, with all

three being under the control of the automation while HAS is active:

• Maintain speed: HAS can sense the vehicle’s current speed and understands

the longitudinal acceleration rate (Note: negative rate implies a decelera-

tion) needed to maintain the current desired vehicle speed.

• Maintain position in lane: HAS can sense the lane boundaries and the

vehicle’s relative position in lane. The system understands the vehicle’s

optimal position in lane (reference trajectory) needed to maintain a safe

distance to static / dynamic objects, and decides what lateral adjustment

is needed to follow the reference trajectory.

2 The complete behavioural competency taxonomy appears in Appendix A on page 210.
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Table 4: Behavioural competencies applicable to HAS with actor responsibility

identified
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• Follow other vehicles: HAS can sense a preceding vehicle and understands

the relative speed and distance to that vehicle. The system decides

what changes are required to the vehicle longitudinal acceleration (Note:

negative rate implies a deceleration rate) to maintain a consistent gap to

the preceding vehicle.

If one then considers the hazards attributed to HAS (see Table 3 page 127), then

the need for other behavioural competencies to mitigate the hazards identified

becomes apparent. The behaviour competency avoid obstacles can sense object’s

in the vehicle path and understands which present a collision risk. The

behavioural competency then decides what lateral adjustment and longitudinal

acceleration rate changes are required to avoid a collision. Consequently, the

avoid obstacles behavioural competency potentially mitigating hazard [H2] and

perhaps also hazard [H1].

The behavioural competency right-of-way decision also potentially mitigates

hazard [H2]. The right-of-way decision behavioural competency can sense

traffic control devices, signage and infrastructure detail. It then uses this

information to inform the correct vehicle trajectory and speed, which could

include determining vehicle priority in relation to other road users. Being

intended for use on multi-lane carriageways, the need for the right-of-way

decision behavioural competency in relation to HAS may not be immediately

apparent. However, several situations exist where the vehicle’s current lane

ends (e.g., a reduction in the number of lanes, or a lane closure on a Smart

Motorway), which requires alterations to the vehicle’s current trajectory and /

or speed to maintain vehicle safety. Although the HAS automation might be

capable of detecting some objects in path, the behavioural competencies avoid

obstacles and right-of-way decision will be predominately the responsibility of the

human driver.

Two further behavioural competencies are identified as having the potential

to mitigate all hazards, by informing the correct use of automation. These

are the Strategic Level behavioural competencies of respond to traffic conditions

and perform surveillance, which are both the Driver’s responsibility. The

behavioural competency respond to traffic conditions can sense the vehicle’s
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operating environment (e.g., weather, visibility) and understands how these

factors could influence the vehicle’s performance and capability. For example,

understanding that the HAS object detection performance might be reduced

in foggy conditions. The perform surveillance behavioural competency can sense

both the vehicle’s environment, and the vehicle’s behaviour in the environment.

It understands how static and dynamic artefacts in the environment might

affect vehicle safety, and decides what vehicle operation changes are needed

to maintain safety. For example, the Driver might elect to slow down and stop

using HAS when the traffic becomes heavy. Figure 15 shows the relationship

between the competencies applicable to HAS.

There is an argument for including the overtake / change lane competency which

potentially supports lateral control. For example, if avoid obstacles chooses to

avoid the object in the road by changing lanes, rather than simply braking

the vehicle to a stop. However, to avoid clutter, the potential to change lane

is not modelled in Figure 15 on page 131. The full behavioural competency

model, that does include the overtake / change lane competency together with

all applicable control level competencies, can be found in Appendix C on

page 251.

9.3.2 STEP 2: feature behaviour and shared control action modelling

Step 2 involves modelling the system’s hierarchical control structure using

a CSD. As introduced in Section 5.2.1.1, Leveson and Thomas suggest that

abstraction is used to manage complexity. Using the EVCM as the basis

for the CSD, maintains a sufficiently high level of abstraction for the initial

analysis.

The CSD drawing convention is to place the controller with the highest control

authority at the top. Consequently, a CSD for an automated driving system

will typically have a controller box at the top labelled “the driver”. However,

modelling the driver in this way would not reflect the shared nature of HAS

control. In contrast, the EVCM does facilitate the modelling of the shared control
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Figure 15: Behavioural competencies applicable to HAS and their relationship to one

another

taking place between the driver and the automation. Therefore, by redrawing

the EVCM in the ‘STPA style’3 the shared nature of control can be explored.

With the EVCM providing the CSD for the analysis, the next task is to use the

behavioural competencies identified in Step 1 to determine the control actions

and applicable information feedback paths for HAS. Capturing the relationships

between behavioural competencies (as one might do in an ontology diagram),

Figure 15 identifies the two control actions influenced by the HAS automation

(i.e. lateral adjustment and longitudinal accel rate) and illustrates how the decision

making regarding those control actions is due in part to other competencies

in the control hierarchy. Namely, avoid obstacles, right-of-way decision, comply

with rules and perform surveillance are, with the exception of avoid obstacles, the

sole responsibility of the human driver. The complete CSD for HAS appears in

Figure 16.

3 That is, the controlling processes hierarchically placed above the controlled process, and the

elements representing perception, understanding and error incorporated at each hierarchical

level.
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Figure 16: Populated CSD for HAS
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Having identified lateral adjustment and longitudinal accel rate as having shared

control, these are taken forward into Step 3.

9.3.3 STEP 3: Unsafe control action identification

Step 3 identifies the Unsafe Control Actions (UCAs) for the system. A

control action is deemed unsafe when, if not constrained by appropriate

safety measures, it would lead to unsafe system behaviour and ultimately

losses. Classic STPA applies the guide words (see Section 9.3 page 124) to

each control action in turn. The same is done here, although each control

action is also considered in the context of each behavioural competency. For

example, avoid obstacles does not provide sufficient lateral adjustment to avoid a

collision with the object in the vehicle’s path (Hazard H2). Or the follow other

vehicles behaviour provides a large deceleration rate, which affords the vehicle

behind insufficient time to avoid a collision (Hazard H3). Considering potential

interactions between competencies also uncovers further UCAs. For example,

maintain position in lane provides lateral adjustment (centring force) while right-

of-way decision is also applying a lateral adjustment to change lane to avoid a

collision with a vehicle in path (Hazard H2). Using this technique the UCAs for

the HAS CSD are identified, and these appear in the table on page 134.

9.3.4 STEP 4: Loss scenario identification

Step 4 identifies loss scenarios for the UCAs identified in Step 3. Having

identified the loss scenarios, then system safety requirements can be specified

to mitigate each loss scenario. Step 4 adds further loss scenario types to Classic

STPA (see Section 5.2.1.1 page 76). These further loss scenario types have been

added to address situations where either a control action is influenced by

multiple competencies, or the responsibility for a behavioural competency is

transferred.
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Table 5: UCAs for the HAS vehicle feature
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The behavioural competency interaction diagram for HAS (Figure 15 on

page 131) illustrates how the behavioural competencies of maintain position in

lane, avoid obstacles, and right-of-way decision, might simultaneously influence

the lateral adjustment control action. An example of this might be where HAS

is actively controlling the vehicle’s position in lane and the Driver applies a

steering input to override the system, perhaps because the Driver has identified

an object in the vehicle’s path (i.e., the avoid objects behavioural competency), or

because the lane ahead has been closed off with traffic cones (i.e., the right-of-

way decision behavioural competency).

For partial or conditional automation there will be situations where responsib-

ility for a behavioural competency passes from human to the automation and

vice versa. An example for HAS might be the responsibility for the behavioural

competency maintain position in lane transferring between the automation and

the human driver during an overtaking manoeuvre. Differences in perception

between the human and the automation, and the time available to complete the

transition (see the cyclical model of human action discussion in Section 5.2.2.1 on

page 80), both potentially affect a successful transition of control.

To help the analyst consider the loss scenarios relevant to a given UCA, a set

of guiding questions has been developed (see Figure 17 page 137). This list

of loss scenario questions has been generated by reviewing and correlating the

factors identified by Leveson and Thomas in STPA Handbook as developing loss

scenarios [96], with the factors identified by France as affecting the human

operator’s mental models4 [57]. In addition to the factors that result from

incorrect, incomplete or out-of-date mental models, the temporal aspect of

the HMI proposed by Hollnagel and Wood, is also considered [81]. This is

particularly relevant when the human is expected to make a correct and timely

response to a system warning or instruction. Therefore, questions relating to

the cyclical model of human action (see Section 5.2.2 page 79) are added to

4 In addition to the Classic STPA loss scenario types, France suggests that loss scenarios may

result from incorrect control action selection (by the human operator), and from errors in

the human operators mental models. With the additional loss scenario guide questions

covering misunderstandings regarding the process state, the process behaviour and the operating

environment, and the process by which those mental models are updated [57].
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prompt the identification of loss scenarios associated with the temporal nature

of shared control.

9.3.4.1 Lateral adjustment related loss scenarios

Considering correct lateral adjustment first, then the loss scenario questions from

Figure 17 are asked in relation to the Unsafe Control Actions: UCA–1 to UCA–8.

To demonstrate this process step, the loss scenario questions have been applied

for UCA–1 and UCA–7 below:

• UCA–1: maintain position in lane does not provide lateral adjustment to

maintain safe position in lane [H1]

• UCA–7: avoid obstacles provides lateral adjustment while maintain position

in lane is also applying a lateral adjustment [H1, H4]

The application of the loss scenario questions to UCA–1 and UCA–7 are shown

pictorially in Figure 18 (a) and (b) respectively.

Classic STPA would ask loss scenario questions about the controller and the

information / feedback it receives (Questions 1 Figure 17) and the plant

behaviour in response to control actions (Questions 2 Figure 17). Applying such

loss scenario questions to UCA–1 uncovers scenarios relating to the controller,

its inputs and control of the vehicle itself. For example, failures within the

control algorithm or vision system which result in either the lateral adjustment

being applied incorrectly or the lane boundary being detected incorrectly. Both

of which could potentially result in the vehicle departing its lane and either

hitting road-side furniture or a vehicle in an adjacent lane. Examples relating

to vehicle control include: no consideration being given to the road adhesion

available resulting in the required lateral adjustment not being achieved, and

out of date map data being received which means the system does not inhibit

HAS use while the vehicle is travelling through a road works zone. As with the

above examples, the likely consequence is again the vehicle straying out of its

lane and either hitting road-side furniture or another road user.

Asking the loss scenario questions relating to perception and understanding

(Question 3 Figure 17) uncovers further loss scenarios. For example, having
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(a) UCA–1

(b) UCA–7

Figure 18: Potential loss scenarios for unsafe control actions UCA–1 and UCA–7

used video footage containing examples of yellow and white road marking

to train the vision system, might mean that the system is unable to correctly

detect lane boundaries in locations where red road markings are used. Again

such a loss scenario would result in the vehicle not maintaining the correct

position in lane. This then leads into the control action selection loss scenario

questions (Question 4 Figure 17). For example, detecting that the vehicle

has begun to stray from its lane, while HAS is operational, the driver might

intervene and begin steering. However, because the Driver may have become

somewhat inattentive the speed and magnitude of their steering correction is

too large, which causes the vehicle to become unstable. This again uncovers a

loss scenario where the vehicle exits its lane and potentially hits something or

someone.
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Being focused on the potential interaction between behavioural competencies

(avoid obstacles and maintain position in lane) the potential loss scenarios for UCA–

7 are more driver centric than UCA–1. Considering the plant’s behaviour in

response to a control action (Question 2 Figure 17) highlights a loss scenario

where both the Driver and the automation attempt to apply a lateral adjustment

simultaneously. The consequence of which is a lateral vehicle response that is

too large, leading to either a departure from lane or to vehicle instability.

Similarly, asking loss scenario questions relating to correct and timely control

action selection (Question 4 Figure 17) uncovers two further loss scenarios

relating to interactions between the driver and the automation: In the first

example, the Driver has seen an object in the road far in the distance. When the

Driver then detects HAS making a lateral adjustment, felt as feedback through

the steering wheel, they assume that the automation has detected and hence

is steering to avoid the obstacle (i.e. an incorrect mental model of the process

behaviour). Or, while HAS is active the Driver makes an unintentional steering

input, which the automation interprets as the Driver wishing to override the

system. This intervention by the Driver results in the HAS feature cancelling

and relinquishing its DDT control. In either case, the likely outcome is the

vehicle departing from its lane and potentially hitting road-side furniture or

another road user.

Having identified the loss scenarios in which the lateral adjustment UCAs lead

to hazards, safety requirements can then be written for each of the loss

scenarios identified. For example, having identified that a small accidental

lateral adjustment by the Driver could result in HAS cancelling unintentionally,

a safety requirement could be written to specify the magnitude and duration

of the Driver intervention needed to cancel HAS. A second safety requirement

specifying that the HAS current state (i.e. controlling vehicle lateral position or

not) be obvious to the Driver at all times, would make HAS’s operating state

explicit.
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9.3.4.2 Longitudinal acceleration rate related loss scenarios

The same process can then be applied to the UCAs associated with longitudinal

acceleration rate (i.e. UCA–9 to UCA–18), or more specifically a negative

acceleration when the automation is expected to slow the vehicle. The process

is applied to UCA–17 and UCA–18 here to demonstrate the temporal aspect of

the enhanced loss scenario questions:

• UCA–17: avoid obstacles provides negative longitudinal acceleration rate

change (deceleration) too early or late with object in vehicle path [H1,

H2]

• UCA–18: avoid obstacles provides negative longitudinal acceleration rate

change (deceleration) too late following a Driver take-back control request

being issued [H1, H2]

The application of the loss scenario questions to UCA–17 and UCA–18 are

shown pictorially in Figure 19 (a) and (b) respectively.

Figure 19 (a) highlights the loss scenarios for UCA–17, by exploring the loss

scenarios in which the avoid obstacles behavioural competency either achieves

the intended objective too early or too late. Although responsibility for the avoid

obstacles behavioural competency is potentially shared, UCA–17 considers loss

scenarios where the automation responsible for undertaking the competency. In

the context of HAS controlling longitudinal acceleration too early or too late is

interpreted as the system either failing to avert a collision with an object in path

that poses a collision risk, or the system bringing the vehicle to an emergency

stop when no collision risk exists. This second case puts the vehicle at increased

risk of being hit by the following vehicle. The automation control algorithm

misclassifying the type or position of an object are loss scenario examples

where the automation’s control of the longitudinal acceleration rate control action

is potentially unsafe. While HAS is active, this error in system perception is

potentially compounded by the Driver losing situational awareness and being

slow to override the automation to maintain vehicle safety.

Perhaps the key difference for longitudinal acceleration rate control is the

potential for the automation to request that the Driver take-back control. This
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(a) UCA–17

(b) UCA–18

Figure 19: Potential loss scenarios for unsafe control actions UCA–17 and UCA–18

might occur while HAS is undertaking the follow other vehicles behavioural

competency, if the automation detects that the headway to the preceding vehicle

has diminished rapidly, and it requires the Driver to make an emergency brake

application. This might occur because a vehicle from an adjacent lane cuts-in in

front of the vehicle, or because the vehicle ahead cuts-out to reveal a stationary

vehicle ahead. In Figure 19 (b) this Driver take-back request is modelled as an

internal feedback loop within the Manoeuvring Level block.

Figure 19 (b) shows the loss scenario questions relating to event reaction time

(see Question 3 Figure 17) and control action selection (see Question 4 Figure 17)

being applied for UCA–18 in the context of the take-back request. In the first

example, the Driver understands that they might be required to take-back DDT

control from the automation, but having never experienced such a request,

when the request does come they are somewhat startled and slow to react.
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Similarly, having been driving with HAS active for sometime, the Driver has

become inattentive and lacks situational awareness. Consequently when the

automation does issue a take-back request the Driver takes time to determine

whether changing lane or slowing down is the most appropriate course of

action to take.

When considering take-back requests in the context of the avoid obstacles

behavioural competency one immediately thinks about the response of the

Driver, and hence Questions 3 and 4. However, asking Questions 1 and 2 (see

Figure 17) may also uncover potential loss scenarios. For example, there may

be loss scenarios where the automation’s behaviour could causes the take-back

request not to occur, or to occur late (i.e. Question 1 Figure 17). Or there could

be errors with the HMI which means that the take-back request is not seen by

the Driver. Perhaps the take-back request is a visual warning in the instrument

cluster, which is washed-out by strong sunlight.

9.4 summary

The Shared Control STPA method presented follows the same general format as

Classic STPA, but includes a number of important differences. Firstly, rather

than creating the CSD for the candidate AD feature from scratch, the CSD is

created from the hierarchical controller style EVCM. This ensures the analysis

is focused at an appropriate level of abstraction from which to explore shared

control hazard causes.

The behavioural competency taxonomy then provides the vocabulary to

describe the AD feature’s behaviour in the context of its intended ODD. The

importance of this to the safety analysis is twofold: Firstly, those behavioural

competencies needed to maintain vehicle safety within the ODD can be

identified explicitly. Secondly, once identified, the agent having responsibility

for undertaking (the doing), monitoring and maintaining vehicle safety (achieves

safety) can then be captured. Once complete, the behavioural competency

taxonomy matrix provides a rich definition of the candidate AD feature’s shared
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control, and helps focus the subsequent analysis towards those control actions

directly influenced by shared control.

Applying the STPA guide words (see Section 9.3 page 124) in the context

of combinations of behavioural competencies adds another dimension to the

UCA analysis, by helping the analyst to identify UCAs resulting from potential

shared control conflicts. For example, considering the behavioural competency

maintain position in lane together with avoid obstacles uncovers the UCAs that

might exist because of such a conflict – i.e., while the machine agent is

endeavouring to keep the vehicle centred in lane, the driver is desperately

trying to steer the vehicle around the large object that has just fallen off the

back of the preceding vehicle.

Finally, creating the loss scenario question list (see Figure 17 page 137)

consolidates the loss scenario analysis. By considering each question in turn,

for all identified UCAs, the analyst can be confident that the spectrum of loss

scenario types have been explored, namely: losses resulting from failures in

control, losses resulting from an incorrect response by the controlled plant,

losses due to failures in the formation and maintenance of mental models, or

failures due to the temporal nature of shared control.

Together these steps provide an expansive examination of shared control for the

candidate AD feature. As will be shown in Chapter 10, when used to populate

a safety case argument pattern, the resulting evidence builds a shared control

confidence argument for the AD feature’s safety case.
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S H A R E D C O N T R O L S A F E T Y C A S E A R G U M E N T

10.1 introduction

This chapter follows a similar process structure to that used in the Assurance of

Machine Learning for use in Autonomous Systems (AMLAS)1 methodology [11].

By providing a process and set of argument patterns that when instantiated

as part of the AD vehicle feature’s development, this chapter presents a safety

case argument pattern for shared control. When used as part of a broader

AD feature safety case, this safety case argument method helps to produce a

reasoned argument for the shared control aspects of the AD feature.

As mentioned in Section 7.3 both ISO 26262 [162] and ISO 21448 [165] require

the creation of a safety case argument for a vehicle feature development.

Neither standard prescribes a particular safety case argument format, but the

Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) is the notation frequently used by engineering

argument practitioners [161]. It is for this reason that the shared control

safety case argument pattern presented here also uses GSN. GSN is a graphical

notation that allows claims, evidence and context relating to a given safety case

argument to be explicitly conveyed. Significantly, the relationship between the

safety case argument elements can also be conveyed explicitly using GSN [161].

Signified by braces (i.e., { }), the GSN patterns presented within this chapter are

generic uninstantiated patterns. The expectation is that the automotive safety

practitioner will take these argument patterns for shared control and instantiate

the terms in braces with their own vehicle feature.

1 AMLAS integrates safety assurance into the development of machine learning components,

through the provision of a process and a set of safety case patterns. The expectation is that

once instantiated, the argument patterns will form part of a complete system safety case [11].

144
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Figure 20: An overview of the shared control safety case argument methodology

This chapter first describes each step that comprises the safety case argument

methodology. The chapter concludes by discussing how one might incorporate

the elements of the shared control safety case argument into the broader

vehicle feature development. This includes incorporating both the instantiated

safety case argument pattern into the wider safety case argument, but also

incorporating artefacts, such as shared control related safety requirements and

test specifications, into the broader engineering development process.

10.2 shared control safety case argument methodology

10.2.1 Overview

An explicit safety case argument for the shared control aspects of an AD vehicle

feature is developed by following the 4 steps shown in Figure 20 and described

in the sections below. The process starts with a feature definition. Typically

this will be a use case description2 of the feature functionality and will describe

how the user of the system (in our case, the vehicle driver) interacts with the

feature. The expectation is that the safety case development will happen in

parallel with the AD feature development. Although shown as a single process

flow here, in reality the process is iterative; with discoveries made during a

given step having the potential to impact prior steps.

2 Similar to those use case examples given in Appendix B.
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The below sections describe the objectives of each assurance step, together with

the inputs and outputs to that step. A description of the assurance step is

also included, with the activities that might be undertaken and decisions made

during that step discussed. Where applicable the argument pattern is also

included.

10.2.2 Top level safety case argument

Intended to form part of a larger AD feature safety case argument, Figure 21

shows the top goal for the shared control safety case argument. The main claim

(G1) is that vehicle accidents caused by the shared control between the human

driver and the automation, while the {AD Feature} is being used, are avoided.

This goal is supported by three further claims: firstly, that the Shared Control

STPA method identifies all UCAs and loss scenarios that are the result of the {AD

Feature’s} shared control (claim G2), secondly, that safety requirements have

been written to mitigate those UCAs and loss scenarios identified (claim G3),

and thirdly that loss scenario informed scenario based testing demonstrates

the safe behaviour of the {AD Feature’s} shared control (claim G4). Goals G2,

G3 and G4 are further developed in the following steps.

10.2.3 Assurance step 1: behavioural competency selection assurance

10.2.3.1 Objectives

Assurance Step 1 (shown pictorially in Figure 22) comprises four activities and

seeks to achieve the following objectives:

1. To define the behavioural competencies undertaken by the automation

2. To define the additional behavioural competencies needed to maintain

vehicle safety while the automation is active and

3. To instantiate the EVCM, having defined the behavioural competencies and

shared control actions.
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Figure 21: Goal 1: an explicit safety case argument pattern for the shared control

aspects of an AD vehicle feature.

10.2.3.2 Inputs and outputs

Assurance Step 1 requires two inputs: a use case describing the {AD Feature}

and the behavioural competency taxonomy (see Appendix A). A detailed

description of the feature behaviour under all operating conditions is not

required to begin this step. However, the expected behaviour during normal

operation (e.g. the use case’s Main Flow), expected alternate scenarios (e.g.

different Alternate Flows for the various driving scenarios or operating modes

expected) and failures (e.g. Exception Flows for component failure or loss of

critical data) are needed. The second input is the behavioural competency

taxonomy. The taxonomy includes all identified competencies necessary to

undertake the DDT. This includes both competencies associated with vehicle

control (e.g. maintain position in lane), but also those needed to maintain safe

vehicle operation (e.g. avoid obstacles).

This step generates two output artefacts: a behavioural competency interaction

diagram and the instantiated EVCM; with both outputs being key inputs of the

hazard analysis process.
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Figure 22: Assurance Step 1: Behavioural competency selection assurance process flow

10.2.3.3 Activities

Assurance Step 1 comprises the following activities:

Activity 1: Behavioural competencies performed by the automation.

The first input to this activity is the {AD Feature} use case. The

use case describes the {AD Feature}’s functional operation together

with the expected interaction between the automation and the human

driver. The second input is the behavioural competency taxonomy. The

activity considers the {AD Feature} functionality in the context of the

behavioural competency taxonomy to identify the competencies that will

be undertaken by the automation while it is operational (Figure 22 artefact

[A i]).

Activity 2: Define additional behavioural competencies needed to maintain vehicle

safety. These are the competencies, such as avoid obstacles and right

of way decision, that maintain vehicle safety while the automation is

operational (Figure 22 artefact [A ii]). These competencies are combined
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with the competencies identified above (Figure 22 artefact [A i]), to form

a behavioural competency interaction diagram for the {AD Feature}. The

behavioural competency interaction diagram is the first output from

Assurance Step 1, and is a pictorial representation of the interaction

between competencies delivered by the {AD Feature} functionality, and

the additional competencies needed to maintain vehicle safety (Figure 22

artefact [B]).

Activity 3: Instantiate EVCM for the {AD Feature}.

Pictorially representing the relationship between competencies delivered

by the automation (identified during Activity 1) and those needed to

maintain vehicle safety (identified during Activity 2) helps uncover the

shared control actions. Activity 3 takes these shared control actions,

together with the identified behaviour competencies and instantiates the

EVCM. The instantiated EVCM is the second output from Assurance Step 1

and is a key input to the hazard analysis process (Figure 22 artefact [C]).

Activity 4: Complete behavioural competency argument.

The Assurance Step 1 activities support the loss scenario identification

claim (see G2 in Figure 23) by creating the material necessary to complete

the downstream analysis. Identifying the behavioural competencies

undertaken by the automation, together with those necessary to maintain

vehicle safety while the automation is in use (evidence [A i] and

[A ii] respectively), and representing those competency interactions

pictorially (evidence [B]), uncovers the nature of the {AD feature}’s

shared control – claim G2.1. Instantiating the EVCM with the identified

behavioural competencies and shared control actions (evidence [C]) forms

the prerequisite material needed to complete the Shared Control STPA

hazard analysis method (claim G2.3), which is the focus of Assurance

Step 2.
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Figure 23: Goal 2: shared control unsafe control action and loss scenario identification

assurance argument pattern

10.2.4 Assurance Step 2: shared control loss scenarios identification assurance

10.2.4.1 Objectives

Assurance Step 2 (shown pictorially in Figure 24) comprises four activities

and seeks to identify all potential loss scenarios attributable to shared control,

through the systematic application of the Shared Control STPA method. In doing

so, this step seeks to fulfil the following objectives:

1. To identify the stakeholders, losses and hazards applicable to the {AD Fea-

ture}

2. To identify the UCAs pertaining to shared control through the systematic

application of STPA guide words.

3. To identify those loss scenarios resulting from errors in control, feedback

and control execution (Classic STPA) and

4. To identify those loss scenarios resulting from errors in event evaluation,

understanding and response time (Shared Control STPA).
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10.2.4.2 Inputs and outputs

Assurance Step 2 has a number of inputs. The {AD Feature} use case definition is

again used here, this time to identify the relevant stakeholders, the stakeholders’

losses and likely system level hazards. The second input are the STPA guide

words (see Section 9.3 page 124) used to systematically identify the UCAs from

the shared control actions identified during Assurance Step 1. The behavioural

competencies interaction diagram (created during Assurance Step 1) also

facilitates the identification of UCAs. The final set of inputs are the instantiated

EVCM from Step 1 and the question list (see Figure 17 in Section 9.3.4) which

supports the discovery of Classic and Shared Control loss scenarios types.

Assurance Step 2 outputs the following lists: the stakeholders relevant to

the {AD Feature}, the losses (e.g. accidents) that those stakeholders might

experience, the potential hazards caused by the {AD Feature}, the systematically

identified UCAs associated with shared control, and the potential loss scenarios

attributable to shared control.

10.2.4.3 Activities

Assurance Step 2 comprises the following activities:

Activity 1: Identify the stakeholders, losses (accidents) and hazards.

The {AD Feature} use case helps identify the relevant stakeholders

(Figure 24 artefact [D]), the losses those stakeholders might experience

(artefact [E]), together with the probable hazards (artefact [F]). In an auto-

motive context the stakeholders will undoubtably include the vehicle’s

occupants (i.e. the driver and passengers), and other road users, but could

also include the vehicle’s manufacturer and insurance underwriter. The

losses specified will be associated with the identified list of stakeholders

and will typically be phrased in terms of harm, damage or financial loss.

STPA defines a hazard as “a system state or set of conditions that, together

with a particular set of worst-case environmental conditions, will lead to a loss”

[96]. In an automotive context, hazards will typically involve describing

system states that could lead to a loss of vehicle control (e.g. undemanded
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Figure 24: Assurance Step 2: the focused analysis of shared control assurance process

flow
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acceleration) or conditions that in themselves are hazardous (e.g. vehicle

does not maintain a safe distance to the preceding vehicle).

Activity 2: Systematically apply guide words to identify UCAs.

This activity uses the STPA guide words and the behavioural competency

interaction diagram (artefact [B] from Assurance Step 1) as its input. Us-

ing the STPA guide words, and informed by the behavioural competencies

identified, all potential UCAs are discovered (Figure 24 artefact [G]).

Activity 3: Ask Classic and Shared Control STPA questions to identify shared

control loss scenarios. Using the instantiated EVCM and the list of UCAs,

this activity uses guided questioning to uncover loss scenarios (Figure 24

artefact [H]) falling into one of four loss scenario types: control type

loss scenarios that result from errors in control or feedback, execution

type loss scenarios that result from errors in the execution of correctly

applied control actions, evaluation type loss scenarios that result when the

controller incorrectly evaluates an event, or its understanding is incorrect,

and incorrect action choice loss scenarios where an incorrect control

action is chosen.

Activity 4: Instantiate the systematic application of a Shared Control STPA process

argument pattern. Figure 25 contains the safety case argument pattern

for Assurance Step 2. Goal G2.3 supports G2 through the systematic

application of a Shared Control STPA method to uncover all UCAs and loss

scenarios pertaining to shared control. The first claim G2.3.1 relates to

defining the scope of the STPA analysis. For STPA analyses this means

identifying the stakeholders (evidence [D]), their losses (evidence [E]),

and the associated vehicle level hazards (evidence [F]). The second claim

relates to the systematic application of STPA guide words to identify all

UCAs relevant to shared control (evidence [G]). For context, C5 lists the

STPA guide words used [96]. The final claim G2.3.3 is that by considering

both Classic and Shared Control loss scenario types, all loss scenarios

attributable to shared control (evidence [H]) are identified.
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Figure 25: Goal 2.3: systematic application of a shared control STPA method assurance

argument pattern

10.2.5 Assurance Step 3: AD feature shared control specification assurance

10.2.5.1 Objectives

Assurance Step 3 (shown pictorially in Figure 26) comprises two activities

seeking to achieve the following objectives:

1. To define safety constraints (i.e. safety goals) that mitigate the identified

hazards

2. To define safety requirements that mitigate all identified UCAs attributable

to shared control and

3. To refine the safety requirements to mitigate all identified loss scenarios

attributable to shared control.

10.2.5.2 Inputs and outputs

This assurance step elicits the safety requirements needed to adequately control

system behaviour and interactions to mitigate hazards. Therefore, the key

inputs to Assurance Step 3 are the hazard list and UCAs from Assurance
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Figure 26: Assurance Step 3: {AD feature} shared control loss scenario mitigation

process flow

Step 2. The safety constraints3 for the {AD Feature} are derived from the

hazard list, while the controller constraints4 are derived to mitigate the UCAs

previously identified. The safety requirements are then further refined, using

the previously identified loss scenarios, to complete the safety requirements

definition.

10.2.5.3 Activities

Assurance Step 3 comprises the following activities:

3 It is perhaps appropriate to consider safety constraints as being analogous to what ISO 26262

refers to as safety goals. Although safety constraints are typically broader in nature.
4 In a generic context, controller constraints can be thought of as safety requirements, at a level of

abstraction below safety constraints.
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Activity 1: Define safety constraints to mitigate hazards and shared control UCAs.

The list of hazards and UCAs provides the input to this activity. Safety

constraints are derived to mitigate the hazards, and the controller

constraints to mitigate the UCAs that result because control is shared.

Activity 2: Refine safety requirements to mitigate causes of the loss scenarios

identified. Not included within the Classic STPA process [96], but the loss

scenarios identified provide a rich knowledge base from which to derive

further safety requirements. For example, a potential hazard resulting

from an incorrect control action selection could be mitigated with a safety

requirement that assists the human agent to make correct and timely

control action choices.

Activity 3: Instantiate {AD Feature} safety requirements completeness argument

pattern. The final activity in Assurance Step 3 is to instantiate the safety

case argument pattern given in Figure 27. The top-claim (goal G3) is

that the safety requirements mitigate all shared control UCAs and loss

scenarios identified. This claim is supported by three further goals: G3.1,

G3.2, and G3.3. Goal G3.1 claims that the derived safety constraints

(or safety goals) mitigate all identified hazards (evidence [I]), and goal

G3.2 claims that the safety requirements written mitigate all identified

shared UCAs. While goal G3.3 complements G3.1 and G3.2, by using the

loss scenarios identified to further refine the safety requirements, with

the assertion being that by considering all four loss scenario types (see

Section 9.3.4), {AD Feature} safety requirements are identified that would

otherwise have remained undiscovered (evidence [J]).
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Figure 27: Goal 3: {AD feature} safety requirements definition assurance argument

pattern

10.2.6 Assurance Step 4: AD feature shared control is demonstrably safe assur-

ance

10.2.6.1 Objectives

Assurance Step 4 (shown pictorially in Figure 26) comprises three activities.

These activities aim to demonstrate the safe shared control behaviour for the

{AD Feature}, by seeking to fulfil the following objectives:

1. To define and conduct a test specification that demonstrates that the

{AD Feature} correctly implements the safety requirements defined in

Assurance Step 3 and

2. To devise a scenario based test strategy that demonstrates that the

{AD Feature} behaviour is safe for all identified loss scenarios.
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Figure 28: Assurance Step 4: {AD feature} shared control verification process flow

10.2.6.2 Input and outputs

The safety requirements specified during Assurance Step 3, together with the

loss scenarios identified during Assurance Step 2, are the inputs to this step.

The first activity in Assurance Step 4 is a traditional requirements verification

task. That is, to write a series of test specifications for each safety requirement,

and then to run those tests, demonstrating that the {AD Feature} satisfies its

safety requirements. In an automotive context, test cases will typically be

derived using the test derivations methods from ISO 26262-4:2018 Table 3

[162]. The final output is the test evidence from scenario based testing. Here,

the loss scenarios identified during Assurance Step 2 form the test cases

demonstrating that the {AD Feature} behaviour remains safe under all identified

loss scenarios.
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10.2.6.3 Activities

Assurance Step 4 comprises the following activities:

Activity 1: Derive and conduct test specification to demonstrate correct safety

requirement implementation. Typified by a requirements led process,

this activity derives the test specifications (Figure 28 artefact [K]) to

verify that the {AD Feature} satisfies each of its safety requirements. The

output from the test activity then produces the test evidence (artefact [L])

demonstrating that the {AD Feature} implements its safety requirements.

Activity 2: Scenario based testing demonstrating correct shared control behaviour

In addition to the requirements based testing described in Activity 1,

this activity uses the loss scenario catalogue to enrich the test activity.

This increases confidence in the safety of shared control, by testing the

{AD Feature} in scenarios where shared control has been identified as

potentially hazardous. The loss scenarios identified during Assurance

Step 2 provide the scenarios used by the scenario based testing to

demonstrate that correct {AD Feature} behaviour is achieved (artefact [L])

for all shared control identified loss scenarios (artefact [H])5.

Activity 3: Instantiate {AD Feature} safety verification argument patterns.

The activities within Assurance Step 4 support goal G4 (see Figure 29),

which claims that when tested the {AD Feature} exhibits safe shared

control behaviour. G4 is then supported by two further sub-goals,

G4.1 and G4.2, which make claims about the completeness of the test

specification used. G4.1 claims that the use of good practice systems

integration and testing derivation methods (e.g. ISO 26262-4:2018 Table 3

[162]) to derive test specifications, demonstrates correct implementation

of the {AD Feature} safety requirements. Then G4.2 complements G4.1,

by claiming that by using the identified loss scenarios catalogue, to

5 It should be noted that the shared control related loss scenarios identified as part of this

process will typically represent a sub-set of all test cases. In practice, scenarios seeking to

exercise particular corner-cases or triggering conditions (identified by SOTIF analyses) will also

be included.
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Figure 29: Goal 4: {AD feature} shared control behaviour is demonstrably safe argument

pattern

derive further test scenarios, creates test evidence demonstrating safe {AD

Feature} behaviour in the known potentially hazardous scenarios.

10.3 the broader safety case

The expectation is that the shared control safety case argument pattern

presented above, would form part of a larger safety case argument for the AD

vehicle feature. By conceptualising the cognitive interactions that take place

between the automation and the human driver, while an automated feature

is actively controlling the vehicle, a thorough examination of shared control

hazards and hazard causes is possible.

Addressing shared control means this safety case argument directly supports

argument claims about the safety of an AD feature’s shared control behaviour

while active and inside the ODD (i.e., State 1 as described in [23]). In addition,

potential hazard scenarios exist when control is being transferred between

agents when transitioning into or from State 1. For example, the process of

relinquishing control to the automation when the driver initially activates the

AD feature, or the process of handing back control to the driver when the

automation detects that the vehicle has left or is about to leave the ODD, or
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a fault exists which means the AD needs the driver to resume control. Such

control transferal brings with it inherent risks, so the inclusion of a robust

safety case argument about the systematic analysis of shared control can only

add confidence to AD feature’s safety case.

10.4 summary

This chapter has described a method for developing a safety case argument

structure for the shared control aspects of an AD vehicle feature. The

expectation is that this shared control safety case argument will evolve in

parallel with the feature development, and will support the safety case

argument for the AD feature. The methodology follows a requirements

led approach, typified by standards such as ISO 26262, but then uses the

knowledge contained within the identified loss scenarios to enrich both the

safety requirements elicitation and the test strategy derivation. This is

achieved by enabling the safety analyst to conceptualise the nature of the

AD feature’s shared control. Although the method described here does not

create the complete safety case argument, following this method does enable

the safety practitioner to articulate a comprehensive argument about the safe

implementation of the AD feature’s shared control.



Part IV

C A S E S T U D Y E VA L U AT I O N

The research activity has produced a hazard analysis method for

shared control, comprising an Enhanced Vehicle Control Model, an

analysis method that incorporates joint-cognition principles, and a

safety argument pattern for shared control, which were described

in Part III.

Part IV evaluates those research products using a case study

evaluation method. With the case study evaluation comprising

a number of cases, the evaluation strategy is introduced first in

Chapter 11. Chapter 12 then discusses the evidence that supports

the evaluation strategy. Chapter 12 concludes with a summary of

the extent to which this evaluation supports the assertion that the

research products do provide an effective hazard analysis method for

shared control.
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E VA L U AT I O N S T R AT E G Y

With AD vehicle features challenging the functional safety paradigm (see

Section 1.2.2 page 17), the aim of this research has been to contribute positively

to automotive systems safety analysis. In doing so this research seeks to

answer the question “how can the safety of AD be assured under different

levels of shared human vehicle control?” The ambition of this research has

been to provide a conceptual model and accompanying method that aids

the safety analyst to conceptualise and explore shared control hazards causes.

Having developed an EVCM that allows an AD vehicle feature to be modelled

conceptually, and having used joint-cognition principles to further develop the

Classic STPA process that uses the EVCM, the evaluation must then ascertain the

extent to which when “used together the EVCM and accompanying method

provides the system analyst with an effective tool for analysing automated

driving features whose control is shared.”

As highlighted by Pumphrey [130] the rigorous evaluation of new hazard

analysis techniques is problematic. This is due in part to the lack of

feedback (unless an accident occurs), project complexity and scale making

back-to-back comparisons prohibitively expensive, and the subjective nature

of hazard analysis making the reason of any identified differences impossible

to discern. Consequently, it has been evident from the start that a combination

of evaluation techniques would be needed to evaluate the effectiveness of the

research products.

The evaluation evidence supporting the above proposition is drawn from a

number of smaller case studies. The focus of these case studies has been to

demonstrate the positive qualities (see Section 3.2) of the research products

created. That is, the EVCM, behavioural competency taxonomy, shared control

STPA method, and accompanying safety case argument pattern. In doing so, the

163
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evaluation strategy has sought to establish these research products as a proof-

of-concept method. However, further cases studies and trials would be needed

to establish the viability of this method for use by design teams developing

production AD vehicle features.

This chapter describes the strategy used to evaluate the various properties of the

above research products, and seeks to argue that in combination these smaller

cases evidence the research products as a proof-of-concept hazard analysis

method for AD shared control. A GSN graphical representation of the evaluation

strategy has been developed which appears in Appendix F page 308.

11.1 conceptual modelling of ad features

All hazard analysis methods require a conceptual model of the candidate

system from which to begin. This research postulates that the EVCM is such

a conceptual model; capable of representing the control structure of automated

vehicle systems as a conceptual model1. So the first evaluation objective is

to determine the extent to which the EVCM can represent vehicle AD features

having differing SAE automation levels. AD vehicle features including ACC (SAE

Level 1), HAS (SAE Level 2) and Automatic Lane Keeping System (ALKS) (SAE

Level 3) have been used as candidate systems for this.

Given that the conceptual model is supporting a hazard analysis method, it

is important that the feature functionality is also accurately described. As

discussed in Section 8.2, in a manual driving context the automotive safety

analyst will likely have a well honed mental model of “driving” – what

contemporary research and standards (e.g. [141, 163, 173]) refer to as the DDT.

Various interpretations of the tasks / behaviours needed to fulfil the DDT exist.

However, these tend to focus on what the automation needs to achieve, rather

than the tasks / behavioural competencies that the driver and automation

need to achieve together to safely maintain vehicle control. This research

presents a behavioural competency taxonomy (see Appendix A) for this task.

1 The EVCM has been evaluated in-part through a peer reviewed journal [108].
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Consequently, an objective of this evaluation must be to determine whether the

behavioural competency taxonomy can describe the task of driving, particularly

when that task is shared between the human driver and the automation.

11.2 an appropriate and feasible csd for stpa

This research proposes an enhanced version of Classic STPA as its hazard

analysis method. Like other hazard analysis methods, critical to STPA’s success

is a conceptual model of the candidate system. In the STPA Handbook Leveson

and Thomas discuss the importance of modelling at an appropriate level of

abstraction when creating the CSD. However, as discussed in Section 5.2.1.1, the

complexity of automotive system CSDs presented in the literature would suggest

that in practice using abstraction to manage complexity is more difficult than

the theory advocated by Leveson and Thomas would suggest.

To support the analyst to create an AD vehicle feature CSD, at a level of detail

that supports the analysis of shared control, this research postulates that instead

of the analyst creating the CSD from first principles, the EVCM should be their

starting point. Then by using the EVCM in combination with the behavioural

competency taxonomy, the AD vehicle feature can be described in sufficient

detail to support the exploration of hazards caused by the AD feature’s shared

control.

The ability to use the EVCM as a CSD, and to use the behavioural competency

taxonomy to describe that feature’s behaviour, in sufficient detail to analysis

shared control hazard causes has been evaluated in two parts. Firstly, the

desk based analysis of ALKS [180] and HAS [6] seeks to demonstrate that

used together the EVCM and behavioural competency taxonomy can describe

AD vehicle features that represent industry “state of the art”. The obvious

criticism that should be levelled at such a desk based evaluation is that it is

purely demonstrating the effectiveness of a conceptual model in the hands of its

inventor! It is failing to demonstrate whether others can use the EVCM together

with the behavioural competency taxonomy to model their own candidate
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systems. To address this an STPA workshop has been run with a group of

automotive design engineers from Oxbotica. Part of the workshop involved

the participants using the EVCM to model shared control in the context of their

Selenium product [120].

11.3 a shared control stpa method

As described in Section 5.2.1.1, STPA is the hazard analysis method typically

used by automotive practitioners to analyse AD vehicle features – particularly

where system perception and hence SOTIF can affect system safety. Although

the literature provides many examples of the successful analysis of AD systems

using STPA, promoting the human in the system to the top of the CSD hierarchy

has drawbacks (see Section 5.2.3). In contrast, considering the effects of

shared control throughout a system’s control hierarchy is unique to this

research. This research postulates that modelling shared control in this way,

better represents the true nature of driving shared control than does simply

putting the driver at the top of the CSD. Therefore, an important aspect of

the evaluation is to determine to what extent conceptualising shared control

supports the analyst in their work. That is, to answer the specific question

“does the Shared Control STPA method identify more loss scenarios associated with

shared control, which might otherwise have remained undiscovered?” Using the EVCM

and behavioural competencies to represent the candidate system supports an

in-depth exploration of shared control. This is achieved by making explicit

the applicable behavioural competencies, the responsibility for undertaking

those competencies, and the potential interactions between competencies. The

other aspect of the Shared Control STPA method is the introduction of two

further loss scenario types. These are the loss scenario types associated with

the joint cognitive aspects of shared control, relating to making an incorrect

determination about an event as it happens, or incorrect or slow control action

selection.

Again the evaluation of the Shared Control STPA method is undertaken in two

parts. First the output of both the ALKS (Appendix D) and HAS (Appendix C)
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vehicle features are compared to the available literature for these or similar

systems. With this comparison focusing specifically on instances where

using the Shared Control STPA method has uncovered potential loss scenarios

associated with shared control not identified in the literature. The second part

of the evaluation, based on an in-depth case study, draws on the Oxbotica

Team’s experiences using the Shared Control STPA method. That is, did the

Team uncover anything about shared control hazard causes / loss scenarios

associated with Selenium that had not been previously identified?

11.4 shared control safety case argument

The final research product is the shared control safety case argument pattern.

This final part of the evaluation instantiates the safety case argument pattern

for ALKS, to show how one might use the artefacts created by the shared

control STPA method to present a safety case argument for shared control. The

expectation is that the shared control safety case argument would complement

a broader product safety case.

The safety case argument pattern includes the claims that both requirements

elicitation and scenario based testing are enriched by the knowledge gained

while identifying loss scenarios relevant to shared control. There is no reason to

suggest that these claims are misplaced. However, the decision has been taken

not to demonstrate this aspect as part of the evaluation. With both requirements

elicitation and verification and validation strategies being huge topics in their

own right, they are better addressed by researchers with expansive experience

in those fields.



12
E VA L U AT I O N E V I D E N C E

Using the evaluation strategy described in Chapter 11 this chapter discusses

the evidential material supporting the evaluation. In doing so, the discussion

seeks to highlight where the evaluation evidence either supports or opposes

the research products properties introduced in Section 3.2. As well as

demonstrating that when used together the EVCM and Shared Control STPA

method are effective at analysing shared control hazard causes, this discussion

must also provide a candid assessment of the contribution that can be claimed.

As such, it must highlight when the evidence is inconclusive or could be

interpreted differently.

This chapter is structured similarly to the previous chapter discussing the

evaluation strategy, and like that chapter, is structured following the GSN

argument presented in Appendix F on page 308.

12.1 conceptual modelling of ad features

Two formats of the EVCM have been evaluated, that is a control system style

version (as depicted in Figure 14, page 115), together with a hierarchical

controller style version for use as the CSD in an STPA based hazard analysis.

For example the CSDs created for HAS (Figure 33, Appendix C, page 261) and

ALKS (Figure 36, Appendix D, page 284) evaluation case studies.

Evidence from the desk based case studies1 support the premise that AD vehicle

features having different levels of automation can be modelled conceptually

using the EVCM [108]. In addition, when the EVCM is then used in conjunction

1 Specifically, ACC (SAE Level 1), ACC with Lane Centring (SAE Level 2), and TJA (SAE Level 3) in

[108], and HAS (SAE Level 2) and ALKS (SAE Level 3) in Appendix C and Appendix D respectively.
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with the behavioural competency taxonomy (see Appendix A, page 210)

an AD feature’s control, manoeuvring and strategic level behaviour can be

described.

During the Oxbotica workshop (see Appendix E page 298) the team members

responsible for the Selenium automated design were supportive of the inclusion

of the control hierarchy in the EVCM. With Oxbotica Team members suggesting

that by considering the different levels of a system’s behaviour (i.e. control,

manoeuvring and strategic), the analysis process aligns with the way in which

engineering teams typically consider a highly automated system’s behaviour.

The Oxbotica team felt that this is particularly true for machine learning

implemented manoeuvring level type functions, where complex functionality

lends itself to being described in a linguistically natural way [N. Ratiu, personal

communications, 3rd November 2021].

As discussed in Section 2.1.3 (page 29) the behavioural competency taxonomy

is based on the HTAoD – a taxonomy first developed to describe the control,

manoeuvring and strategic level tasks associated with controlling a manual

transmission passenger vehicle [186]. Modelling driver assistance (SAE Level

1) and partial automation (SAE Level 2) vehicle features, during the course

of this research, has highlighted that the HTAoD is not an exhaustive task

list in situations where the driver is expected to interact with automation.

Research suggests that using automation adds to a driver’s workload and

potentially introduces new tasks to be performed [17, 19, 149] . Therefore, it

is perhaps unsurprising that this evaluation has identified tasks, not included

in the original HTAoD, that the driver also needs to fulfil when using vehicle

automation. For example, understanding the capability and limitations of

a given AD vehicle feature and use automation appropriately, or continuing to

monitor automation while the vehicle feature is operational – again to ensure

the automation operation remains safe in the presence of numerous external

factors.

The ALKS evaluation study (see Appendix D page 272) begun by coding

the requirements of Regulation 157 [180] into the relevant behavioural com-

petencies using the NVivo qualitative analysis tool. The output from this
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activity generated two “Sunburst” diagrams (see Figure 34, page 274) –

the first “sunburst” (a) shows the behavioural competencies identified in a

simple symmetrical pattern, while the second (b) indicates the proportion of

requirements covering each behavioural competency. At a superficial level

one might claim that as evidence the “sunbursts” support the premise that

the behavioural competency taxonomy provides an effective vocabulary from

which to describe the behaviour of a contemporary vehicle feature like ALKS. A

more considered review of the “sunburst” diagrams (particularly (b)) highlights

further observations that can be made about ALKS in relation to the behavioural

competencies, namely:

• for an SAE Level 3 conditional automation feature, like ALKS, the majority

of the relevant behavioural competencies identified are at the manoeuv-

ring level.

• for ALKS the majority of behavioural competencies that require the

human driver and the automation to share control happen at the

manoeuvring level and relate to the behavioural competencies involving

tactical decision making

• given the proportion of requirements in Regulation 157 relating to the

avoid obstacles and transition of control the risks associated with the

vehicle hitting another road user / object or the responsibility for vehicle

control not being correctly transferred between the human driver and

the automation are clearly behavioural competencies prominent in the

Regulator’s minds.

Feedback during the Oxbotica workshop (see Appendix E) indicates that the

need for additional behavioural competencies is not limited to the lower

automation levels. For the Lingen BP Refinery example [26] the human

operator will typically be remote to the vehicle, highlighting that the EVCM and

behavioural competency taxonomy may require expanding to consider complex

human and organisational factors. However, such organisational considerations

are outside the scope of this research. For an SAE Level 4 system like Selenium

the team suggested that the system also needs to implement functionality to

manage the transfer of control between the human operator and the automation.
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The authors own analysis of HAS and ALKS (see Appendix C and Appendix D

respectively) supports this view. With partial automation systems such as

HAS needing to implement functionality to assess driver engagement and to

manage the transition of control, while ALKS identified the need for ODD detection

functionality, to ensure that the automation can only operate while the vehicle

is within the ODD.

As stated above, this research postulates that shared control typically takes

place when the system is undertaking manoeuvring level behavioural compet-

encies. During the Oxbotica workshop, the general discussion on the behavi-

oural competency taxonomy and actor responsibility identification activity also

identified that shared control typically occurs at the manoeuvring level. Thus

corroborating the author’s own findings.

The Oxbotica design team observed that by describing shared control in

the context of behavioural competencies and considering human control

throughout, the EVCM “helps keep the human inside the control loop and

inside the system”, allowing shared control to be “considered more completely”

than is possible when the human driver is modelled at the top of the CSD.

In addition, the observation was made, that when complete, the behavioural

competency responsibility table2 made explicit those behavioural competencies

implemented by the system – and perhaps as importantly, those behavioural

competencies not implemented by the system – and as such would make a

useful addition to the Item Definition3.

The behavioural competency taxonomy has been introduced within the MISRA

Safety Case Working Group where work to develop safety case argument

patterns for highly automated driving applications is ongoing. Here the

observation is made that when industry considers AD vehicle feature behaviour,

it is typical to focus on the behaviours that comprise the DDT. However, if

the driver can be removed from the vehicle control loop for periods of time,

2 For commercial reasons it has not been possible to include the behavioural competencies

responsibility tables from the Oxbotica workshop in this thesis. For similar behavioural

competency responsibility tables created for HAS and ALKS vehicle features please see Table 9

Appendix C page 257 and Table 16 Appendix D page 279 respectively.
3 The Item Definition is a work product required by ISO 26262 [162].
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then not only must the automation deliver the DDT while it is active, but

it must also deliver the vehicle oversight tasks typically undertaken by the

driver. The MISRA Safety Case Working Group members suggested that the

behavioural competency taxonomy provides a means by which these broader

driving enterprise4 behaviours, needed to successfully navigate a vehicle within

the road network, can be expressed and reasoned about [MISRA Safety Case

Working Group 2 day workshop, 29th / 30th March 2022].

Having introduced both the MISRA Safety Case Working Group and the

Oxbotica team to the behavioural competency taxonomy and observing the

groups’ interaction with the concepts, a functional safety expert present at both

events said that “this research’s impact on the thinking of those automotive

safety practitioners should not be underestimated.” Suggesting that by using

the concepts of control, manoeuvring and strategic hierarchical levels of control

has the effect of broadening people’s thinking – particularly compared to

functional safety concepts and techniques that tend to only focus thinking at the

control level [N. Ratiu, personal communications, 3rd November 2021].

It should be noted that the behavioural competency taxonomy presented here

is not an exhaustive list, and it is focused towards achieving ego vehicle

safety. The case study evaluation has generated evidence that supports the

view that the taxonomy adequately describes the behavioural competencies

needed for ego vehicle safety. What the evaluation has not been designed

to do is to uncover taxonomy limitations or to test the taxonomy beyond a

single vehicle. For example, the behavioural competency taxonomy cannot

describe the behavioural competencies needed by other actors, such as cyclists

or pedestrians, nor can it describe behavioural competencies needed to

communicate with or to understand the intentions of other road users. A

quality that phycology research refers to as the theory of mind [195]. However,

the case studies undertaken by this research have shown the taxonomy to be

expandable. For example, the analysis thus far has not considered any vehicle

AD features that implement functionality to protect the rear of vehicle. However,

4 Driving enterprise is a term devised by the MISRA group to express this wider notion of driving.

For example, checking that the vehicle is in fully working order before beginning a journey, or

anticipating the behaviour of other road users during the journey.
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were such an AD feature being analysed then this could be addressed with the

addition of a behavioural competency, such as maintain distance to the succeeding

vehicle.

The EVCM has also been used to conceptualise AD in different innovative

ways. As part of an ongoing HORIBA MIRA commercial project, a colleague

is working with a vehicle manufacturer to develop a data model of vehicle

and item level hazards. The EVCM and the blocks that comprise the EVCM

(e.g. strategy level, manoeuvring level, models / perception) are providing

the structure for the data model. This allows relations between vehicle level

movement constraint [132] violations and item level hazards (e.g. drive torque

greater than demand) to be made and reasoned about - thus, supporting

future AD feature development [J. Birch, personal communications, 26th July

2022].

12.2 an efficient csd for stpa

Incorporating a hierarchical control structure (i.e. the control, manoeuvring

and strategic levels) means the EVCM can easily be redrawn as a hierarchy of

controllers – thus making it analogous to a CSD used in STPA. In Appendix C

this research demonstrates using the CSD version of the EVCM to model a

partial automation HAS vehicle feature (incorporating lane centring and ACC

functionality). In this example the HAS control behaviour is described using

12 behavioural competencies – two of which are at a strategic level, five are

at a manoeuvring level and five are at a control level. The interaction of

these 12 behavioural competencies and their control of the vehicle plant is then

described by 9 control actions.

However, creating a behavioural competency responsibility matrix (see Table 9)

and behavioural competency interaction diagram (see Figure 32) for HAS,

highlights that shared control is taking place between three behavioural

competencies. Those behavioural competencies are maintain position in lane,

follow other vehicles and maintain speed, and important to those behavioural
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competencies are the control actions target trajectory and longitudinal acceleration.

Therefore, the analyst is able to focus their effort towards the two control

actions being influenced by shared control. Modelling HAS in this way allows

the analyst to consider the system in sufficient detail to facilitate identifying

hazard causes, while not becoming overwhelmed by the control structure detail.

In contrast, the CSD created by Becker et al. to describe only lane centring

functionality [see 21, page 29] is complex in comparison – with Becker et al.’s

CSD including over 20 individual control actions. In addition, a description

of the lane centring behaviour is not provided in [21]. If one considers that

the STPA method requires the analyst to apply multiple guide words to each

control action, it is evident that Becker et al.’s complex CSD requires analysing

approximately 60% more control actions than the HAS example presented here

(see Appendix C), and potentially not find additional hazard causes.

In addition to providing a framework in which to describe the control action

hierarchy, the HAS and ALKS evaluations (see Appendix C and Appendix D

respectively) demonstrate how the EVCM’s framework facilitates the identific-

ation of input variables needed by each control level. For example, the raw

vehicle speed and time-of-flight sensor data inputs to the control level (see

Figure 33, page 261) and the pre-processed (by the control level) object position

and classification information inputs to the manoeuvring level. This is in

contrast to Becker et al.’s CSD that focuses on raw signal data (e.g. vehicle

lateral acceleration, lane boundary information); where little or no inference is

made by the system about the environment in which the vehicle is operating

(i.e. situation awareness). With the EVCM including the physical attributes

relating to the operating environment (physical, traffic, environmental), the

potential for SOTIF hazard causes remains prominent. For example, prompting

the analyst to consider the impact of environmental factors, such as ambient

temperature or traffic density, on both the behaviour of the system and its

interaction with the human driver (i.e. the effect on shared control); with

Stanton suggesting that often it is difficult to consider environmental factors

with Classic STPA [148].
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For instance, this research has identified that for both HAS and ALKS, temporary

construction zones (e.g. road works) include environmental factors (i.e.,

SOTIF triggering conditions) capable of causing a hazard. For example,

when the automation’s lane centring behaviour continues to follow the path

depicted by the old erased road markings rather than the new temporary

road markings. No comparable observation was found in [21]. Whether

it is the use of the EVCM and behavioural competency taxonomy that has

facilitated finding these potential environmental triggers, or whether it is the

author’s epistemic knowledge and experience that has made such observations

possible is impossible to tell. However, minimising the CSD’s complexity does

undoubtedly help the analyst avoid being distracted by low-level abstraction

detail before the analysis has been completed for the higher levels of abstraction.

In addition, using the behavioural competency taxonomy certainly provides the

analyst with a useful aide memoir and experience suggests that analysing the

whole system at a high level of abstraction first, before then using the results

of that initial analysis to inform more focused STPA iterations is beneficial [D.

Higham, personal communications, 17th April 2020].

The importance of using abstraction to manage complexity is well documented

(e.g., Section 5.2.1.1), and this research asserts that by using the EVCM as

a CSD, to inform shared control vehicle level hazard analysis, the following

benefits are realised: Firstly, external influences on the AD vehicle feature (e.g.,

environmental factors) can be modelled. Secondly, inferences made within the

system (e.g., object position, speed and classification, or the intention of other

road users) can be modelled, and thirdly, by virtue of modelling a system with

fewer UCAs than is typically seen (e.g., the CSD presented by Becker et al.) makes

the analysis shorter and thus more efficient. Although the evidence from the

case studies undertaken thus far, does not refute the above suggested benefits,

it does not positively support the claim either. Further case studies, ideally

undertaken on a production intent AD vehicle feature, would be needed to

compare a CSD created from first principles to that created using the EVCM as

its starting point. Then the comparative effort required could be determined,

together with a comparison of the information captured by each model. Each

analysis team would then need to complete the remaining STPA steps and
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the outputs from the two sets of analyses compared. This would determine

whether the two cases identify similar hazards and hazard causes; with the

caveat being that some differences are to be expected given the subjective nature

of the hazard analyses process.

12.3 the shared control stpa method

12.3.1 Analysis of a lane centring function

To test the effectiveness of the EVCM with the Shared Control STPA method,

Becker et al.’s published analysis of a lane centring system has been used as

a comparison [21]. Becker et al. have used a combination of HAZOP, functional

failure analysis and STPA to identify system hazards, to assess their risk, identify

hazard causes, define safety concepts and to describe those safety concepts as

safety requirements.

A key assertion made by this research is that the EVCM is capable of modelling

automated vehicle features that include shared control, at a level of abstraction

necessary to perform hazard analysis. However, attempting to model Becker

et al.’s system [21, figure 6, page 29] using EVCM did highlight that detailed

subsystem interactions are less readily conceptualised using the EVCM. The

specific subsystem interaction identified relates to achieving the desired lateral

vehicle control through the application of asymmetric wheel torque.

Achieving the desired lateral control functionality relies on what Becker et al.

refers to as “foundational vehicle systems” interacting. That is, the vehicle’s

steering, braking and lateral control, propulsion, and active differential systems.

For example, the primary actuation means might be the steering system

applying steering torque directly to the vehicle’s front wheels. However,

there may be operational or “fall-back” situations when the asymmetric torque

generated by the active differential system and / or the brake / stability

control systems are used to achieve the desired vehicle yaw moment. Yaw

control such as this requires yaw stability coordination messages to pass between
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the three sub-systems. It is not possible to model this coordination detail

explicitly using the EVCM. That said, an error in yaw stability coordination would

ultimately result in the steering torque control action, and the subsequent

Vehicle System Behaviour being wrong, which could be implicitly modelled.

Also, the interaction between the asymmetric torque generating sub-systems

could be explored during STPA Step 4 – loss scenario identification.

Related to the above discussion about yaw stability coordination is a surprising

hazard omission from [21]. That is, in the lane centring study by Becker et

al., no consideration of loss of vehicle stability, as a potential vehicle level

hazard, was found. Given that ALC directly controls vehicle steering, and hence

vehicle yaw, not including the loss of vehicle stability as a hazard is a critical

omission.

Modelling driver assistance and partial automation systems (specifically ACC

and ACC with lane centring) in [108] emphasised the stark differences that may

exist between the information the human driver takes from their environment

compared to the information that the automated system is probably able to

infer from the same scene. For example, the automation may only have time-of-

flight RADAR data from which to model the behaviour of other road users, while

the human driver may be using sight to judge distance, but also to gain valuable

visual cues. These differences are potentially most acute when the scenario

involves interactions with other actors – i.e. other road users. Considering

this difference in perception between the human driver and the automation

raised further questions about the impact this might have on vehicle safety,

particularly in relation to the transfer of control and shared control in general.

Hollnagel’s cyclical models of human action (i.e. COCOM and ECOM) provided a

concept and STPA the method from which to reason about shared control.

Using the Shared Control STPA method to analysis the HAS vehicle feature,

focused the analysis on two manoeuvring level control actions, namely: target

trajectory and longitudinal acceleration / deceleration (target speed). Following the

process identifies UCAs that arguably one would expect to identify using Classic

STPA. For example, the driver electing to use the automated vehicle feature

when environmental conditions (perhaps snow is falling or there is thick fog)
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mean that it is inadvisable and potentially unsafe to do so. However, following

the Shared Control STPA method with the CSD version of the EVCM also identifies

potential unsafe control actions relating to shared control in the context of

specific behavioural competencies. For example, during an evasive manoeuvre

the driver makes a corrective input, but the steering input they make is too

small. The reason for this might be that the driver has been out-of-the-loop

for an extended period, or during the steering intervention the driver stopped

applying a steering input because they felt the automation acting against

them.

The motivation for using the research from [21] as part of this evaluation was

to compare the STPA analysis outcomes from Becker et al.’s research with the

findings from this research, using the Shared Control STPA method. With the

ambition being to demonstrate how the Shared Control STPA method identifies

loss scenarios not discovered by the former analysis. However, having reviewed

the output from the HAS case study with the work of Becker et al., it was clear

that such a comparison was not possible.

Becker et al. limited their analysis to functional safety considerations, stating

that “additional analysis is necessary to identify safety considerations that do not

result from malfunctioning electronics (e.g., safety of the intended function)” [21,

page 14]. The intention of the Shared Control STPA method is that its focus

is broader than functional safety, particularly in relation to shared control,

which by its very nature means that hazard causes will likely be due to

differences in perception between the human driver and the automation. Becker

et al.’s research also considers the function of lane centring (a generic function

applicable to different levels of automation) in isolation5, and does not appear

to apply the full STPA method to that function. In contrast, using HAS as the

example, gives a tangible vehicle feature to reason about, together with the

following aspects has led to analysis outcomes that are difficult to compare:

Using the EVCM derived CSD allows the analyst to reason about the system at a

5 In undertaking this evaluation I found it difficult to reason about lane centring in isolation, so

have some sympathy with the work undertaken [21]. Adding longitudinal control and being able

to use the Shared Control STPA method to analyse a real vehicle feature, like HAS, has facilitated a

more complete and detailed thought experiment.
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higher level of abstraction and in a broader context. The assertion here is that

this makes the process efficient, which makes the application of the whole STPA

process easier and consequently achievable. So, with outcomes from the latter

analysis (see Appendix C) not being readily comparable with the prior research

[21] leads to the above admission that it has not been possible to compare like

with like.

12.3.2 Analysis of a vehicle regulation

Using the Shared Control STPA method (see Chapter 9 page 123) to analyse

ALKS (see Appendix D) demonstrates the methods capability to analyse a

contemporary vehicle feature; whose safe operation relies upon correct shared

control. This observation about the importance of shared control to ALKS is

borne out by the number of requirements in the ALKS Regulation [180] relating

to the topics of driver awareness and the transfer of control. With the regulation

including at least 5 clauses relating to driver availability and awareness and 19

clauses addressing the transition of control.

Like the HAS example discussed above, it is while undertaking manoeuvring

and strategic behavioural competencies that vehicle control is shared between

the human driver and the automation. Specifically in relation to performing

surveillance, respond to traffic conditions and navigate temporary conditions, which

requires the human driver to provide oversight of the transfer of control

management performed by the automation. The applicable control actions

relating to the transfer of control between the human driver and the automation

being: cancel automation and driver transition of control request. While the unsafe

control actions identified relating to the incorrect timing of driver transition

of control requests – for example, the driver is not afforded sufficient time to

successfully resume control, or the driver is not actually back in the control loop

when the automation ceases DDT control. Applying the joint cognitive informed

loss scenario identification questions (see shared control questions 3 and 4,

Figure 17, page 137) helped identify loss scenarios where timing is important

and where transition of control success might be affected by the situation in
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which the transfer of control happens. For example, the relative success of

a take-back control request happening while driving on a quiet straight road

would be very different to the same take-back control request taking place on

a busy narrow multi-lane commuter road. Also if the exact point at which

the automation releases DDT control is not clearly communicated and evident

to the driver then they might fail to make the required and timely control

inputs. Having identified such potential transfer of control shortfalls, safety

requirements are written to mitigate the loss scenarios identified (see Table 23).

For example, “R25: ALKS related messages shall clearly communicate the next

action that the driver must take”, and “R27: ALKS transfer of control duration

shall be increased to account for environmental conditions detected”.

12.3.3 Analysis of Selenium

Although the Oxbotica workshop (see Appendix E page 298) introduced the

Oxbotica engineering team to the EVCM and the Shared Control STPA method,

the workshop duration was inadequate to give the design team sufficient time

to apply the principles to the Selenium system and to provide critical feedback

on the Shared Control STPA method. However, having seen how the CSD version

of the EVCM can describe an SAE Level 4 system like Selenium, at a level

of abstraction applicable to AD systems incorporating machine learning, the

Oxbotica team intend to use the Shared Control STPA method to complement

the other safety analysis techniques currently used within the business. This

was seen as advantageous compared to functional safety techniques, such as

FTA, that the Oxbotica team suggested tend to be “too low a level of detail

for AI systems”. The expectation is that by aligning the system architecture

to the control, manoeuvring and strategy hierarchical levels will make the

safety requirements elicitation process efficient by allowing safety requirements

identified during Step 4 of the process to be directly allocated to the appropriate

control level in the system architecture.
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12.3.4 Further evaluation thoughts

As discussed above, the Shared Control STPA method evaluation has proved

somewhat inconclusive, particularly with regard to supporting the assertion

that by

focusing on behavioural competencies with shared actor respons-

ibility and using cognitive principles to enhance Classic STPA loss

scenario types, allows the EVCM and accompanying method to

identify hazard causes and hazardous situations associated with

shared control that might otherwise remain undiscovered.

To test this assertion requires further case studies to be carried out, ideally

on a production representative AD vehicle feature rather than the somewhat

theoretical AD vehicle features evaluated so far. The analysis work undertaken

within these future case studies should be done by the system design team

members, with the case study researcher having less direct involvement in the

analysis work than has be possible thus far.

The case studies undertaken here have considered the STPA method in its

entirety, that is from Step 1 “Define purpose of the analysis” through to Step 4

“Identify loss scenarios”. With the benefit of hindsight, creating a Logic Model

[204, page 186] for both the Classic STPA and Shared Control STPA methods could

identify individual process steps or artefacts where positive or negative change

could be readily assessed. For example, in one case observing the team using

the loss scenario questions (see Figure 17 page 137) to identify potential loss

scenarios, while in the other case observing the team using only the material

provided in the STPA Handbook. Using a Logic Model in this way should

generate case study evidence that is more insightful that the case studies

completed thus far, particularly regarding the relative merits of the Shared

Control STPA method in relation to Classic STPA.
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12.4 shared control safety case argument

The final research product, created as part of this research, is a safety case

argument pattern for shared control. The safety case argument pattern

complements the Shared Control STPA method, by showing how the evidence

created while following the method supports an argument that an AD vehicle

feature’s shared control has been addressed adequately. The intention is that,

once instantiated, the argument pattern would form part of a larger safety case

argument for the AD vehicle feature.

The ALKS example (see Appendix D, page 272) demonstrates how a safety case

argument for shared control can be constructed from the evidence created

by the Shared Control STPA method. The safety case argument pattern for

shared control includes an argument based on test evidence. However, with

scenario based testing being outside the scope of this research ALKS related

test evidence does not form part of this evaluation. That said, the ability to

create a test scenario library using the loss scenarios discovered during the

analysis is evident in the ALKS case study (see Tables 24 and 25 page 291). For

example, the transfer of control between the driver and the automation could

be unsuccessful for scenarios where the ego vehicle’s lane ends, poor visibility

affects ALKS perception system performance, or the driver is distracted and

slow to regain control. Writing test cases for the loss scenarios identified will

help enrich the verification programme.

The material in Chapter 10 has been shared with Oxbotica’s Principal Validation

Engineer, who felt that the overall safety case argument pattern was repres-

entative of a typical highly automated driving validation strategy. However,

considering the tasks relating to the definition and satisfaction of non-shared

control safety requirements, from those specific to shared control was felt to

be somewhat artificial. Typically these activities are undertaken together, and

“we’d use the scenarios to demonstrate correct implementation.” Although the

testing argument pattern is not reflective of how a testing strategy is typically

created, making such an artificial distinction does ensure that the topic of
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shared control remains explicit in the argument [A. Beaven, personal email

communications, 24th November 2021].

It is understood that the testing tactic deployed will typically decompose each

scenario into multiple subtests, with each subtest addressing specific aspects of

system behaviour, or specific corner cases. For example, in a scenario that

involves a cyclist, the test strategy might include tests to confirm that the

system’s perception system correctly detects the cyclist, identifies the cyclist

as a cyclist, and tracks the cyclist’s path correctly. Then given a defined path

for the cyclist, the test strategy will also test that the system’s path planning

functionality devises a plausible path giving the location / proximity of the

cyclist, and finally that the system’s vehicle control functionality executes that

plan correctly. From the feedback received it is clear that the safety case

argument pattern for testing (see Figure 29, page 160) does not currently

include sufficient detail to reflect the intricacies of an industrial scenario based

testing strategy. However, goal G4.2 could be expanded to include a strategy

that uses the loss scenarios identified during the Shared Control STPA method

to inform the development of these highly structured test cases [A. Beaven,

personal email communications, 24th November 2021].

12.5 summary

This research has sought to answer the question “How can the safety of

AD be assured under different levels of shared human-vehicle control?” by

creating a conceptual vehicle model, a behavioural competency taxonomy, a

hazard analysis method, and a safety case argument pattern. When used in

combination these research products form a concrete method from which to

reason about AD vehicle feature shared control hazard causes. To evaluate the

effectiveness of the method a series of case studies have been undertaken to

establish whether the above products exhibit the following properties:
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Property 1: The EVCM supports the conceptual modelling of AD vehicle features

having shared control. And as a conceptual model the EVCM can be used

to facilitate AD hazard analysis thought experiments.

Property 2: When used together, the EVCM and behavioural competency taxonomy

supports AD hazard analysis, by providing a conceptual vehicle control

model for AD vehicle features that include shared control.

Property 3: Focusing on behavioural competencies with shared actor responsibility

and using cognitive principles to enhance Classic STPA loss scenario

types, allows the EVCM and accompanying Shared Control STPA method to

identify hazard causes and hazardous situations associated with shared

control that might otherwise remain undiscovered.

Property 4: The supporting safety case argument methodology highlights potential

loss scenarios attributable to shared control and emphasises how AD

feature design modifications mitigate such hazard causes.

The extent to which the evaluation affirms or refutes the above properties is

summarised below.

12.5.1 Evaluating property 1

The case studies have shown that the EVCM can be used to create a conceptual

control model of an AD vehicle feature, with levels of automation from

SAE Level 1 through to SAE Level 4 having been modelled. This research has

focused on using the EVCM as a hazard cause identification aid, to model

the interactions between the driver and the automation, and between the

automation and vehicle’s environment. A colleague has used the EVCM in a

similar way. However, rather than using the EVCM as part of a hazard analysis

method, they have used the EVCM elements as scaffolding, to manage the

interaction between system and vehicle level hazards. The EVCM has not been

evaluated outside of this hazard analysis context.
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12.5.2 Evaluating property 2

Three case studies (i.e., HAS, ALKS and Selenium) use a hierarchical control

structure version of the EVCM, which is analogous to the CSD needed by the STPA

method. When used with the behavioural competency taxonomy these cases

demonstrate how relevant control, manoeuvring and strategic behavioural

competencies can be added to the EVCM, together with the relevant control

actions (e.g., target trajectory, longitudinal acceleration), raw data (e.g., wheel

speed, time of flight data) and information inferences (e.g., traffic density).

Using the EVCM and behavioural competency taxonomy together in this way

has proven successful for the cases undertaken. However, it should be noted

that these case studies were motivated by the desire to demonstrate a shared

control hazard analysis proof-of-concept. Therefore, the bias has undoubtable

been towards demonstrating where the method works rather than identifying

where it does not.

The use of the behavioural competency taxonomy, to describe the driving

competencies needed to operate a vehicle in the ODD and to maintain safety,

has shown how the human-machine interaction (i.e., the shared control

responsibility split) between the human driver and the automation can be

explicitly stated. Although the behavioural competency taxonomy seeks to

describe all the competencies necessary to drive a passenger vehicle safely, it

does not claim to be a complete list. Indeed, the case studies did identify

missing competencies, such as use automation appropriately and transition of

control, which have subsequently been added to the taxonomy that appears

in Appendix A.

The case studies undertaken to date have not tested the taxonomy beyond

a single passenger vehicle (e.g., to include pedestrians and vulnerable road

users) nor have specific cases been designed to actively look for missing or

incorrect behavioural competencies. Further case studies, undertaken by others

and covering disparate real-world driving scenarios, would be needed to test

whether the existing taxonomy is complete and correct.
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12.5.3 Evaluation property 3

The evaluation’s ability to support or refute Property 3 is mixed. The evaluation

evidence thus far suggests the behavioural competency responsibility matrix to

be a suitable mechanism to capture the responsibility for doing, monitoring and

maintaining the safety of each applicable behavioural competency. However,

when the Oxbotica team members completed a behavioural competency

responsibility matrix for Selenium, the individuals’ matrices were different.

From the evaluations undertaken thus far, it is difficult to discern whether the

differences found are due to a lack of method robustness, or due to system

knowledge differences amongst the design team.

Testing the assertion that this method identifies shared control hazard causes

that would otherwise have remained undiscovered was problematic. By

comparing the output from the HAS case study with the lane centring analysis

undertaken by Becker et al., the expectation had been to test this assertion.

Differences in the hazard causes identified by the two analyses did exist, but

it was not possible to determine the reason for those differences. Analysing

the behaviour of a complete vehicle feature rather than a generic lane centring

function, differences in abstraction levels between the two CSDs, the positive

rejection of SOTIF related hazard causes by lane centring analysis team, likely

differences in tacit knowledge between the analysts, and the Shared Control STPA

method itself, all potentially contributed to the differences seen.

12.5.4 Evaluation property 4

The ALKS case study has demonstrated instantiating the safety case argument

pattern, with the outputs generated by the Shared Control STPA method forming

the evidence for that argument. The safety case argument pattern has also been

reviewed by the Principal Validation Engineer at Oxbotica. They considered

the safety case argument pattern structure to be representative of a highly

automated driving validation strategy, but did feel that making the distinction
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between shared control and non-shared control safety requirements somewhat

artificial. Although, the ALKS example has shown how the loss scenario

catalogue might inform the validation strategy for an AD vehicle feature, a

targeted validation case study would be needed to establish the positive merits

of this approach.



Part V

D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N

Having completed this research journey, what observations can be

made in relation to the literature, industry practice and the original

research question? Specifically, how can the safety of AD be assured

under different levels of shared human-vehicle control? This part

concludes the thesis by reflecting on the research undertaken in the

context of the problem definition, the literature, automotive state-of-

practice and the original research question.

Chapter 13 reflects on the research undertaken in the context of both

the ‘state of the literature’, and ‘the state of practice’, and where

appropriate, observations about opportunities for future research

activities are made. Then Chapter 14 makes the final concluding

remarks about this research journey and invites others interested

in shared control safety to pick up the Enhanced Vehicle Control

Model (EVCM) and accompanying Method and to run with it.



13
D I S C U S S I O N

This chapter draws the thesis to a close by reflecting on the research undertaken

in the context of the problem definition, the literature, automotive state of

practice and the original research question. The discussion reflects on the

research undertaken in the context of both the ‘state of the literature’, ‘the state

of practice’ – i.e. in relation to requirements of the applicable standards. – and

the aims and objectives of this research. Where appropriate, observations about

opportunities for future research activities, that relate to the EVCM, behavioural

competency taxonomy and Shared Control STPA method, are made.

13.1 the driver and safety

The passenger car, the task of driving and road safety have all been evolving

over the past 100 years or so. Early road safety initiatives saw mechanical

systems, such as windscreen wipers, laminated windscreens and speedometers

being fitted to passenger vehicles from the 1920’s. The 1960’s saw the

introduction of global frameworks to harmonise vehicle performance, vehicle

systems, conformity of production and in service inspections requirements.

Then since the late 1990’s consumer driven programmes, such as Euro NCAP 5

Star rating, have sought to further improve road safety, which has undoubtably

led to the accelerated introduction of AD vehicle features today.

Unsurprisingly the driver has had a prominent role in the story of road

safety; being cast as both the villain and the hero. As the accident prone

driver humans are fallible. Our current mental state will affect our approach

to the driving task and to those around us, our age will affect response

times, and we might use other equipment (e.g. a mobile phone) or take

189
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illicit substances that reduce our performance further. Although the notion

of the accident prone driver is almost consigned to history, the presumption

that humans make mistakes is undoubtably a motivator for the introduction

of greater automation. Human factors practitioners have raised concerns

regarding the impact of automation on the human operator; with Bainbridge’s

“Ironies of automation” being seminal in this area [17]. In an automotive

context, significant funding has been made available for human factors and

driving research. As a consequence a substantial body of research regarding

driver behaviour in relation to automation now exists. That said, accident

statistics remain unacceptably high and media reports of fatalities involving

partial automation are still depressingly frequent.

This view of the fallible driver contrasts with the automotive functional safety

paradigm, which like road safety research has evolved slowly since the first

E/E systems were fitted to vehicles in the 1980’s. In this paradigm the driver

is an integral part of vehicle control. Being integral to vehicle control and

situationally aware, should a hazardous vehicle E/E system fault occur, the

driver will typically mitigate the hazard and prevent an accident occurring.

With the notion being that unless the hazard occurs in an operational situation

where controllability is difficult or uncontrollable, greater than 90% of drivers will

successfully retain vehicle control [162, Part 3 page 26]. The driver is clearly not

fallible in this model.

This presents us with a dichotomy! The driver as the problem that the

introduction of greater automation is seeking to solve, and the driver as the final

risk reduction measure, who is typically capable of preventing vehicle hazards

becoming accidents.
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13.2 the driver as a risk reduction measure

13.2.1 Automotive functional safety

With its focus being to ensure that faults occurring within new E/E vehicle

features fitted to a production vehicle do not adversely affect safety, the

functional safety lifecycle process described by ISO 26262 focuses on the safety

of individual vehicle features, each of which ISO 26262 defines as an Item

[162].

Once a definition of the Item has been documented the functional safety

lifecycle process typically starts with a hazard analysis. Being focused on

the safety of individual vehicle features, an automotive hazard analysis will

typically start with a list of system functions and foreseen operational situations.

From this hazards will be identified and the risk of those hazards classified.

As discussed previously, this is an effective process when the vehicle feature

is self-contained and the driver remains within the vehicle control loop [109].

However, with the driver relinquishing aspects of the DDT, and safe vehicle

feature behaviour potentially being influenced by external stimuli, the existing

hazard analysis process is challenged [110].

This research hypothesises that this challenge is due in part to abstraction.

Specifically that a hazard analysis process that begins by modelling a system

as a set of functions, is attempting to model an AD system at a too lower level

of abstraction. By taking a more systems engineering approach, advocates of

methods such as STPA, suggest that the challenge of the analysis becoming too

detailed too early is avoided. As an analysis method, STPA is certainly growing

in popularity within the automotive industry. However, the complexity of

automotive CSD observed together with the significant resource needed to

construct such models, effective use of abstraction is not being utilised in

practice. To support modelling the AD vehicle feature at a level of abstraction

that facilitates vehicle level hazard analysis, this research asserts using the

hierarchical control structure style version of the EVCM, together with the

behavioural competency taxonomy. Used together in this way, the EVCM
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provides the control hierarchy for the CSD, while the behavioural competency

taxonomy provides the language from which to describe the behavioural

competencies needed by the system (both human and automation) to operate

the vehicle safely in its environment. Whilst the case studies conducted

thus far suggest the EVCM as a viable alternative to creating a CSD from first

principles, as discussed in Section 12.2, further work is needed to confirm that

this approach does offer the envisaged positive benefits to the hazard analysis

process.

13.2.2 Maintaining safety

The accident models underpinning automotive standards, such as ISO 26262

and ISO 21448, have a causal chain concept at their heart. With the notion

that breaking the chain prevents a malfunction (i.e. a hardware, software or

systematic fault in the context of functional safety, or a triggering condition in

the context of SOTIF) leading to a hazard, and a hazardous event resulting in an

accident.

The introduction of greater automation affects this relationship between a sys-

tem malfunction, a hazardous event and ultimately an accident – particularly

in relation to controllability. As the link between a hazard occurring and an

accident taking place, controllability remains an important notion; both for

functional safety and for SOTIF. The exception to this would be where vehicle

control is completely delegated, as in the case of SAE Level 5 full automation.

So it is reasonable to postulate that for SAE Levels 1 to 4 controllability remains

relevant. However, of particular importance to AD safety is the fact that

controllability, or to put it another way, the maintenance of vehicle safety,

becomes a task that is shared between the driver and the automation. With

the extent to which the task is shared, and the resultant responsibility split,

being dependent on the level of automation deployed.

Although providing the benefits of a systems engineering view of AD vehicle

feature accident causation, hazard analyses following the STPA method typically
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models the human as the highest controller in the CSD hierarchy. A consequence

of this is for the human to be modelled as a system operator, rather than as a

part of the control system itself. This is a subtle but important distinction.

As discussed in Section 2.3.2 the use of automation in the automotive domain

is atypical, because it is highly unlikely that once active the AD vehicle feature

can be left unattended to safely complete its task. This research postulates that

by placing the human as a controller at the top of the control hierarchy, as

with Classic STPA, leads to the interaction between the human and automation

to be modelled as an aggregation of task interactions. Although this may be

appropriate for strategic level driving tasks, such as selecting a navigation

route to follow or switching on a vehicle feature for the first time, this type

of interaction is not appropriate for manoeuvring or control level tasks. For

manoeuvring level tasks, such as maintaining position in lane or changing lane,

the shared control required will be what philosophy research refers to as shared

agency. For these types of task both agents need to work together on an aligned

goal of maintaining vehicle safety, rather than their interaction simply being

the aggregation of tasks.

future research idea : With the EVCM and the Shared Control STPA

method this research provides a conceptual model of shared agency in the

context of AD systems. With the addition of the safety case argument pattern,

this provides the practitioner with a method from which to reason about, and

potentially to mitigate, hazards caused by shared control – and importantly,

to articulate the level of confidence achieved. Identifying that for the task

of driving many interactions between the driver and the automation involve

shared agency raises further research questions. For example, what more

can the automotive industry learn from shared agency and meshing sub-

plans philosophy research that can be applied to AD shared control? As

well as informing hazard analysis activities, could shared agency also inform

AD design decisions or the regulatory framework for AD shared control? Or

could shared agency and human-machine teaming research help engineering
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teams better understand and design the relationship between the driver and

the automation?

13.2.3 The language of driving

Seeking to further develop the MISRA VCM, to make a conceptual model

applicable for AD features having shared control, highlighted the importance

of explicit definitions. With the driving task effectively being split between

the human driver and the automation, it was no longer appropriate to leave

the interpretation of individual diagram elements to the reader. Particularly

with regard to the important safety questions of: what functions or tasks

are happening inside each element, who (i.e. which agent) is responsible

for undertaking those tasks, who is responsible for monitoring the correct

execution of those tasks, and ultimately who is responsible for maintaining

the safety of the vehicle while those tasks are going on?

In an attempt to better define driver control (see Figure 1 page 19) a literature

survey of driver models highlights a void in the literature. With the exception

of Michon’s HCM, few models were found that conceptualise the driver or the

task of driving. Instead, driver modelling research appears to have focused

on modelling a typical driver’s performance for use in a vehicle simulation

context. Based on the HTAoD, the behavioural competency taxonomy provides

the analyst with a language to describe and reason about the task of driving

at a level of abstraction that is familiar to many highly automated driving

teams.

This research does not wish to claim that the behavioural competency taxonomy

(see Appendix A page 210) is complete. Although, in each case study

undertaken thus far the candidate system’s behaviour has been successfully

described using the current taxonomy, further case studies (see Section 12.1)

would be required before a completeness claim could be made. However,

the research has shown that further behavioural competencies can be added

successfully should the need arise. Like other researchers [20, 173] this research
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has focused on those behavioural competencies needed to complete the DDT

and for the driver to interact with the vehicle’s automation. What has not

been considered is the behavioural competencies that the driver might exhibit

when interacting with other road users, or that other road users might be

exhibiting.

future research idea : To be considered complete, the language of

driving and shared control needs to extend beyond the boundary of an

individual vehicle. If the behavioural competency taxonomy were extended

to consider the actions of other road users, could shared control be explored

between the driver and a pedestrian, or between the pedestrian and the

automation? Then if an extended behavioural competency taxonomy were used

in conjunction with multiple EVCMs, could the interaction between multiple

road users be conceptualised? Again in this context, the shared agency could

be occurring between machine agents (e.g. in the case of vehicle platooning),

or between human and machine agents (e.g. a human driver following another

vehicle that has a partial automation vehicle feature actively controlling that

vehicle), or any number of other permutations between human and machine

agents?

13.2.4 Perception and timing

A significant body of research exists discussing the potential impact of greater

automation on the driver. For example, changing driver reaction times,

changing skill levels, changing risk acceptance, etc. Hollnagel’s Contextual

Control Model (COCOM) provides a conceptualisation of the human decision

making process, which allows the duration of event interpretation, action

selection and action completion to be modelled and reasoned about. The

Shared Control STPA method presented incorporates COCOM inspired questions

into the loss scenario questions list (see Figure 17 page Figure 17), with the

expectation being that by addressing these questions the analyst will identify

loss scenarios caused by either event interpretation, action selection or action
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execution delays. However, further case studies are required to establish

whether the COCOM derived questions are a beneficial addition to the Shared

Control STPA method.

future research idea : One early research activity undertaken by the

author involved creating a COCOM Matlab model, the aim of which was to

explore the potential impact of timing in relation to the EVCM. Unfortunately,

Matlab in the author’s hands did not prove fruitful on this occasion. That

set-back aside, the belief remains that there are timing aspects of shared

control worth exploring. For example, in situations where the driver’s

perception of the environment will be very different to that of the automation’s;

occurring because each agent derives their information from completely

different sources. As well as uncovering safety implications, could perception

difference conceptualisation help the driver understand and interpret the

automation’s behaviour? From the perspective of safety, could this knowledge

provide the driver with important insight about when to intervene because the

automation’s performance has deteriorated?

future research idea : In addition to informing Human Machine

Interface (HMI) design, could the EVCM and the behavioural competency

taxonomy be used to explore other aspects of timing in relation to shared

control? Section 5.2.1.2 introduced FRAM as a method that can be used to

explore a system’s resilience. Hollnagel suggests that socio-technical systems

are intractable, meaning that often “the system in focus” cannot be fully

described. For such intractable systems, Hollnagel suggests that it is “necessary

to look for methods and approaches that can be used for systems that are

incompletely described or underspecified” [80]. Consequently, could FRAM

and the EVCM be used as the basis from which to reason about the resilience

of a particular AD feature’s shared control? Or to explore how the level of

automation deployed (e.g. partial, conditional, etc.) affects the timing of HMI in

the context of the EVCM?
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future research idea : Numerous research inquiries have addressed

the removal of the driver from the vehicle control loop, and how that affects

driver Situation Awareness (SA) and hence driver reaction time. In an AD

driving context, Level 2 SA (i.e. comprehension of the current situation) and

Level 3 SA (i.e. the projection of future states) are important facets of situation

awareness. However, how does the level of automation deployed affect the

timing in relation to COCOM, and can an analysis method be developed that

helps safety practitioners reason about these effects?

It is clear that when Hollnagel created COCOM his focus was the human.

However, in a machine learning context could the EVCM, the Shared Control

STPA method and COCOM principles be used to reason about the machine’s

decision making process? For example, in the case of the well publicised

and investigated Uber accident [117]? Although, the majority of accident

blame was apportioned to the safety driver’s lack of attentiveness, the

Uber Advanced Technology Group not understanding the automated driving

system’s limitations was also said to be a contributing factor [117, Page v].

Therefore, could the EVCM and Shared Control STPA method be used in the

context of machine learning, to explore the loss scenarios where the time to

correctly classify objects could impede safety? In the case of the Uber accident,

the fact that Elaine Herzberg crossed the road away from a designated crossing,

while pushing her bicycle, meant the automated system was slow to correctly

classify her as a pedestrian crossing in the path of the vehicle.

Moving the human from being the driver inside the vehicle, to being a Remote

Operator external to the vehicle raises further perception questions. The author

is aware of SAE Level 4 automation development projects where the ambition

is to move the location of the safety driver from inside the vehicle to a remote

location. Initially the Remote Operator would remain in vehicle line-of-sight,

but with the ultimate aim being to locate them in a remote control room.

For these advanced highly automated vehicle systems, the role of the Remote

Operator will be to oversee the vehicle in situations where the automation

has reached an impasse. For example, the vehicle’s path is obstructed by

a stationary object (e.g. a broken down vehicle). In such a situation the
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Remote Operator would typically override the system, taking manual control

to manoeuvre the vehicle around the obstacle. Once the obstacle has been

successfully navigated vehicle control would be returned to the system.

future research idea : These Remote Operator use cases raise safety

questions regarding the Remote Operator’s perception and what could affect

their ability to perceive the vehicle’s operating situation correctly. While the

human remains seated in the vehicle their understanding of the vehicle’s

environment should be as good as that of the driver – providing they remain

attentive of course! However, once outside of the vehicle their perception of

the environment will change. When the Remote Operator moves outside of the

vehicle will their relative position to the vehicle (i.e. the angle from which they

are viewing the vehicle) affect their depth perception? Or when the Remote

Operator is sitting in a remote control room, what additional information will

they require to enable them to make correct decisions about the vehicle? The

hypothesis here is that such errors in human perception are potential causes of

hazards for a highly automated vehicle system. Although this is not strictly an

example of shared control, could the EVCM and Shared Control STPA method be

used together with inference hierarchy research (see Section 2.3.4.2 page 40) to

explore the loss scenarios that could exist should the human Remote Operator

make a wrong inference? Additionally, could such focused analyses identify

human operator perception deficiencies that would need to be addressed for

the human operator to make well informed vehicle control decisions?

13.3 designing for shared control

13.3.1 Setting targets

Having identified hazards and classified their risk, the next step in the

automotive functional safety lifecycle involves defining safety goals. In an

ISO 26262 context safety goals are the highest level safety requirements for
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the Item. If the system implements the behaviour each safety goal describes,

at the level of design integrity commensurate with the hazard risk, then the

hazard risk will have been successfully reduced to an acceptable level.

In a manual driving context hazards are typically defined in relation to an

unwanted vehicle property (e.g. unintended acceleration). Similarly, safety

goals typically define the absence of the same ’unwanted’ vehicle property

phrased in relation to driver demand. So, an engine management system

safety goal might be phrased as “the engine management system shall prevent

vehicle unintended acceleration exceeding driver demand by xms−2 for longer

than yms”. However, as highlighted during the Oxbotica workshop (see

Appendix E), defining a hazard as unintended acceleration and framing the

system’s safety targets in relation to driver demand, is not appropriate in an

AD system context. Instead, hazard definitions that describe vehicle behaviour

that is observable from outside the vehicle are needed. For example, “The

vehicle does not maintain a safe headway to preceding / adjacent vehicles”.

Similarly, in an AD context an STPA style safety constraint that “whilst in motion

the subject vehicle shall maintain a safe headway to the preceding vehicle

of > xs” is both observable and quantifiable. This research has presented a

proof-of-concept method that promotes reasoning about the driving task at a

level of abstraction commensurate with the behavioural competency taxonomy,

rather than system level functions, which assists in identifying hazards at an

appropriate level of abstraction for an AD system. In addition, observations

made during the Oxbotica workshop suggest that the EVCM and the behavioural

competency taxonomy provides a conceptual system model at an abstraction

level that “makes sense to highly automated driving features that incorporate

machine learning perception systems”.

13.3.2 Automotive risk management

The automotive industry’s approach to risk management has remained largely

unchanged over decades. As discussed in Section 1.2.2, the automotive func-

tional safety lifecycle focuses on the malfunctioning behaviour of individual
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Items. With the implicit assumption being that individual Items, engineered to

ISO 26262, will when integrated together create a vehicle that is safe. ISO 26262

defines safety as “the absence of unreasonable risk”, and unreasonable risk as

risk that is “judged to be unacceptable in a certain context according to valid

societal moral concepts” [162]. Although an unquantifiable and arguably an

impossible target to engineer to (let alone defend in a litigious marketplace),

the automotive risk management uses residual risk as its measure. That is,

if with safety measures in place the hazard risk can be classified as Quality

Management (QM), then the risk that remains is deemed acceptable. Given

that it will likely be infeasible to manipulate the severity of an accident, or

the exposure to a particular operating situation, safety measures will typically

modify controllability. As discussed in Section 6.2.1, maintaining controllability

might be achieved by reducing engine power if a hazardous fault occurs

within an engine control system, or limiting vehicle speed if because of an

air suspension fault, the vehicle’s ride height becomes stuck at the off-road

height.

future research idea : Using QM as an acceptable risk yardstick works

while the driver remains within the control loop. However, in an AD context,

what should the yardstick be, and how do automotive engineers determine

that safety has been achieved? Given that AD systems incorporate perception

systems, basing a safety case argument solely on risk feels both inadequate and

inappropriate. A safety case argument for an AD vehicle feature must address

the performance achieved by the perception system, which must introduce

uncertainty into the argument. Currently, neither ISO 26262 nor ISO 21448 have

any notion of uncertainty. This leaves a void in an automotive safety case

argument for AD vehicle features.

Yes, as this research demonstrates, it is possible to conceptualise and analyse

the nature of shared control in an AD context. By identifying loss scenarios

and implementing functional modifications that prevent potentially hazardous

shared control errors, a safety case argument for an AD vehicle feature’s shared

control can be made. However, this is but a small fragment of the safety case
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argument needed for an AD vehicle feature. For an AD vehicle feature whose

perception systems have a level of performance and undoubtable uncertainty,

how should unacceptable be judged against valid societal moral concepts?

Understanding what will be acceptable when the driver is no longer responsible

for vehicle control is a non-trivial endeavour. As discussed in Section 4.3,

research suggests that the public’s perception of risk is largely intuitive and

rather than considering risk rationally, humans tend to use a combination of

fact and feeling. Additionally, perception gaps clearly exist. With the public’s

perception of risk for the mundane task of driving undoubtably being at odds

with the real risk. Also, with research suggesting that risk acceptance is less

for voluntary rather than involuntary tasks, it is also fair to assume that the

public will be even less inclined to accept risk when they have delegated the

responsibility of driving to the automation. A premise for the introduction of

greater automation is that when we as humans get behind the wheel we are

fallible – we make mistakes. Uncertainty in the driving environment makes it

improbable to conceive a time when an AD vehicle feature’s perception system

will be infallible. So how many AD vehicle feature perception errors will be

judged as unacceptable in a certain context according to valid societal moral

concepts? This is an open question not addressed by existing standards.

While the risks associated with adding new complex AD systems might be a

risk management challenge, what cannot and should not be ignored is the

potential benefits that greater automation can bring to personal transport. As

discussed previously, the introduction of greater automation has benefits. From

potentially reducing accidents caused by human error, through to supporting

the mobility of an ageing population, and generally increasing mobility

efficiency. So, is there a means by which the potential benefits of a new AD

vehicle feature can be evaluated against the risks associated with deploying

the technology – particularly for AD vehicle features that devolve the driver of

vehicle safety responsibility for significant periods of the journey?

As discussed in Section 5.3.2 knowing when to stop and deciding that sufficient

safety has been achieved is not purely an ALARP argument. In reality, ALARP is

a difficult principle to argue and with it taking no account of the societal view
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is open to criticism. In principle other factors such as corporate responsibility,

ethical reasoning, potential business benefits and impacts will all affect the

decision making process [155]. Although, perhaps equally as difficult to

achieve, transparent communications are needed regarding the risks and

benefits associated with the deployment of an AD vehicle feature – both from

a regulatory perspective, but also from the perspective for the general public

buying, using and interacting with such systems. Given these challenges, could

the EVCM and the behavioural competency taxonomy be used to conceptualise

and communicate risks and benefits transparently across multiple stakeholder

groups?

13.3.3 Scaling up

ISO 26262 focuses on achieving the functional safety of an individual Item. With

the implicit assumption being that by integrating of a number of functionally

safe Items also yields a functionally safe vehicle. Although developed to

address AD, the SOTIF process, described by ISO 21448, still focuses on

individual vehicle features. But, as discussed throughout this thesis, a vehicle

fitted with AD technology cannot be thought of in isolation. Therefore, work

is needed to expand and scale-up the EVCM, behavioural competency taxonomy

and Shared Control STPA method to consider multiple vehicles.

future research idea : As touched upon in Section 13.2.3, the analysis

of shared control and shared agency should expand beyond an individual

vehicle boundary to consider agents located outside of the subject vehicle – both

human and other machine agents. In addition, vehicle production systems are

beginning to emerge that display information about the status of other vehicles,

received via vehicle to vehicle communications. For example, the Polestar

Connected Safety and Slippery Road Alert features provide the driver with

information about crashes, breakdowns, and icy road conditions, all based on

information received from other Polestar and Volvo vehicles on the road ahead

[129]. One can envisage a time in the near future when AD vehicle features
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will base their decision making on information received via vehicle to vehicle

communications. This will necessitate the expansion of the hazard analysis

process to include multiple vehicles. Therefore, future research is needed to

determine how the EVCM could be used to conceptualise such a multiple vehicle

system – perhaps by linking multiple EVCMs together?



14
C O N C L U S I O N

The motivation for this research was the realisation that the introduction of

greater vehicle automation would change the driving task and the driver’s

role. Changing driving both from the perspective of how the driver controls

and interacts with the vehicle, but also from the perspective of what should

be assumed about the driver’s or automation’s capability at any given time.

Although greater vehicle automation is seen as the means by which human

error is finally removed as a road traffic accident cause, the role of the human

driver as the final safety mechanism in a complex vehicle control system cannot

be understated. A career long interest in the notion of controllability, and

the realisation that controllability and indeed functional safety, might need to

be approached differently with greater automation, provided the final push

needed to begin this research journey.

This thesis poses the research question: “how can the safety of AD be assured

under different levels of shared human-vehicle control?” What started as a

broad exploration of controllability, quickly became a focused consideration of

shared control; specifically human and automation agent responsibility for a

given driving task. Based on the MISRA VCM, the EVCM provides a conceptual

model from which to reason about shared control in the context of AD. Key

to the development of the EVCM was adding the hierarchy of control, needed

to conceptualise the task of driving. To fully represent human cognition the

EVCM includes perception and error blocks, with the error block being added

to represent the need for automatic subconscious tasks to be brought into

consciousness should something untoward happen.

Attempting to describe the activities underway within each EVCM block and

the meaning of each signal flow arrow, highlights the ambiguity present in

the original MISRA VCM – something that only becomes problematic once the

204
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human driver no longer has sole responsibility for driving. Once the driving

task is shared, the activities being undertaken need stating explicitly, as does

the responsibility for undertaking each activity. The behavioural competency

taxonomy provides the vocabulary from which to describe the complete driving

task – both the near instantaneous control level tasks, but also the longer

duration manoeuvring and strategic level tasks. This ensures that adequate

consideration is given to all tasks, previously undertaken solely by the human

driver, and needed to safely control a vehicle in the environment, and not just

the DDT related tasks as is typically the case.

To address the research question three research products have been created: a

vehicle model and behavioural competency taxonomy that allows AD shared

control to be conceptualised, a hazard analysis method for analysing shared

control hazard causes, and an accompanying safety case argument pattern. To

evaluate the effectiveness of the Shared Control STPA method a set of case studies

has been undertaken to establish the extent to which the research products

exhibit the properties summarised as:

• Used together the EVCM and the behavioural competency taxonomy

supports AD hazard analysis by creating a conceptual model of an AD

vehicle feature’s shared control.

• This conceptual model then forms the CSD for the Shared Control STPA

method, which being based on cognitive principles supports the identi-

fication of hazard causes, which might otherwise have remained undis-

covered.

• Finally, the supporting safety case argument method highlights potential

loss scenarios attributable to shared control and emphasises how AD

feature design modifications mitigate such hazard causes.

The case studies have shown how AD vehicle features, having differing levels

of automation, can be modelled using the EVCM and behavioural competency

taxonomy. The assertion is that the taxonomy is complete for a single vehicle,

but further evaluation work would be needed to confirm this to be the case. The

need to expand the behavioural competency taxonomy beyond an individual
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vehicle has also been acknowledged (see Section 12.5) and is suggested as

potential future research.

The evaluation of the Shared Control STPA method is less conclusive. The case

studies undertaken show the Shared Control STPA method to be a proof-of-

concept. However, these cases are not expansive enough to discern whether the

method can help the analyst identify hazard causes that would have remained

undiscovered had a different hazard analysis method been used.

It is acknowledged that much of the evaluation has been undertaken solely

by the author, which does raise questions about the utility of the method

when used by others. The case studies have shown the method’s utility in

uncovering new potential errors in AD vehicle feature shared control that could

be hazardous. However, it is impossible to determine the extent to which

this positive outcome is the result of a 25 year automotive career, rather than

the effectiveness of the EVCM and the Shared Control STPA method. That said,

feedback from the engineering team at Oxbotica is positive. At the time of

writing, the Oxbotica team continues to use the EVCM, behavioural competency

taxonomy and Shared Control STPA method to explore the interaction between

the Remote Operator and the Selenium system’s automation.

The need to scale the automotive hazard analysis process beyond a single

vehicle was understood from the beginning (see Chapter 3). However, before

undertaking hazard analysis at a road network level of abstraction (i.e. vehicles

interacting with other vehicles and other road users) an efficient way of

analysing hazards associated with one vehicle was needed. This thesis

contributes a proof-of-concept method for analysing hazard causes in an

individual vehicle whose safety relies on shared control. Further developments

that could be made to this research contribution to answer further research

questions has been discussed, together with the potential to scale-up the EVCM

to conceptualise and analyse shared agency in a multi road users driving

environment. The author continues to research in this area and invites others to

contribute to the interesting question of shared agency in a highly automated

driving context.
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The EVCM could also have utility beyond the automotive domain. This research

has focused solely on the vehicle as the system under control. However,

replacing the vehicle plant model with a plant model from another domain

is equally conceivable. In addition, there is no reason to assume that the

replacement plant model would have to be another transport system. For

example, during a discussion with colleagues at the University of York

the potential for the EVCM to conceptualise potential hazards associated

with administering drugs within a medical Intensive Care Unit context was

hypothesised.

Controllability remains an important consideration for AD vehicle feature safety.

Particularly the composition of shared control, while the human driver retains

responsibility for aspects of vehicle control and safety. This research has

not only highlighted the importance of being explicit about the responsibility

for shared control, but has also highlighted to the author that subtleties

exist regarding the nature of shared control. Contemporary hazard analysis

methods, like STPA, typically model the human-machine interaction as an

aggregation of tasks. However, the human-machine interaction that occurs

between the driver and vehicle automation is a deliberate act between two

collaborating actors – what philosophers refer to as shared agency. The notion of

driving shared control as shared agency is the topic of ongoing research by the

author and colleagues at the University of York.

This research has sought to answer the question “how can the safety of AD be

assured under different levels of shared human-vehicle control?” and in doing

so makes the following contribution to the state of human knowledge:

1. Reviewing vehicle safety, risk management and controllability literature,

from the perspective of an automotive functional safety practitioner

seeking to achieve AD safety assurance, has highlighted functional safety

lifecycle tools, techniques and assumptions requiring redress.

2. The development of a vehicle model and behavioural competency tax-

onomy that aids the automotive functional safety practitioner to concep-

tualise and describe the nature of an AD vehicle feature’s shared control.
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3. The development of a concrete hazard analysis method that uses the

vehicle model and behavioural competency taxonomy to analyse shared

control hazard causes, together with the creation of a safety case

argument pattern for that.

4. A series of case studies has established that the method presented exhibits

the qualities necessary to be deemed a proof-of-concept. However, further

evaluation work is needed to establish the method’s viability as a hazard

analysis method for automotive functional safety practitioners working in

a product development environment.

The author would now like to invite others to take the EVCM and its associated

ideas and to experiment further. Perhaps to explore shared interactions

between vehicles, or between a highly automated vehicle and more vulnerable

road users like cyclists and pedestrians. Or maybe to even transplant

the EVCM’s ideas and concepts into other domains, such as maritime or

medical.



Part VI

S U P P O RT I N G M AT E R I A L



A
B E H AV I O U R A L C O M P E T E N C I E S

In a highly automated driving context this controlling functionality is typically

referred to as the AD feature’s ‘behavioural competencies’. It is understood that

the SAE is currently working to harmonise behavioural competencies [173]

for highly automated driving, that will likely be derived from contemporary

verification and validation focused research [119, 189]. Having reviewed

this research, together with the earlier HTAoD taxonomy [186] and insight

gained from the evaluation case studies, a list of generic driving behavioural

competency has been developed for the EVCM.

The below behavioural competencies are grouped following Michon’s hierarchy

of strategic, manoeuvring and control levels. With the main distinction between

these three categories being the time available to the agent to interpret, decide

and to take action. Typically strategic tasks are afforded several seconds to

complete, manoeuvring tasks one or two seconds, while control level tasks are

typically performed in milliseconds.

Researchers typically split (e.g. [173, 186]) the manoeuvring level into two

further categories: tactical and operational. Here, operational behaviours are those

predominantly ‘rule based’ DDT activities undertaken to control the vehicle and

to achieve the mission’s strategic goals. For example, maintain speed, maintain

position in lane or navigate junctions. While tactical tasks are actions taken in

response to something happening and so often involve interacting with another

road user. For example, right-of-way decision, deal with different road types and

emergency manoeuvres. In either case, the Sense Understand Decide Act (SUDA)

decision making process will typically only last a few seconds.

210
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a.1 strategic level competencies

route planning Often referred to simply as ‘navigation’. This compet-

ency involves determining the route to be followed. This might involve using

prior knowledge or available resources such as map or traffic data. This task

is typically done before the journey starts, but may be performed again mid-

route if external factors dictate a change – for example, an unexpected road

closure.

perform surveillance Is able to sense the environment in which the

vehicle operates and also the vehicle’s behaviour within that environment. Un-

derstands how artefacts (both static and dynamic) in the vehicle’s environment

might affect its safe operation or progress towards the destination. Decides

what changes (if any) are needed to vehicle operation to maintain progress

and minimise risk. For example, reducing speed, increasing braking distances

and electing not to use automation as traffic density increases, or increasing

braking distance to the vehicle ahead when an aggressively driven vehicle is

close behind.

comply with rules Acts on advice / instructions / rules / guidance

provided in relation to road traffic laws (e.g. the Highway Code [39]). Is

able to respond to directions / instructions from authorised personnel (e.g.

police officer, pedestrian crossing guard “Lollipop’ man / lady”). Uses this

information in the context of traffic and environmental conditions to select a

desirable route, assess progress towards destination, etc.

respond to traffic conditions Is able to sense the vehicle’s operating

environment (e.g. weather, visibility, sun glare) and understands how this

could influence vehicle performance and capability. Decides what changes (if

any) need to be made to the vehicle operation to maintain safety and progress

towards the destination. For example, reducing speed and increasing braking

distances in cold weather or poor visibility.
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use automation appropriately Typified as a human behavioural

competency today, one could imagine a future time when responsibility for

this competency could be shared. The competency requires a comprehension of

both the vehicle’s operating environment and the capability of the automation.

But importantly, it also requires an understanding of how those external

environmental factors might affect the automation’s performance. Thus, vehicle

safety is assured by only using automation to achieve vehicle control when it is

known that the automation will achieve this aim successfully.

a.2 manoeuvring level competencies

a.2.1 Tactical

pull away from standstill Deals with launching the vehicle from

a standstill. May include ascertaining whether the vehicle’s path is clear,

coordinating the release of the vehicle’s parking brake, preventing the vehicle

from rolling backwards, and coordinating the release of the braking torque and

the application of propulsion torque.

right-of-way decision Is able to sense traffic control devices, signage

and infrastructure details. Understands how to interpret the data received from

these traffic artefacts to determine the safe reference trajectory and speed for

the vehicle. Decides what changes (if any) are required to the vehicle’s reference

trajectory and target speed to maintain safety. In addition, is able to sense the

position of other road users in the vehicle’s environment and based on their

categorisation understands how to interact with them – including any relevant

prioritisation.

deal with different road types Is able to sense traffic control devices,

and interpret signage and infrastructure details. Decides what changes (if any)

are required to the vehicle’s trajectory and target speed to maintain safety.
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avoid obstacles Is able to sense objects in the vehicle’s path (both static

and dynamic) and understands which of the objects identified pose a collision

risk. Decides what lateral adjustment and longitudinal acceleration rate

changes (typically negative acceleration) are required to avoid those obstacles

deemed a collision risk.

emergency manoeuvre Is able to sense the environment around the

vehicle and determine when an unsafe situation exists. In this context an

unsafe situation could be an imminent collision risk, but it could also be the

subject vehicle losing control (e.g. hitting a patch of black ice). This behavioural

competency must decide the safe exit path for the subject vehicle, modifying

the vehicle’s speed and direction accordingly, to maintain safety.

navigate temporary conditions This competency deals with the

atypical temporary conditions which may be encountered. This includes the

ability to detect and correctly respond to work zones (e.g. road works) and

to changes resulting from unplanned events (e.g. a road traffic accident). This

behavioural competency can detect and correctly respond to temporary signage

and direction markers (e.g. temporary speed limit, detours, traffic cones), as

well as from people directing traffic (e.g construction zone workers, police

officers, first responders).

bring vehicle to a stop This behavioural competency deals with

bringing the vehicle to a controlled stop, and may include holding the vehicle

stationary (i.e. with the parking brake) once the vehicle speed has reached

zero. This behavioural competency may also include monitoring the speed and

distance of succeeding vehicles. In doing so, the vehicle’s deceleration rate can

be managed to not only maintain sufficient headway to the preceding vehicle,

but also to ensure that the succeeding vehicle is afforded sufficient time to brake

safely.
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park the vehicle As the name suggests, this competency deals with

parking the vehicle in a designated parking bay, using one of the standard

parking manoeuvres: parallel parking, reversing into a bay, or driving forwards

into a bay. May include identifying the location of a parking space, and

determining the suitability of the space found – e.g. is the space big enough to

accommodate the subject vehicle.

a.2.2 Operational

maintain speed Is able to sense the vehicle’s current speed and un-

derstands the longitudinal acceleration rate (Note: negative rate implies a

deceleration) needed to maintain the current desired vehicle speed. Decides

the longitudinal acceleration rate needed to maintain the vehicle at its desired

speed.

follow other vehicles Is able to sense a preceding vehicle and

understands the relative speed and distance to the preceding vehicle. Decides

what changes are required to the vehicle longitudinal acceleration (Note:

negative rate implies a deceleration rate) to maintain a consistent gap to the

preceding vehicle.

maintain position in lane Is able to sense the lane boundaries and the

vehicle’s relative position in lane. Understands the vehicle’s optimal position in

lane (reference trajectory) to maintain safety (e.g. distance to static / dynamic

objects, future manoeuvre). Decides what lateral adjustment is needed to follow

the reference trajectory.

overtake / change lane When there is a requirement to change lanes

(typically when approaching and wishing to pass a slower vehicle), is able to

determine when the adjacent lane is clear and so is safe to manoeuvre into.

This may include managing the subject vehicle’s speed from behind the slower
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vehicle, into the potentially faster adjacent lane. The competency includes the

ability to safely move into left or right hand adjacent lanes.

enhance vehicle conspicuousness Deals with making the vehicle

easily seen by other road users. For example, the use of front and rear

side-lights. Also included in this competency is making the subject vehicle’s

intentions understood by other road users. For example, the correct use of

brake lights and directional indicators.

navigate junctions / roundabouts This competency deals with the

detection and correct negotiation of road junctions. This includes the correct

approach to the junction, identifying the type of junction (e.g. T-junction, cross-

roads, roundabout), an understanding of the correct interaction with other road

users at the junction (e.g. priorities) and the rules for safely navigating the

subject vehicle through the junction.

perform merge / navigate on / off ramps This competency deals

with matching the subject vehicle’s speed to allow a safe merge to happen.

This could either be when the subject vehicle is entering or exiting a multi-lane

highway and is required to either merge into, or merge out of the traffic flow.

Or when the vehicle in an adjacent lane is indicating its intention to change

lanes and the subject vehicle modifies its speed to allow the merge to take

place safely.

navigate crossings : pedestrian / rail Is able to detect the presence

of the crossing and safely negotiate the subject vehicle through the crossing.

The types of pedestrian crossing dealt with will depend on the region of

operation and on the ODD. For pedestrian crossings this could include fully

manual ‘zebra’ crossings or crossings under traffic light control (e.g. pelican,

toucan) [169]. A range of railway crossing types is possible and the types

encountered will again be dependent on the region of operation and the ODD.
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The competency includes the rules for safely negotiating railway crossing –

such as, not entering the crossing until the exit is clear.

perform u-turn / n-point turn A behavioural competency applic-

able to urban settings. The n-point turn refers to the ability to turn the vehicle

around in the road, using forward and reverse gears, until it is facing in the

opposite direction. Typically, a manoeuvre reserved for very quiet streets. The

u-turn is specific to roads with a central reservation, where the subject vehicle

drives through a gap in the central reservation to continue its journey in the

opposite direction. Depending on the location and region, this manoeuvre

might be under traffic light control, or it might require the subject vehicle to

determine when it is safe to pull from the central reservation into the live lane.

In either case, the competency will include identifying where and when it is

both legal and feasible to perform the manoeuvre.

transition of control This behavioural competency deals with the

successful transfer of DDT control between the human agent and the automation

and is applicable to all automation levels below SAE Level 5. For a highly

automated system (i.e. SAE Level 4) the transition of control might only

take place once at the beginning of the mission. However, for lower levels

of automation (i.e. ADAS, partial and conditional automation) this transfer

will happen more frequently. Typically, a combination of audible, visual and

haptic cues are used to communicate the status and progress of the control

transition.

driver attentiveness Often used in conjunction with the above behavi-

oural competency, the driver attentiveness behavioural competency deals with

driver attentiveness and situational awareness determination. Information that

is needed to ensure the human driver can successfully undertake the vehicle

control task. A typical application of this behavioural competency is in the

context of partial or conditional automation. For example, the functionality

needed to ascertain that the driver has ‘eyes on the road’ before returning DDT
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control to them. However, driver warning systems (e.g. suggesting the driver

take a coffee break) and vehicle inhibit devices (e.g. a breath analyser that is

required to give a negative alcohol or drugs result before the vehicle can be

started) would also fall under this heading.

a.3 control level behavioural competencies

hold vehicle stationary Is able to prevent the vehicle from moving

when required. This will typically include the correct application of the

vehicle’s foundation brakes to hold the vehicle still, either on a flat surface

or on a gradient. Might also include the application of the vehicle’s parking

brake when required. Depending on the vehicle architecture and regulatory

requirements, may include the functionality to safely apply the parking brake

while the vehicle is in motion to maintain fall-back brake capability.

perform lateral (steering) control Is able to sense the position of

the vehicle’s steering actuators and understands the transfer function needed

to adjust them to achieve the required vehicle lateral motion. May also

incorporate feedback, capable of sensing the vehicle’s previous response to

steering actuation and modifying the transfer function accordingly. Decides

the new steering actuator position needed to achieve the required lateral

motion.

perform longitudinal (accel .) control Is able to sense the current

position of the vehicle’s acceleration actuator input and understands the change

in input needed (transfer function) to achieve the desired longitudinal accel-

eration. May also incorporate feedback, making it capable of understanding

the vehicle’s previous response to the actuation, and modifying the transfer

function accordingly. Decides the new acceleration actuator input needed to

achieve the required longitudinal acceleration.
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perform longitudinal (decel .) control Is able to sense the current

position of the vehicle’s deceleration actuator input and understands the

change in input needed (transfer function) to achieve the desired longitudinal

acceleration (Note: negative acceleration in this case). May also incorporate

feedback, making it capable of understanding the vehicle’s previous response

to the actuation, and modifying the transfer function accordingly. Decides the

new deceleration actuator input needed to achieve the required longitudinal

acceleration.

reverse the vehicle Deals with manoeuvring the vehicle in reverse gear.

May simply involve applying propulsion torque to propel the vehicle in the

reverse direction. However, could also include the detection of objects in the

vehicle’s path and rear cross traffic collision detection.

a.4 pre and post driving behavioural competencies

a.4.1 Pre-driving

perform pre-operative tasks These are the checks that should be

carried out, at least daily, before the vehicle is used. Although driving a vehicle

that is not “roadworthy” is a punishable driving offence in many regions [39,

check-vehicle-safe], these daily checks are often overlooked. Roadworthiness

includes checking daily that the windscreen, windows and mirrors are clear, all

lights work and the brakes work. Additionally, checking other vehicle systems

in accordance to the vehicle’s handbook – e.g. engine oil level, brake fluid,

battery. In a manual driving context this behavioural competency also includes

ensuring that all driver controls are correctly positioned to drive – i.e. mirror,

steering wheel and seat positions.

start the vehicle For some vehicles this behavioural competency may

no longer be applicable. Involves placing the key into the ignition and starting
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the vehicle’s power train. Where applicable, the vehicle’s dashboard lights

should be checked to ensure all warning lights have distinguished before

beginning to drive. The journey should be aborted and the vehicle rectified

if warning lights fail to extinguish.

a.4.2 Post-driving

make the vehicle safe This behavioural competency relates to making

the vehicle safe after it has been brought to a stop and parked. Depending on

the vehicle type this might include: checking that the parking brake is applied,

turning off electrical systems, checking that all windows and doors are closed,

and that the vehicle is locked.
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B
V E H I C L E F E AT U R E U S E C A S E S

Based on manufacturers production or research vehicle features, this section

describes a number of vehicle feature use cases. The features described have

varying levels of automation, from SAE Level 1 through to SAE Level 4 (see

Section 2.3.1, page 31). These use cases are used throughout the thesis to

provide examples from which to illustrate research ideas and concepts.

b.1 adaptive cruise control (acc)

b.1.1 Overview

ACC is designated as an SAE Level 1 system [141]. Like the cruise control feature,

when active ACC takes control of vehicle speed from the driver. However,

ACC also has the ability to detect the distance (headway) to the vehicle ahead.

Therefore, ACC is able to reduce the vehicle speed (below the SET speed) to

maintain a safe headway to the preceding vehicle. At any time the driver can

override ACC with either the accelerator or brake pedals.

goal : To control vehicle speed and automatically maintain the distance to the

vehicle in front.

brief description : When conditions allow, the Driver activates ACC for the

first time by pressing the SET + button when the desired speed is reached.

The Vehicle maintains that desired speed and headway to the vehicle in

front; this may require the vehicle to apply the brakes and slow the vehicle

or bring it to a complete stop. The Driver may use SET + and SET -

to adjust the current vehicle speed, or may press the accelerator pedal

221
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actor role interest / concern

Driver Uses driver inputs to control

the ACC system

Activates ACC when required via the SET +

or RESUME buttons. Is able to cancel ACC

by pressing either the CANCEL button, or the

brake pedal. Incremental changes to vehicle

speed can be made by pressing SET + or

SET -. Headway to the vehicle in front may

be increased or reduced. May momentarily

override set speed by pressing the accelerator

pedal while ACC is active.

Vehicle Envir-

onment

Dictates when it is safe for

the driver to use ACC

Conditions may exist where it would not

be appropriate for the driver to use ACC.

For example, on a very windy road or in

conditions like fog when vehicle sensors may

fail to detect nearby objects.

Vehicle Manu-

facturer

Calibrates the ACC response Requires vehicle behaviour, refinement and

economy to be the same during ACC operation

as normal driving. Requires the ACC system to

behave consistently, thus promoting customer

acceptance and trust.

Table 6: ACC actor and stakeholder interests
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to momentarily override the current Set Speed. The driver presses the

CANCEL button to return to manual control. Pressing the brake pedal at

any time will cancel ACC. If RESUME is pressed during the drive cycle

then ACC will reactivate at the last Set Speed. The Vehicle will illuminate

the headway driver warning to indicate when a preceding vehicle has

been detected. In certain circumstances the vehicle may require the Driver

to resume manual control, perhaps when the preceding vehicle makes an

emergency stop. In such cases an audible and visual warning will be

given.

pre-conditions : The Vehicle is being driven and the speed is being con-

trolled by the Driver manually.

trigger : The driver presses SET + or RESUME

b.1.2 Requirements

REQ 1: The ACC system conforms to the functional and performance require-

ments of ISO 22179:2009.

REQ 2: There shall be a minimum speed defined, below which ACC cannot be

activated; thus discouraging ACC use at low speeds when vulnerable road

users maybe in close proximity to the vehicle and where the Driver may

have insufficient time / space to react if required to do so.

REQ 3: The CANCEL button or brake pedal inputs shall always take precedence

over other ACC driver inputs, thus ensuring that the Driver is always able

to cancel cruise if required.

REQ 4: An audible and visual Driver Override warning shall be used to indicate

to the Driver when a transition back to manual control is required.

REQ 5: A visual Headway driver warning shall be used to indicate to the Driver

when the system has detected a preceding vehicle and is operating in a

headway controlling mode.
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b.1.3 Use case: main flow

1. The Driver presses the SET + [Alternate Flow 1:Press SET +] or RESUME

[Alternate Flow 2:RESUME] button to indicate they wish to activate ACC

[Exception Flow 3:Incorrect ACC Use]

2. The Vehicle controls powertrain torque to maintain the Set Speed.

3. If the Vehicle RADAR detects a target ahead (preceding vehicle), illumin-

ates the Headway driver warning and then controls powertrain torque

and brake pressure to maintain the Headway to the target [Alternate

Flow 3:Target Disappears][Alternate Flow 4:Vehicle Brought to a Stop][Alternate

Flow 4:Brake Pressure Limit Exceeded] [Exception Flow 1:Incorrect Target

Discrimination][Exception Flow 2:Target Undetected]

4. The Driver monitors the Vehicle Environment [Exception Flow 3:Incorrect

Cruise Use] and may:

a) change the Set Speed using the SET + [Alternate Flow 1:Press SET +]

or SET - [Alternate Flow 3:SET -] buttons,

b) momentarily override the current Set Speed using the accelerator

pedal [Alternate Flow 4:Accelerator Press], or

c) deactivates ACC by pressing the CANCEL button or brake pedal

[Alternate Flow 5: Cancel ACC] as required.

5. The Vehicle remembers the last Set Speed for the remainder of the drive

cycle.

post conditions : ACC is active, the Set Speed is stored in memory and

the Driver controls the Vehicle manually.
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b.1.4 Alternative flow 1: press SET +

description : Pressing SET + when ACC is inactive sets the Set Speed to

the current vehicle speed and activates ACC. However, if SET + is pressed while

ACC is active then Set Speed is incremented by a calibrated amount.

1. At Step 1:

a) If ACC is inactive then the Vehicle activates ACC and sets Set Speed to

the current vehicle speed.

b) If ACC is active then the Vehicle increments the Set Speed by the

predetermined amount

c) Rejoins the main flow at step 2

b.1.5 Alternate flow 2: press RESUME

description : Pressing RESUME reactivates ACC at the previous Set Speed

stored in memory. If no Set Speed is stored then no action is taken.

1. At Step 1:

a) If a Set Speed is stored the Vehicle activates ACC and rejoins main flow

at step 2.

b) Else ACC remains inactive and the use case ends.

post conditions : ACC is inactive, no Set Speed is stored, and the Driver

controls vehicle speed manually.

b.1.6 Alternate flow 3: target disappears

description : The Vehicle may be controlling the Headway to the target

ahead when that target disappears. Perhaps the preceding vehicle has turned
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off the road or moved into another lane. When this situation occurs ACC must

transition gracefully from headway control back into speed control mode; a

graceful transition is required to promote Driver comfort.

1. At Step 3:

a) The Vehicle can no longer detect the target ahead and extinguishes

the Headway driver warning

b) If ACC was using brake pressure to control the Headway then the

brake pressure is released slowly.

c) The vehicle increases powertrain torque until the vehicle speed

reaches the Set Speed.

d) The use case rejoins the Main Flow at step 2 (speed control mode).

b.1.7 Alternate flow 4: vehicle brought to a stop

description : The target vehicle slows to a complete stop. The ACC system

holds the Vehicle stationary until the Driver presses the accelerator pedal (see

Note 3). At which point Headway control resumes.

1. At Step 3:

a) The Vehicle comes to a complete stop and the brake pressure is

maintained to hold the Vehicle stationary.

b) The distance to the target grows as the preceding vehicle moves off.

c) The Vehicle remains stationary until the Driver presses the acceler-

ator pedal to indicate that it is safe for the vehicle to pull away.

d) The use case rejoins the Main Flow at step 3 (headway control mode).
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b.1.8 Alternate flow 5: brake pressure limit exceeded

description : The Maximum Braking Force that ACC is allowed to apply

automatically is limited. Thus if the preceding vehicle decelerates rapidly (e.g.

making an emergency stop) then ACC will disengage; requiring the Driver to

apply manual brake force in order to avoid a collision.

1. At Step 3:

a) The Vehicle detects the rapid deceleration of the target vehicle ahead.

b) Being unable to maintain the Headway to the target vehicle without

exceeding the Maximum Braking Force the Vehicle indicates that

Driver Override is required and disengages cruise.

c) On receiving the Driver Override warning the Driver applies force to

the brake pedal in order to avoid hitting the preceding vehicle that

has just stopped abruptly.

d) The use case ends.

post conditions : ACC is inactive, the Set Speed is stored in memory, and

the Driver controls vehicle speed manually.

b.1.9 Exception flow 1: incorrect target discrimination

description : The Vehicle must correctly reject RADAR targets that are

stationary objects (e.g. roadside furniture, parked cars, bridges, etc.) and

vehicles travelling in other lanes. If a target is not correctly discriminated then

the Vehicle may slow or stop when it is not required to do so. This may result

in both Driver frustration, and confusion for other road users.

1. At Step 3:

a) The Vehicle incorrectly interprets the RADAR reflection received as

being a target vehicle travelling in the lane ahead.
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b) The Vehicle illuminates the Headway driver warning to indicate to

the Driver that a target vehicle has been detected.

c) The Vehicle transitions into headway control mode and begins to

slow the vehicle (reduction in powertrain torque and application of

brake pressure) to stop behind the supposed target vehicle.

d) The Driver realises that the Vehicle is incorrectly slowing or stopping

and takes mitigating action:

i. Driver overrides ACC by pressing the accelerator pedal – use case

goes to [Alternate Flow 7: Accelerator Press]

ii. Driver cancels ACC by pressing either the CANCEL button or the

brake pedal – use case jumps to [Alternate Flow 8: Cancel ACC]

b.1.10 Exception flow 2: target undetected

description : The system fails to detect the presence of a target ahead –

perhaps environmental conditions (like fog) are adversely affecting the RADAR’s

sensing abilities. As a consequence ACC does not maintain the correct headway

to the target vehicle ahead. Therefore, the Driver must manually intervene to

avoid an accident.

1. At Step 3:

a) The Vehicle fails to detect the presence of a target vehicle ahead and

continues to operate in speed control mode.

b) The Driver becomes aware that the Vehicle has not detected the target

vehicle ahead (Headway driver warning does not illuminate or the

headway to the vehicle ahead reducing) and cancels ACC to mitigate;

either by pressing the CANCEL button or the brake pedal – use case

jumps to [Alternate Flow 8: Cancel ACC]
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b.1.11 Alternate flow 6: SET -

description : If SET - is pressed while ACC is active then the Set Speed is

decremented by a calibrated amount. If ACC is inactive then pressing the SET -

has no effect.

1. At Step 3:

a) If ACC is active then the Vehicle decrements the Set Speed by the

predetermined amount and rejoins the main flow at step 2

b) Else ACC remains inactive and the use case ends.

post conditions : ACC is inactive, a Set Speed may be stored in memory,

and the Driver controls vehicle speed manually.

b.1.12 Alternate flow 7: accelerator press

description : The Driver wishes to override the Set Speed for a short time

– perhaps to overtake the vehicle ahead.

1. At Step 3:

a) The Driver presses the accelerator pedal to indicate their wish to

increase vehicle speed above the Set Speed

b) The Vehicle controls powertrain torque in response to the Driver’s

accelerator input

c) The Driver releases the accelerator pedal and the use case rejoins at

step 2.
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b.1.13 Alternate flow 8: cancel ACC

description : The Driver may regain manual vehicle speed control at any

time by pressing either the CANCEL button or the brake pedal. In either

case the Set Speed remains stored in memory for the remainder of the drive

cycle.

1. At Step 2 or Step 3:

a) The Driver presses either the CANCEL button or the brake pedal

indicating they wish to cancel ACC

b) The Vehicle deactivates ACC control and remembers the Set Speed for

the remainder of the drive cycle

c) The use case ends.

post conditions : ACC control is inactive, a Set Speed is stored, and the

Driver controls vehicle speed manually.

b.1.14 Exception flow 3: incorrect ACC use

description : Safe vehicle operation requires the Driver to remain vigilant

while cruise is active, modifying the Set Speed or cancelling ACC as the Vehicle

Environment dictates. Failure to react to the changing Vehicle Environment

may result in inconsistent system behaviour; potentially leading to Driver

confusion, increased workload and maybe even an accident.

1. At Step 1 or Step 4:

a) The Driver either elects to engage ACC when the Vehicle Environ-

ment is not appropriate (step 1), or fails to give the correct ACC

control inputs needed (modify Set Speed, cancel) (step 4) to maintain

safe vehicle operation
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b) The Vehicle controls powertrain torque and brake pressure to main-

tain either the Headway to the target (if applicable) or the Set Speed.

c) The Vehicle makes targeting errors leading to inconsistent ACC be-

haviour. This could lead to the need for greater Driver intervention,

which could potentially lead to accident.

post conditions : Worse case a vehicle accident results.

b.2 highway assist system (has)

b.2.1 Overview

HAS is designated as an SAE Level 2 system [141]. Like ACC it allows the Driver

to set a desired vehicle speed which the automation will control too. As well as

controlling vehicle speed to that set by the Driver, or to a speed that allows the

vehicle to safely follow another vehicle, HAS also controls the lateral position

of the vehicle. Normally the Required Trajectory determined by the system will

be the lane centre. However, if the vehicle detects that the vehicle ahead has

moved away from the lane centre (e.g. because they are overtaking a wide

vehicle or vulnerable road user like a motorcyclist) then HAS will adjust the

Required Trajectory accordingly.

The below use case has been written to reflect the behaviour of the Alfa Romeo

Highway Assist System [6, 25].

goal : To control vehicle speed and direction, thus automatically maintaining

the vehicle’s safe position in lane and distance to the vehicle in front.

brief description : When conditions allow, the Vehicle will inform the

Driver via the visual cockpit display that HAS is available to use. On

seeing that HAS is available, the Driver activates the feature by pressing

the HAS button. The system will take a short time to initialise. HAS will

then invite the Driver to activate ACC. This is achieved via a momentary
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actor role interest / concern

Driver Uses driver inputs to control

the HAS system

Activates HAS when required via the SET +

or RESUME buttons. Is able to cancel the

feature by pressing either the CANCEL button,

or the brake pedal. Incremental changes to

vehicle speed can be made by pressing SET +

or SET -. Headway to the vehicle ahead may

be increased or reduced. May momentarily

override Set Speed by pressing the accelerator

pedal while the feature is active.

Vehicle Envir-

onment

Dictates when it is safe for

the driver to use HAS

Conditions may exist where it would be

inappropriate for the driver to use the feature.

For example, on a windy narrow road with

no lane markings or in conditions like fog

when vehicle sensors may fail to detect nearby

objects.

Vehicle Manu-

facturer

Calibrates the HAS response Requires vehicle behaviour, refinement and

economy to be the same during HAS operation

as normal driving. Requires the feature to

behave consistently, thus promoting customer

acceptance, safety and trust.

Table 7: HAS actor and stakeholder interests
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press of the SET - button. The Vehicle will now maintain its speed or

headway to the vehicle in front, and its position in lane. This may be

the centre of the lane, but for travelling through a bend, or because the

vehicle ahead takes up a non-centre line position, the Reference Trajectory

may be offset from the lane centre.

The driver may use SET + and SET - to adjust the current vehicle Set Speed,

or may press the accelerator pedal to momentarily override the current Set

Speed. This will cancel HAS. The feature can be reenabled by pressing the

SET - button. Additionally, the Driver may return to manual control at

any time by pressing the CANCEL button, by pressing the brake pedal,

or by using the vehicle’s turning indicators.

In certain circumstances the vehicle may require the Driver to resume

manual control, perhaps when the preceding vehicle makes an emergency

stop, or when an adjacent vehicle cuts into the space ahead. In such

cases an audible and visual warning will be given, and the feature will

cancel. If detection of the Driver’s hands on the steering wheel is lost, the

Vehicle will warn the Driver, and if the situation persists will cancel HAS,

returning the vehicle to manual driving.

pre-conditions : The Vehicle is being driven on the highway, with the

vehicle speed and lateral position being controlled by the Driver manually.

trigger : Using GPS position and map data the system determines that the

Vehicle has entered a designated highway.

b.2.2 Requirements

REQ 1: The CANCEL button or brake pedal inputs shall always take precedence

over other HAS driver inputs, thus ensuring that the Driver is always able

to cancel the automation if required.

REQ 2: If the system senses that the Driver is applying an overriding torque to

the steering hand wheel then the system shall cancel.
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REQ 3: If the system detects that the Driver has selected the direction indicators

then HAS shall cancel. Note: ACC remains active.

REQ 4: An audible and visual Driver Steering warning shall be used to warn the

Driver when detection of the Driver’s hands on the steering wheel has

been lost.

REQ 5: An audible and visual Driver Override warning shall be used to indicate

to the Driver when a transition back to manual control is required.

b.2.3 Use case: main flow

1. The Vehicle indicates to the Driver via the visual cockpit display that HAS

is available for use.

2. The Driver presses SET- button [Alternative Flow 1: Press SET-] to active

ACC.

3. The vehicle’s current speed is saved as the current Set Speed and the

Vehicle begins longitudinal control.

4. The Driver then presses the HAS button to indicate that they wish to

activate Highway Assist.

5. The Vehicle confirms that the lane boundaries are being detected before

beginning to control the Vehicle’s position in lane.

6. The Vehicle illuminates the visual cockpit display to inform the Driver

that HAS is now controlling the vehicle’s lateral position in lane.

7. Providing the Driver remains attentive [Alternative Flow 2: Hands on Wheel

Not Determined] the Vehicle will maintain the correct vehicle position

in lane, speed and proximity to other vehicles using the following

[Alternative Flow 3: Driver Take Back].

a) Information received from line-of-sight sensors

b) GPS position information and map data
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8. The Driver monitors the Traffic Environment and may:

a) Change the Set Speed using SET+ [Alternative Flow 4: Press SET+] or

SET- [Alternative Flow 1: Press SET-] buttons,

b) Momentarily override HAS by moving the steering wheel, or by using

the vehicle’s direction indicators [Alternative Flow 5: Lateral Override],

c) Cancel HAS and ACC by pressing the CANCEL button, or by pressing

the brake pedal [Alternative Flow 6: Cancel Automation] as required.

9. The Vehicle remembers the last Set Speed for the remainder of the drive

cycle.

post-conditions HAS is inactive, the Set Speed is stored in memory, and

the Driver controls the vehicle manually.

b.2.4 Alternative flow 1: press SET -

description Pressing SET - when the system is inactive reactivates the

system and sets the Set Speed to the current vehicle speed. While the system is

active, pressing SET - will decrement the current SET Speed.

At Step 2:

1. If a Set Speed is stored the Vehicle activates ACC and rejoins the main flow

at Step 3.

2. Else the current vehicle speed is stored as the new Set Speed, the Vehicle

activates ACC and rejoins the main flow at Step 3.

At Step 8:

1. With ACC already active, the Vehicle decrements the Set Speed by a

predetermined amount, and rejoins the main flow at Step 8.
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b.2.5 Alternative flow 2: hands on wheel not determined

description With HAS being classified as an SAE Level 2 system, the

Driver remains responsible for vehicle safety while the automation is active.

Therefore, if the Vehicle detects that the Driver has removed their hands from

the steering wheel audible and visual Driver Steering warnings will be given. If

the Driver fails to return their hands to the steering wheel the magnitude of the

visual and audible warnings will escalate. If the situation continues to persist

then the automation is cancelled.

At Step 7:

1. The Vehicle issues an audible and visual Driver Steering cockpit warning

reminding the Driver to return their hands to the steering wheel.

2. If the Vehicle detects that the Driver’s hands have returned to the steering

wheel then the use case rejoins the main flow at Step 7.

3. A second audible and visual Driver Steering cockpit warning is issued,

informing the Driver that if they do not return their hands to the steering

wheel then HAS will disable.

4. If the Vehicle detects that the Driver’s hands have returned to the steering

wheel then the use case rejoins the main flow at Step 7.

5. Else a final audible and visual Driver Steering warning issued and the

automation cancels.

6. The use case ends.

post-condition HAS is inactive, the previous Set Speed is retained in

memory for the remainder of the drive cycle, and the Driver controls the vehicle

manually.
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b.2.6 Alternative flow 3: driver take back

description Under certain circumstances HAS may request the Driver to

take back full vehicle control. This could be due to interactions with other

road users (e.g. the vehicle ahead makes an emergency stop, a vehicle from an

adjacent lane cuts in sharply) or it could be that the Vehicle determines that

it is no longer safe to operate HAS. This could be because GPS and map data

indicates that the vehicle is no longer being driven on a dual carriageway (i.e.

no longer in the ODD), or the GPS and map data is not being received, or a

forward facing sensor has become blocked or has failed.

At Step 7:

1. The Vehicle provides the audible and visual Driver Override warning to

inform the Driver that HAS is no longer available.

2. The feature disables and the use case ends.

post-condition HAS is inactive, the previous Set Speed is retained in

memory for the remainder of the drive cycle, and the Driver controls the vehicle

manually.

b.2.7 Alternative flow 4: press SET +

description Pressing SET + while HAS is active increments the Set Speed

by a calibrated amount.

At Step 8:

1. If HAS is active then the Vehicle increments the Set Speed by a predeter-

mined amount, and rejoins the main flow at Step 8.
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b.2.8 Alternative flow 5: lateral override

description While HAS is active the Driver may wish to momentarily

override lateral control – perhaps to change lanes or to overtake a slower vehicle.

Using the vehicle’s direction indicators or moving the steering wheel will cause

lateral control to be suspended. ACC will remain active. Once the vehicle is

again being driven in lane lateral control will reenable.

At Step 8:

1. The Driver uses the vehicle’s direction indicators or simply moves the

steering wheel to indicate that they wish to suspend HAS and steer

manually.

2. The Vehicle deactivates lane centring and indicates to the Driver via the

visual cockpit display that HAS is no longer active.

3. The Driver completes their steering manoeuvre and returns the vehicle to

the lane centre.

4. Identifying that the steering manoeuvre is complete, the Vehicle reactiv-

ates lateral control and informs the Driver via the visual cockpit display

that HAS is active.

5. The use case rejoins the main flow at Step 7

b.2.9 Alternative flow 6: cancel automation

description The Driver may regain manual vehicle control at any point

by pressing either the CANCEL button or the brake pedal. In either case the

Set Speed remains stored in memory for the remainder of the drive cycle.

At Step 8:

1. The Driver presses either the CANCEL button or the brake pedal

indicating that they wish to cancel HAS.
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2. The Vehicle deactivates the automation and remembers the Set Speed for

the remainder of the drive cycle.

3. The use case ends.

post-conditions HAS is inactive, the Set Speed is stored for the remainder

of the drive cycle, and the Driver controls the vehicle manually.

b.3 autopilot

b.3.1 Overview

The Autopilot feature is designated as an SAE Level 4 system [141]. The

system is designed to allow the Driver to completely relinquish control and

responsibility for the DDT and for vehicle safety while the system is operational

within the ODD. Unlike lower levels of automation, the Driver is not required

to remain attentive and potentially be required to take back control to maintain

vehicle safety.

There are no SAE Level 4 automated systems currently in production. The

below use case has been written to reflect the behaviour of Tesla’s Navigate on

Autopilot, albeit written as an SAE Level 4 system rather than an SAE Level 2 / 3

production system [158].

goal : To take full control of the DDT on the Motorway network, in areas where

feature activation is permitted. While active the feature does not require

the Driver to remain vigilant, allowing them to engage in secondary non-

driving related tasks (e.g. reading).

brief description : Autopilot is designed to work on predefined sections

of the road network. These are multi-lane carriageways having a

central crash barrier between the lanes and on-coming traffic. Before

starting their journey the Driver enters the required destination into

the navigation system. If the route selection includes an Autopilot
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actor role interest / concern

Driver Indicates when they wish

to use Autopilot and sets

desired cruising speed

When the system indicates that Autopilot is

available the Driver lifts the cruise control

stalk twice to relinquish control, allowing the

vehicle to control the DDT. The Driver may

adjust the vehicle’s target cruising speed up

or down using the rotary dial on the steering

wheel.

Vehicle Envir-

onment

Dictates when it is safe for

the driver to use Autopilot

The feature will only activate once the vehicle

is on a designated part of the road network.

With the Driver being permitted to engage

in non-driving tasks while Autopilot is active,

the system retains responsibility for vehicle

safety under all conditions.

Vehicle Manu-

facturer

Develops the Autopilot fea-

ture

Requires Autopilot to exhibit a defensive

driving style and to behave consistently, thus

promoting customer acceptance, safety and

trust.

Table 8: Autopilot actor and stakeholder interests
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permissible route, then the Driver can indicate their wish to use Autopilot

by selecting it on the navigation screen. Assuming that the vehicle is

not already in the ODD, the Driver will need to begin driving manually.

Once Autopilot detects that it has reached a designated section of the

road network, the system will indicate to the Driver that Autopilot is now

available. The Driver simply lifts the cruise control stalk twice, which

enables Autopilot.

Once active, Autopilot is capable of merging into the traffic flow (from

the Motorway on-ramp), change lane when needed, and then before the

required Motorway exit is reached, manoeuvre into the correct lane and

exit the main carrigeway. Before the vehicle reaches the end of the ODD

the system will indicate to the Driver (via visual and audible warnings)

that they need to resume control. The Driver lifts the cruise control stalk

once and resumes manual control.

pre-conditions : Before departure the Driver has selected to navigate a

route that includes section(s) of road where Autopilot use is permitted

and has selected the option to use the feature when it becomes available.

The Vehicle is receiving all information necessary (e.g. GPS) to enable

Autopilot, all on-board diagnostics have successfully completed and no

faults have been identified.

trigger : The vehicle is being driven manually towards the highway, and

using GPS position and map data the system determines that the Vehicle

is entering a Motorway on-ramp where Autopilot use is permitted.

b.3.2 Requirements

REQ 1: The Driver shall acknowledge their wish to relinquish DDT control by

lifting the cruise control stalk twice.

REQ 2: An audible and visual Driver Take-Back Control warning shall be used

to indicate to the Driver when a transition back to manual control is

required.
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REQ 3: The Driver will indicate to the system that they are ready to resume

manual control of the DDT by lifting the cruise control stalk once.

REQ 4: If the Driver fails to regain manual DDT control before the end of the ODD

is reached then the system must manoeuvre the vehicle to a position of

safety, stop and secure the vehicle.

b.3.3 Use case: main flow

description : The below describes the normal flow through the use

case.

1. Having entered the Motorway on-ramp where Autopilot use is allowed,

the system displays the Autopilot symbol informing the Driver that the

feature is now available to use.

2. Seeing the Autopilot symbol appear on the display, the Driver lifts the

cruise control stalk twice to indicate that they wish to activate Autopilot.

3. Autopilot takes over DDT control and indicates to the Driver that the

feature is now active by colouring the Autopilot symbol blue.

4. The Driver removes their hands and feet from the driver controls, pushes

back the seat and closes their eyes.

5. The Vehicle progresses down the on-ramp, with Autopilot controlling the

Vehicle’s speed and position in lane as appropriate for the speed and

position of other traffic, the road geometry and the speed limit.

6. As the Vehicle approaches the end of the on-ramp Autopilot monitors the

speed and position of other road users on the Motorway, adjusting the

Vehicle’s speed and position accordingly to safely merge the Vehicle onto

the main carriageway.

7. The Vehicle proceeds along the Motorway, with Autopilot controlling the

Vehicle’s speed and position in lane as appropriate given the desired

target speed selected by the Driver, traffic flow and density, the road
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geometry and the speed limit. Autopilot continuously determines the

most appropriate lane to achieve best progress towards the desired exit,

changing lanes as required [Alternative Flow 1: Change Lane], while also

continuously monitoring the following:

a) Presence of a collision risk [Alternate Flow 2: Collision avoidance]

b) GPS position information and high-definition map data loss [Alternate

Flow 3: Missing off-board data]

c) Sensor redundancy loss (e.g. sensor element obscured) [Exception

Flow 1: Non-critical error]

d) Critical failure affecting on-board line-of-sight sensor or system

actuator integrity [Exception Flow 2: Critical system failure]

8. When the GPS position information indicates that the Vehicle is nearing

(less than 1000 metres) the required Motorway exit, Autopilot moves the

Vehicle into Lane 1, changing lanes as required [Alternative Flow 1: Change

Lane].

9. Autopilot detects the beginning of the exit ramp and steers the Vehicle to

leave the main carriageway.

10. Autopilot controls the Vehicle down the Motorway off-ramp at a speed

appropriate to the road geometry, the speed limit and traffic flow, and

issues an audible and visual Driver Take-Back Control warning, indicating

to the Driver that they need to regain DDT control.

11. On hearing the audible chime and visual warning, the Driver returns

their seat to the correct driving position, places their feet on the pedals

and hands on the wheel.

12. Autopilot continues controlling Vehicle speed and position on the off-

ramp and the use case ends when either the Driver regains control (by

lifting the cruise control stalk once) and DDT control returns to the Driver,

or the end of the ODD is reached [Exception Flow 3: ODD End].
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post-conditions Autopilot is inactive and the Driver controls the vehicle

manually.

b.3.4 Alternative flow 1: lane change manoeuvre

description While Autopilot is operational there will be times when the

Vehicle needs to change lane. For example, approaching a slower vehicle,

termination of the current lane ahead, traffic in the adjacent lane is moving

more quickly. At any point during the journey Autopilot may request a lane

change, either to the left or right. The main Autopilot use case makes the

strategic lane change decisions and will not make an illegal lane change request

(e.g. undertaking manoeuvre when it’s not permitted). Consequently, the

change lane functionality is responsible purely for the safe execution of the

lane change manoeuvre. If the main use case wishes to move the Vehicle across

more than one lane, it will issue multiple requests – with control returning to

the main use case after each lane change.

pre-condition Autopilot makes a request to change lanes, either a

lane change to the left or to the right: At Step 7 (lane change), Step 8

(approaching exit) or Exception Flow 3: ODD End Step 1 (moving towards hard

shoulder).

1. Sensors monitor the adjacent lane into which the Vehicle will be moving,

both to the side and behind, to determine the location and closing speed

of nearby vehicles.

2. If a gap of sufficient length is identified in the adjacent lane, Autopilot

activates the Vehicle’s direction indicators and begins to modify the

Vehicle speed to match that of the traffic in the adjacent lane. Else, if no

gap is identified within a predetermined time period (longer for Exception

Flow 3), the Vehicle remains in the current lane and the use case rejoins

the main flow at Step 7, Step 8 or Exception Flow 3: ODD End Step 1.
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3. Autopilot adjusts the Vehicle’s lateral position to move it into the adjacent

lane and cancels the Vehicle’s direction indicators.

4. The use case rejoins the main flow at either Step 7, Step 8 or Exception

Flow 3: ODD Loss Step 1.

b.3.5 Alternative flow 2: collision risk

description While Autopilot is operational situations may arise where

an object that poses a collision risk is identified in front of the Vehicle. To

mitigate the collision risk Autopilot can either change lane, or slow down and

stop before the object in path is reached. To maintain progress towards the

destination and to minimise the risks of stopping in a ‘live’ lane, Autopilot

will always opt to change lane where possible. The decision point (i.e. time

distance to the detected object) when Autopilot takes the decision to brake

rather than change lane is predefined – requiring potentially heavy but not

emergency braking force.

pre-condition An object that represents a collision risk has been identi-

fied in the Vehicle’s lane. At Step 7:

1. Using forward and reverse sensors Autopilot determines the distance to

the object and the location, distance and speed of other road users – both

those in the current lane and those in the lane into which the Vehicle will

move.

2. While the time distance to the object remains above the predefined

threshold:

a) Autopilot attempts to identify a gap of sufficient length in the

adjacent lane, into which the Vehicle can move.

b) If a gap of sufficient length is identified in the adjacent lane,

Autopilot activates the Vehicle’s direction indicators, modifies the
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Vehicle’s speed to match the adjacent traffic’s speed and moves into

the adjacent lane.

c) Control returns to the main flow at Step 7.

3. Autopilot applies the brakes to slow and stop the vehicle with the hazard

lights illuminated before the obstacle is reached, while issuing a Driver

Take-Back Control warning informing the Driver that they need to regain

DDT control.

4. The use case ends.

post-conditions Autopilot is inactive, the Vehicle is stationary and DDT

control is returned to the Driver.

b.3.6 Alternative flow 3: missing off-board data

description While Autopilot is operational situations may arise where

off-board GPS position and high-definition map data is on longer being received.

Typically this occurs when the Vehicle travels through an area where radio

reception is not possible. For example, a road tunnel. Autopilot holds internal

map data which it correlates with objects identified by the on-board sensors, so

is able to tolerate such data losses for a period of time. However, with the off-

board data missing Vehicle position accuracy will reduce over time and so the

Vehicle behaviour must be modified accordingly. Eventually reaching the point

where the Driver will be required to regain DDT control to ensure Vehicle safety

is maintained; at which point the Vehicle is deemed to have left the ODD.

pre-condition Off-board GPS position and high-definition map data is

no longer being received. At Step 7:

1. An Internal Timer is started.
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2. While the off-board data remains missing the Internal Timer increments

and Autopilot calculates the Vehicle’s ‘dead-reckoning’ position from

Vehicle speed and current trajectory:

a) If the Internal Timer < Threshold 1 Autopilot maintains the Vehicle’s

speed and position in lane and will update Vehicle position if

internal map roadside objects are identified by the on-board sensors.

b) If Threshold 1 < Internal Time > Threshold 2 Autopilot issues the Driver

Take-Back Control warning to inform the Driver that they need to

regain DDT control while beginning to slow the Vehicle. Autopilot

will update the current ‘dead-reckoning’ position if internal map

roadside objects are identified by the on-board sensors.

c) If the Driver lifts the cruise control stalk, to indicate that they are

regaining DDT control, Autopilot relinquishes DDT control and the

use case ends.

d) If the Internal Time > Threshold 2 then the end of the ODD is deemed

to have been reached [Exception Flow 3: ODD End] and the use case

ends.

3. Autopilot begins receiving off-board GPS and high definition map data

and the use case rejoins the main flow at Step 7.

b.3.7 Exception flow 1: non-critical error

description The Autopilot system incorporates redundant sensor tech-

nologies to maximise the system’s perception capabilities. Consequently, if

a sensor is obscured or fails Autopilot can continue to operate, albeit with

performance limitations in place – e.g. the safe distance to other road users is

increased, and the maximum Vehicle speed is reduced.

pre-condition An on-board sensor has either become obscured or has

failed. At Step 7:
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1. Having detected that an Autopilot sensor has been obscured or has failed,

the parameters within Autopilot’s safe operating envelope are modified

(e.g. maximum speed reduced, headway distance increased, lane change

manoeuvres no longer permitted) according to the nature of the sensor

loss.

2. For an obscured sensor, the performance modifications persist while the

obstruction persists.

3. For a failed sensor, the performance modifications persist until the system

is reset by a Service Technician.

4. Control returns to the main flow at Step 7.

b.3.8 Exception flow 2: critical system failure

description A redundant actuator strategy is also deployed, allowing

Autopilot to continue operating with an actuator failure present. However, with

the loss of a second actuator having potentially catastrophic effects on Vehicle

safety, Autopilot operating with a single actuation failure is not allowed to

persist. Consequently, on detection of an actuator fault Autopilot will notify

the Driver that they need to resume DDT control. If the Driver fails to regain

DDT control within a predefined time the Vehicle is deemed to have left the ODD

and will be brought to a stop in a safe place.

pre-condition A Vehicle actuator used by Autopilot has failed. At Step

7:

1. Having detected that an Autopilot actuator has failed, the parameters

within Autopilot’s safe operating envelope are modified (e.g. maximum

speed reduced, headway distance increased, lane change manoeuvres no

longer permitted) according to the nature of the failure detected.

2. Autopilot issues an audible and visual Driver Take-Back Control warning,

indicating to the Driver that they need to regain DDT control.
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3. On hearing the audible chime and visual warning, the Driver returns

their seat to the correct driving position, places their feet on the pedals

and hands on the wheel.

4. Autopilot continues controlling Vehicle speed and position and the use

case ends when either the Driver regains control (by lifting the cruise

control stalk once) and DDT control returns to the Driver, or after the

predefined time period has elapsed without the Driver regaining DDT

control [Exception Flow 3: ODD end].

post-conditions Autopilot is inactive and the Driver controls the vehicle

manually.

b.3.9 Exception flow 3: ODD end

description In situations were the Vehicle is deemed to have left the ODD

while Autopilot has DDT control, the Vehicle must be brought to a stop in a safe

location with hazard lights flashing, the parking brake applied, an emergency

E-Call sent and the Vehicle’s doors unlocked.

pre-condition The Vehicle is deemed to have left the ODD while Auto-

pilot is undertaking DDT control. At Step 12 (end of designated Motorway)

or Exception Flow 2: Critical System Failure Step 4 (duration operating without

redundant actuators exceeded)

1. If the Vehicle is not currently in the lane adjacent to the hard shoulder,

then Autopilot will control the Vehicle into that lane [Alternative Flow 1:

Lane Change].

2. Once in the lane adjacent to the hard shoulder, the Vehicle’s hazard lights

are illuminated and Autopilot begins to slow the Vehicle.
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3. Using a combination of on-board sensors and map data, off-board high-

definition map and GPS position data, Autopilot identifies a safe location

to stop the Vehicle.

4. Autopilot manoeuvres the Vehicle into the safe position identified, applies

the parking brake, sends an emergency E-Call, unlocks the Vehicle’s

doors, and the use case ends.

post-conditions Autopilot is inactive, the Vehicle is stationary and

switched off.



C
H I G H WAY A S S I S T ( L A N E C E N T R I N G F U N C T I O N ) C A S E

S T U D Y

c.1 introduction

Through 2018 and 2019 NHTSA published a number of reports as part of the

“Automotive Electronics Reliability Research Program”. This programme had

a number of goals focused on developing the methodologies, processes and

best practice for an Automated Lane Centring (ALC) vehicle feature and the

the foundation systems (such as power steering) needed to support the lane

centring function. This has resulted in a number of reports being published,

covering the central system and these foundation systems. Each report has

included a hazard analysis section deploying three analysis techniques: HAZOP,

Functional Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA) and STPA. Comparing the STPA

analysis from the ‘core’ ALC report [21] allows the outcomes from applying the

EVCM and Shared Control STPA method proposed by this research to be compared

directly with the outcomes from NHTSA independent research team.

This chapter follows the four step shared control hazard analysis method (see

Figure 12, page 110) first described in Chapter 7. Section C.2 describes the

ALC system as described in the NHTSA report [21], together with the system

diagrams presented in that report. The behavioural competencies applicable

to ALC are then identified. Having identified the applicable behavioural

competencies a behavioural competency interaction diagram is drawn. From

this the control actions that are shared between the automation and human

driver are identified. Finally, the CSD is drawn for ALC – created by populating

the EVCM with the pertinent behavioural competencies identified. Section C.3.1

then uses the STPA guide words to identify the UCAs for ALC before analysing

251
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those UCAs in the context of shared control to identify applicable loss scenarios.

Like the NHTSA report, appropriate safety constraints and safety requirements

are suggested as part of the analysis. For a full implementation, the loss

scenarios identified in Section C.3.1 would help inform the test strategy. The

NHTSA report includes a “Performance parameters and test scenarios” section,

which is compared with the outcomes from this analysis in Section C.4. The

chapter concludes with a summary.

c.2 behavioural competency selection

c.2.1 Automated lane centring

Functional Safety Assessment of an Automated Lane Centering System [21] describes

a generic ALC function which could be used across all SAE automation levels

[141]. The job of the ALC function is to provide continuous lateral vehicle

control that keeps the vehicle on a reference trajectory. In the context of an

SAE Level 2 vehicle feature such as Highway Assist System (HAS), the reference

trajectory should be thought of as the ‘ideal’ safe lane position for the vehicle.

For SAE Levels 3 and 4 the reference trajectory would be generated by the path

planning function. In either case, it should be noted that the safe reference

trajectory may not be the lane centre. For example, when there is a road

curvature or when passing a wide vehicle in the adjacent lane it may be more

appropriate to operate the vehicle off-centre.

To help bound the problem the SAE Level 2 automation description from the

NHTSA report is used here. Typically, commercially available AD features, such

as Alfa Romeo’s HAS, combine this SAE Level 2 type lane centring functionality

with ACC longitudinal control functionality to provide the production vehicle

feature [6, 25]. For reference, a use case description of the full HAS functionality

(i.e. ACC with ALC) appears in Section B.2, page 231.

The NHTSA report includes the generic block diagram for ALC (see Figure 31)

together with a description of the functions that each diagram ‘block’ fulfils.
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This identifies the following behavioural competencies: maintain position in

lane, ODD detection and operator engagement. Considering the requirement to

maintain the safety of the vehicle within the ODD identifies the further strategic

and manoeuvring level behavioural competencies of: perform surveillance,

comply with the rules, avoid obstacles and right-of-way decision. Arguably operating

such a system in a motorway context will also require the navigate temporary

conditions behavioural competency. However, with the NHTSA report not

discussing the system behaviour under temporary restrictions (e.g. road works,

accident resulting in lane closure) this behavioural competency is excluded

from this analysis.

The identified behavioural competencies are described below, with the driver /

automation responsibility split being described in Table 9 (page 257):

• Strategic Level Competencies

– Perform surveillance: A behavioural competency undertaken by

the human driver, requiring them to understand the factors in the

vehicle’s environment that could influence the vehicle’s safe progress.

This includes making changes to the vehicle operation (including the

use of automation) necessary to maintain safe progress.

– Comply with the rules: In the context of ALC operation on a

multi-lane carriageway, this will involve complying with the rules of

the road (e.g. minimum permissible speed) and using information

and advice from road-side signage (e.g. speed limit) to select the

appropriate speed for the vehicle. A vehicle feature like HAS may be

able to adjust the vehicle target speed to reflect the speed limit (i.e.

when speed limit changes are embedded in map data), but oversight

by the human driver may be needed in other context.

– Right-of-way decision: Involves sensing traffic control devices,

signage and infrastructure detail to determine the correct vehicle

path. This might include identifying when the current vehicle lane

ends or when traffic is required to merge. For an SAE Level 2
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system this behavioural competency will be largely undertaken by

the driver.

• Manoeuvring Level Competencies

– Avoid obstacles: Involves identifying objects in the vehicle’s path

that present a collision risk. When ALC is used in conjunction with

ACC, this behavioural competency will be partially covered by the

ACC detecting preceding vehicles and modifying the vehicle’s speed

accordingly. In parallel the driver is also expected to continuously

monitor for collision risks (e.g. adjacent vehicle cutting in, object

falling off preceding vehicle, pedestrians) and manage the situation

accordingly.

– Follow other vehicles: The aspect of longitudinal vehicle control

automated in part by ACC. Although the ACC system will be able

to maintain the vehicle’s safe headway to the preceding vehicle, the

driver may still need to intervene. For example, if an adjacent vehicle

cuts-in or the preceding vehicle performs an emergency stop.

– Maintain vehicle speed: The other behavioural competency need

for vehicle longitudinal control. Used when no preceding vehicle is

detected. Again, in the context of HAS this would be performed by

the ACC function.

– Maintain position in lane: While active ALC must maintain the

vehicle on the reference trajectory. This involves determining the lane

boundaries, but also identifying the position of other vehicles on the

road. With the relative position to other vehicles potentially causing

ALC to modify the reference trajectory to maintain a safe separation

from other road users. For example, if the subject vehicle passes a

truck carrying a wide load.

• Control Level Competencies

– Perform longitudinal (braking) control: Longitudinal vehicle

control task that decelerates the vehicle to achieve the target (negat-

ive) longitudinal acceleration defined by behaviours such as follow
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other vehicles. Typically, ACC does not have full authority over

braking, so in scenarios requiring a full force brake application

(e.g. an emergency stop) the driver will be required to intervene

to achieve the required braking force.

– Perform longitudinal (acceleration) control: Longitudinal

vehicle control task that accelerates the vehicle to achieve the target

longitudinal acceleration determined by the manoeuvring level

behavioural competencies (e.g. follow other vehicles, maintain speed).

– Perform lateral control: Controls the vehicle’s steering system

to achieve the lateral acceleration needed to achieve the reference

trajectory set by maintain position in lane.

Not directly related to DDT control, the NHTSA report highlights two further

applicable competencies: Assess driver engagement and transition of control:

• Automation use

– Assess driver engagement: Being an SAE Level 2 system (i.e. the

driver is responsible for vehicle safety) there is a requirement to

continually monitor that the driver remains vigilant. Typically this

involves checking that the driver’s hands remain on the wheel and

monitoring the driver’s gaze (to access their level of attentiveness).

– Transition of control: Covers the driver operated controls and

audible and visual warnings used to communicate system status

information to the driver. These controls allow the driver to activate,

deactivate and override the system. While the audible and visual

warnings allow the system to warn the driver when the automation

needs to deactivate – for example, because a system fault has

occurred.
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Figure 31: The block diagram of a generic ALC system (from [21])

c.2.2 Behavioural competencies for safety

The HAS behavioural competencies discussed above are considered in the

context of the behavioural competency taxonomy (see Appendix A, page 210).

Some behavioural competencies are considered out-of-scope of the anticipated

ODD, others are considered necessary to maintain safety. This analysis is

captured in Table 9.

Some behavioural competencies are considered out-of-scope for HAS. For

example, start the vehicle, make the vehicle safe and deal with different road types.

Others, such as the control level competencies are solely the responsibility of the

automation – i.e. hold the vehicle stationary, pull away from standstill, perform lateral

(steering) control, perform longitudinal (accel.) control, perform longitudinal (decel.)

control. Perform surveillance is the one behavioural competency considered the

sole responsibility of the human driver. The responsibility for the remaining
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Table 9: HAS actor responsibility behavioural competency comparison: who is doing,

who is monitoring and who is responsible for vehicle safety?
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behavioural competencies are considered and are discussed in more detail

below.

Maintain speed is largely the responsibility of the automation. However,

achieving safety for the competency remains with the driver while the

automation is active. For example, external factors may dictate a reduction

in vehicle speed, which would require the driver to modify the Set Speed

accordingly. Consequently, ‘doing’ and ‘monitoring’ are designated as the

automation’s responsibility (coloured blue), while ‘achieve safety’ is designated

as the human’s responsibility (hence coloured green).

Following other vehicles, maintain position in lane and avoid obstacles see the

responsibility split between the human and the automation. In each case

the ‘doing’ is considered the responsibility of the automation (coloured blue).

‘Monitoring’ is considered to be a shared responsibility (coloured yellow). That

is, the automation has some capability to monitor the behavioural competency,

however it is anticipated that there will be situations where the human driver

will need to monitor the behaviour. For example, heavy braking scenarios

where both follow other vehicles and avoid obstacles would require the driver to

intervene to achieve the required deceleration rate to avoid a collision.

Two behavioural competencies have the ‘doing’ designated as shared (coloured

yellow) and ‘monitoring’ and ‘achieve safety’ designated as being the human’s

responsibility. They are right-of-way decision and comply with rules. For example,

the automation may receive speed limit information, via map data, allowing it

to reduce vehicle speed when required. However, if a temporary speed limit

is in place or an error exists in the map data, then the driver would need to

manually modify the current vehicle speed.

Figure 32 depicts the interaction between the behavioural competencies dis-

cussed. With all control level behavioural competencies being the responsibility

of the automation (i.e. no interaction between the actors) these behavioural com-

petencies are omitted from the behavioural competency interaction diagram to

reduce clutter. The diagram shows the relationship between the behavioural

competencies needed to maintain safety.
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Figure 32: HAS behavioural competency interaction diagram
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c.3 the analysis of automated lane centring

The above behavioural competency discussion has considered all behavioural

competencies applicable to the HAS vehicle feature. To aid the comparison

with the NHTSA report [21] the remainder of the analysis focuses specifically on

lateral control aspects of the vehicle feature.

c.3.1 Define the purpose of the analysis

The NHTSA Report considers the hazards associated with the loss of lateral

vehicle control, and as such defines the following hazards: insufficient /

excessive lateral adjustment resulting in lane departure, unexpected loss of ALC,

improper transition of control between ALC and the driver, and ALC behaviour

impedes other vehicle systems. The analysis of HAS identifies a similar hazard

list (see Table 10). The hazards identified by this analysis are arguably more ‘all

encompassing’ for two reasons: firstly, considering the DDT as a shared activity

means an improper transition of control or ALC interfering with other systems are

treated as hazard causes, rather than hazards in their own right. Secondly,

with HAS also controlling longitudinal vehicle movement, hazards related to

longitudinal control are included. Not considered by the NHTSA Report is the

loss of vehicle stability, which given that ALC is controlling vehicle yaw moment

and lateral acceleration does seem a critical omission.

c.3.2 Control structure diagram and UCAs

The CSD for HAS appears in Figure 33. The CSD has been created by populating

the EVCM with the identified behavioural competencies, control actions and the

information fed back to the identified behavioural competencies.
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Figure 33: CSD for HAS
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Table 10: Identified stakeholders, losses and hazards for a Highway Assist System

(HAS)

c.3.3 Loss scenarios

The below tables show the UCAs, functional insufficiencies, triggering con-

ditions and safety constraints for each control action identified. As per

Step 3 of the ‘Classic’ STPA process, the UCAs have been identified by applying

the guide words shown at the top of each column. Being an SAE Level 2

system [141], responsibility (i.e. the ‘doing’, ‘monitoring’ and ‘achieves safety’)

for many behavioural competencies is shared between the driver and the

automation. Consequently, each UCA is analysed in the context of each

applicable behavioural competency. For example, analysing the control action

target trajectory with the guide word not providing causes hazard is applicable to

the behavioural competencies maintain position in lane, avoid obstacles and right-

of-way decision.

Asking the loss scenario questions (see Figure 17, Chapter 9, page 137) then

identifies the applicable loss scenarios from the UCAs. Finally, the safety

requirements are written to mitigate both the UCAs and loss scenarios identified.

Given that the focus here is lateral control, the loss scenarios relating to target

trajectory UCAs are discussed in more detail below.
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Note to Tables 13, 14, 15: The numbers and letters in brackets next to each loss

scenario identify the loss scenario question (from Figure 17 page 137) originally

identifying them.

c.3.3.1 1 – Unsafe controller behaviours or inadequate feedback

The analysis uncovers a number of behavioural competencies where unsafe

controller behaviour (1a) (from the automation, the driver, or both) result in an

incorrect target trajectory determination. In the case of the automation, UCAs

occur either because an automation fault leads to an incorrect calculation, or

because the automation does not cancel when the driver attempts to override

the system via the steering wheel. The driver enabling the automation when

driving conditions make it unadvisable to do so is another potential cause of

an UCA. Finally, considering unsafe controller behaviour in the context of two

behavioural competencies together (namely, right-away-decision and maintain

position in lane) identifies a scenario where control inputs by the driver and

automation together could result in an accumulative effect. For example, the

automation making a positive adjustment to target trajectory, to maintain the

vehicle’s position in lane, while the driver also makes a positive steering input

to change lane. The net effect of a large target trajectory change results in a

vehicle instability (see UCA8 Table 15).

The analysis of UCA1 and UCA4 also highlights loss scenarios where the

controller receives incorrect feedback or information. For example, incorrect

vehicle location determination due to errors in the HD map data or the HD

map data being out-of-date is a potential cause of both UCA1 and UCA4. As is

the SOTIF triggering condition of poor lane makings.

c.3.4 2 – Control actions improperly executed or not executed

Questions related to scenarios involving the control path (2a) and scenarios related to

the controlled process (2b) identifies further loss scenarios. The analysis of UCA2

identifies a loss scenario where the driver’s input is insufficient to override the
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Control

Action

Unsafe Control Actions

Not providing causes hazard Providing causes hazard Provided but timing wrong Provided but duration wrong

Target

trajectory

UCA1: maintain position in

lane does not provide target

trajectory changes to main-

tain vehicle’s central position

in lane [H1]

UCA4: maintain position in

lane provides a target traject-

ory change when no path

deviation is required [H1]

Covered by providing causes

hazard

Covered by providing causes

hazard and not providing

causes hazard

UCA2: avoid obstacles does

not provide target trajectory

override when object in path

[H2]

UCA5: maintain position in

lane provides target traject-

ory (centring) while avoid

obstacles is also changing tar-

get trajectory to avoid object

in path [H2]

UCA3: right-of-way decision

does not provide target tra-

jectory override when lane

change required [H2]

UCA6: maintain position in

lane provides target traject-

ory (centring) while right-

of-way decision is modifying

target trajectory to change

lane [H2]

UCA7: avoid obstacles

provides target trajectory

change while maintain

position in lane is also

changing target trajectory

(i.e. accumulative effect)

[H4]

UCA8: right-of-way decision

provides target trajectory

change while maintain

position in lane is also

changing target trajectory

(i.e. accumulative effect)

[H4]

Table 11: UCAs for the HAS Target Trajectory control action
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Control

Action

Unsafe Control Actions

Not providing causes hazard Providing causes hazard Provided but timing wrong Provided but duration wrong

Longitudinal

acceleration /

deceleration

not applicable to maintain

speed

UCA11: maintain speed

provides a large longitudinal

deceleration with another

vehicle close behind [H3]

Wrong timing already

covered

Wrong duration not applic-

able to maintain speed

UCA9: follow other vehicles

does not provide longitud-

inal deceleration when pre-

ceding vehicle slows [H1]

UCA12: maintain speed

provides a large longitudinal

deceleration on a low mu

surface [H4]

UCA17: avoid obstacles

provides longitudinal

deceleration too late when

driver take-back control

requested [H1, H2]

Wrong duration same as

not providing for follow other

vehicles and avoid obstacles

UCA10: avoid obstacles does

not provide longitudinal de-

celeration change when ob-

ject in path [H1, H2]

UCA13: follow other vehicles

provides a large longitudinal

deceleration when another

vehicle close behind [H3]

UCA14: follow other vehicles

provides a large longitudinal

deceleration on a low mu

surface [H4]

UCA15: avoid obstacles

provides a large longitudinal

deceleration when another

vehicle close behind [H3]

UCA16: avoid obstacles

provides a large longitudinal

deceleration on a low mu

surface [H4]

Table 12: UCAs for the HAS Longitudinal Acceleration / Deceleration control action
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UCA1 Maintain position in lane does not provide target trajectory changes to maintain vehicle’s central lane position [H1]

Functional Insufficiency /

Target trajectory

(1a) the driver uses automation when it is unsafe to do so

(1a, 1b) wrong safe target trajectory calculated (e.g. lane boundary mis-detection, HD map data error)

(2b) vehicle movement does not correspond to target trajectory (e.g. low mu surface)

(3b) driver assumes HAS is controlling the vehicle’s lateral position (e.g. mode confusion)

Constraints CC1: HAS shall continuously determine a safe target trajectory while the vehicle is in motion

Requirements R1: The driver’s handbook shall clearly describe HAS performance capabilities and limitations

R2: The use of HAS shall be inhibited below 4oC

R3: Driver audio visual display shall clearly indicate when HAS is controlling vehicle lateral position

UCA2 Avoid obstacles does not provide target trajectory override when object in path [H2]

Functional Insufficiency /

Target trajectory

(1a) the automation does not cancel when driver tries to override to avoid object

(2a) driver sees object, but their control input is too small to override automation

(3a) the driver is slow to detect object in path because they have become inattentive

(3b) the driver sees an object in vehicle’s path, but expects automation to mitigate

Constraints CC2: HAS shall deploy diverse robust means to determine safe target trajectory

Requirements R4: HAS shall determine safe target trajectory from multiple diverse data sources

R5: HAS shall detect data loss used to calculate safe target trajectory within x ms and return control to driver

R6: HAS shall cancel when a driver steering angle of x rad or a steering rate of y rad s1 is detected

UCA3 Right-of-way decision does not provide target trajectory override when lane change required [H2]

Functional Insufficiency /

Target trajectory

(1a) the automation fails to cancel when driver tries to override to change lane

(3b) the driver sees the lane is ending and believes the automation will complete a lane change manoeuvre

Constraints CC3: The driver’s ability to override the target trajectory while automation is active shall be assured

Requirements Requirements R1 and R6 applies

Table 13: Target trajectory UCA1 - 3 loss scenarios, constraints and requirements
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UCA4 Maintain position in lane provides target trajectory change when no path deviation is required [H1]

Functional Insufficiency /

Target trajectory

(1a) automation incorrectly calculates safe target trajectory given vehicle’s relative position in lane

(1b) worn road markings means lane boundaries incorrectly determined

(1b) HD map data has not been updated to reflect latest road geometry

Constraints Constraint CC2 applies

Requirements Requirements R4 and R5 apply

UCA5 Maintain position in lane provides target trajectory (centring) while avoid obstacles is also changing target trajectory to

avoid object in path [H2]

Functional Insufficiency /

Target trajectory

(1a) automation failure means target trajectory control does not cancel when driver attempts to override

(3d) driver applies steering input to override automation, but stops when they feel an opposing force being applied

by the automation

(4b) driver applies only a small steering override (insufficient to cancel automation), which the automation

immediately corrects

Constraints CC4: Upon detection of the driver attempting to override the automation all HAS control actions shall cease within

x ms

Requirements Requirement R6 applies

R7: All automation control actions shall cease within x ms of the driver applying a steering, braking or accelerating

control action

UCA6 Maintain position in lane provides target trajectory (centring) while right-of-way decision is also changing target

trajectory to complete a lane change manoeuvre [H2]

Functional Insufficiency /

Target trajectory

(1a) automation failure means target trajectory control does not cancel when driver attempts to override

(3d) and (4b) as for UCA5 above

Constraints Constraint CC4 applies

Requirements Requirement R7 applies

Table 14: Target Trajectory UCA4 - 6 loss scenarios, constraints and requirements
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UCA7 Avoid obstacles provides target trajectory change while maintain position in lane is also changing target trajectory (i.e.

an accumulative effect) [H4]

Functional Insufficiency /

Target trajectory

(2a) accumulative effect of driver and automation target trajectory change exceeds traction limits for given

conditions / manoeuvre

(3b) driver is unaware of the target trajectory already being applied by the automation, so over compensates with

their input

(3b, 3d) the automation target trajectory modification coincides with the driver seeing an object in path, which the

driver misinterprets as HAS taking avoiding action

Constraints CC5: the vehicle’s stability control system shall be capable of overriding driver and automation steering inputs in

order to maintain vehicle stability

Requirements R8: the stability control system shall be capable of mitigating the accumulative effect of a simultaneous HAS and

driver target trajectory change

R9: driver deactivation of vehicle stability control system shall be prevented while HAS is active

UCA8 Right-of-way decision provides target trajectory change while maintain position in lane is also changing target trajectory

(i.e. an accumulative effect) [H4]

Functional Insufficiency /

Target trajectory

(1a) accumulative effect of driver and automation target trajectory changes leads vehicle to exit own lane

(2a) accumulative effect of driver and automation target trajectory change exceeds traction limits for given

conditions / manoeuvre

(3d) the greater than expected vehicle lateral response causes the driver to panic and overcorrect

Constraints Constraint CC5 applies

Requirements Requirements R8 and R9 apply

Table 15: Target Trajectory UCA7 - 8 loss scenarios, constraints and requirements
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automation, meaning that the driver’s action does not avoid the obstacle in the

vehicle’s path. As a mitigation a safety requirement (e.g. R6 Table 13) defining

the magnitude of steering wheel input needed to cancel the automation could

be written.

Considering the vehicle plant model and scenarios related to the controlled process

(2b) in the context of the UCAs identifies further loss scenarios. Perhaps, the

ambient temperature is sufficiently low for ice to form on the road surface.

Consequently, the target trajectory control action required by the automation

does not translate into the corresponding complete vehicle movement because of

the low mu surface. Such a scenario could be avoided by inhibiting HAS use

below a certain ambient temperature (e.g. 40C in the case of safety requirement

R2 Table 13).

c.3.5 3 – Event evaluation and construct maintenance

For HAS all loss scenarios involving event evaluation and construct maintenance

identified relate to the driver. With all UCAs relating to target trajectory including

at least one loss scenario of this type.

The analysis of UCA1, UCA3 and UCA7 identify loss scenarios relating to

driver confusion regarding the automation’s current state or automation’s

capability. The loss scenario for UCA1 is a classic case of mode confusion. Here,

the driver assumes that the automation is controlling the vehicle when it is not,

which means the vehicle’s correct position in lane is not maintained. For UCA3

which relates to the behavioural competency right-of-way decision a loss scenario

occurs because the driver does not understand the capability of the automation.

Seeing the lane ending ahead, the driver assumes that HAS includes lane change

functionality. The analysis of UCA7 identifies two loss scenarios in which

vehicle instability results. In the first loss scenario the hazard occurs because

of an accumulative steering input effect; with both the automation and the

driver making a steering input together. The second loss scenario is another

example of a system capability misunderstanding. Here, the driver’s awareness
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of an object in the vehicle’s path is coincident with the automation making a

correct steering correction. Consequently the driver incorrectly assumes that

the automation has ‘seen’ the collision risk and is steering the vehicle to avoid

the obstacle.

The loss scenario identified for UCA2 is perhaps the result of a combination

of effects. Firstly, the automation has failed to detect the presence of an object

posing a collision risk in the vehicle’s path. This situation is exacerbated by the

driver’s inattentiveness, which negatively impacts the time to evaluate the event

(3a) and to avoid the hazard.

For UCAs 5, 6 and 8 scenarios where a different or unexpected behaviour (3d) leads

to the hazard have been identified. In UCA5 and UCA6 the driver starts to

turn the steering wheel because they have identified an imminent collision

risk or the need to change lane. However, feeling the automation making an

opposition steering input, the driver stops making their steering input. This

results in the object in path not being avoided. The loss scenario for UCA8

represents the opposite effect. In this case the magnitude of the driver’s steering

correction is too large. Feeling the automation making a steering correction that

is coincident with the automation’s, the driver panics and makes an excessive

steering correction.

c.3.6 4 – Choice and execution of control actions

Two loss scenarios are identified where the agents choice or execution of a

control action leads to the hazard. These loss scenarios related to UCA5 and

UCA6, where the driver is attempting to make a steering correction at the same

time that the automation is also changing the vehicle’s target trajectory. In both

cases, the driver’s input is not large enough to cause the automation to cancel.

As a consequence the vehicle either fails to avoid the object in path (UCA5) or

the vehicle remains in the lane that is soon to end (UCA6).
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c.4 analysis comparison

A surprising omission from NHTSA’s report is no consideration of a vehicle

instability hazard, particularly given that ALC has direct control of vehicle

steering, and hence the vehicle yaw.

Both this analysis and the NHTSA report have identified the transfer of control

between the human driver and the automation as potential hazard causes. The

focus of the NHTSA analysis was the early or late cancellation of ALC and driver

attentiveness, while this analysis has focused on manoeuvres where the driver

has not been able to override the automation, or has suffered mode confusion.

For example, not being able to steer to avoid an obstacle undetected by the

automation. The assertion is that if this analysis had fully explored the driver

take back request control action, rather than just focusing on the Target Trajectory

control action, then it would have uncovered more hazards causes relating to

the transfer of control between the driver and automation.

The comparison of the two analyses is hampered by differences in the

level of abstraction considered. The NHTSA report focuses on the Item

whereas this analysis has a vehicle level focus. Consequently, this analysis

has uncovered hazard causes relating to driver override failing (during an

emergency manoeuvre), driver and automation shared inputs combining

(resulting in vehicle instability), and driver mode confusion. In contrast, the

NHTSA report identifies interactions with other vehicle systems, which is at an

abstraction level below that considered by this analysis.

A review of the appendices to [21] has been undertaken. Again, it was

difficult to make a direct comparison between that work and the loss scenarios

considered here, due to the differences in abstraction. The appendices [20]

focused on aspects such as sensor failure and system interactions, which are

the types of failure typically uncovered by an FMEA.



D
A U T O M AT I C L A N E K E E P I N G S Y S T E M C A S E S T U D Y

d.1 introduction

This section demonstrates the use of the EVCM (see Chapter 8, page 112) with

the Shared Control STPA method (see Chapter 9, page 123) using the Automatic

Lane Keeping System (ALKS) vehicle feature as a worked example. This

demonstrates how the EVCM is used with the Shared Control STPA method to

identify hazard causes potentially resulting from shared control. This section

concludes with the shared control safety case argument pattern (see Chapter 10

page 144) being instantiated for the ALKS example.

Following the steps shown in Figure 12 (Chapter 7, page 110), Section D.2

identifies the behavioural competencies applicable to ALKS. It then considers

them in the context of the ODD and reflects on what behavioural competencies

are necessary to maintain safety in the ODD. The behavioural competencies are

then used to populate the EVCM, which forms the CSD for the later analysis.

Section D.3.3 then uses the STPA guide words to identify the UCAs for ALKS

before analysing those UCAs in the context of shared control to identified

applicable loss scenarios. This identifies the safety requirements (system

and controller level constraints) for ALKS. The loss scenarios identified in

Section D.3.3 then inform the test strategy (see Section D.3.4). The chapter

concludes with a summary.

272
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d.2 behavioural competency selection

d.2.1 ALKS behavioural competencies

Regulation 157 has recently been published in relation to ALKS [180]. It specifies

the requirements that an ALKS vehicle feature must achieve before an M1

class vehicle fitted with ALKS may receive type approved [179]. A qualitative

analysis of Regulation 157’s requirements, using the NVivio qualitative data

analysis software identifies 12 behavioural competencies related to the DDT

and 3 competencies related to the automation itself. The NVivo “sunbursts”

(Figure 34) provides a pictorially representation of the behavioural competency

hierarchy. In sunburst (a) Avoid Obstacles and Transition of Control are coloured

in a darker shade, to represent that they have the most coding instances.

Sunburst (b) then shows the ‘spread’ of Regulation 157 requirements. The

behavioural competencies1 together with their interpretation for ALKS, are

described below:

• Strategic Level Competencies

– Comply with rules: The Regulation specifies that, while active,

ALKS’s DDT must comply with traffic rules in the country of oper-

ation.

• Manoeuvring Level Competencies

– Avoid obstacles: ALKS shall not cause a collision that is reasonably

foreseeable or preventable. On detecting a collision risk the system

must bring the vehicle to a stop within its lane. In this context

collision risk includes a non-obstructed pedestrian. The forward

detection range of ALKS must be 46 m in front of the vehicle and

must include the left- and right-hand adjacent lanes. The Regulation

defines the cut-in, cut-out and sudden deceleration by the preceding

vehicle as scenarios that the automation must be able to cope

1 Appendix A gives a generic interpretation of each behavioural competency.
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Figure 34: NVivo qualitative analysis of ALKS Regulation 157 requirements [180]
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with. This competency is considered analogous to avoid obstacles

behavioural competency described in Appendix A.

– Emergency manoeuvre: In the context of ALKS this behavioural

competency is closely related to make vehicle safe discussed below.

With the exception of a situation where the Regulation considers a

human driver would fail to avoid a collision (see avoid obstacles above)

ALKS shall be capable of bringing the vehicle to a stop.

– Follow other vehicle: When following another vehicle ALKS must

adjust the vehicle speed to maintain a minimum safe distance to

the preceding vehicle. This includes managing vehicle speed from

stationary and dealing with dynamic infringements of this rule; for

example, when an adjacent vehicle cuts-in dramatically reducing the

‘headway’ to the preceding vehicle. The minimum following distance

shall never be less than 2 m.

– Maintain position in lane: While active ALKS must maintain the

vehicle in a central position in lane, and must ensure that the vehicle

does not cross any lane markings. The system must also take account

of the relative position of adjacent road users, and be capable of

modifying the vehicle’s lateral position in lane or speed accordingly.

– Maintain vehicle speed: The maximum vehicle speed for ALKS is

60 km/h. While active, ALKS must be capable of controlling vehicle

speed. This includes adjusting the vehicle speed to take account of

infrastructural and environmental conditions (e.g. narrow curves,

inclement weather).

– Navigate temporary conditions: The Regulation captures this

behaviour with just one requirement! An unplanned event is defined

as “a situation which is unknown in advance, but assumed as very likely

in happening, e.g. road construction, inclement weather, approaching

emergency vehicle, missing lane marking, load falling from truck (collision)

and which requires a transition demand.” When such an unplanned event
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occurs the system is expected to immediately transition control back

to the driver.

– Vehicle conspicuous: If ALKS has brought the vehicle to a standstill

(e.g. following an evasive manoeuvre or Minimum Risk Manoeuvre

(MRM)) then the vehicle’s hazard warning lights must be activated to

warn other road users.

• Control Level Competencies

– Perform longitudinal (braking) control: To support the re-

quirement to not cause a collision, the system must be capable of

decelerating the vehicle up to its full braking performance.

– Perform longitudinal (acceleration) control: The Regulation

does not include any specific requirements relating to longitudinal

acceleration. However, the competency is included here for com-

pleteness, as it would be the control level competency supporting

both follow other vehicles and maintain vehicle speed.

– Perform lateral control: Like perform longitudinal (acceleration)

control, no specific requirements exist for this control level com-

petency. Again it has been included for completeness, because it

supports the manoeuvring level behavioural competency maintain

position in lane.

• Pre and Post Driving Competencies

– Perform preoperative checks: The system shall continuously

carry out self-checks to detect failures and to confirm the system’s

performance. This includes confirming at start-up that an object can

be detected at least 46 m in front of the vehicle.

– Make vehicle safe: This competency can be thought of in the

context of a Minimum Risk Manoeuvre (MRM) required by the

Regulation. The Regulation requires that the vehicle is brought to a

standstill, following an MRM, unless ALKS is deactivated (presumably

by the driver) prior to the vehicle becoming stationary.
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The ALKS regulatory requirements highlight three further non-DDT applicable

competencies: Assess driver availability, ODD detection and transition of con-

trol:

• Automation use

– Assess driver availability: With the expectation being that ALKS

will be unable to manage vehicle safety under all conditions, there

is a requirement to continually monitor the driver’s attentiveness; to

ascertain their availability to resume manual control if required. This

includes monitoring the driver’s presence with seat belt fastened

(to ascertain that the driver remains sat behind the controls), and

monitoring the driver’s gaze (to access their level of attentiveness).

– ODD detection: The Regulation requires that ALKS is used “on

roads where pedestrians and cyclists are prohibited and which, by design,

are equipped with a physical separation that divides the traffic moving in

opposite directions.” The Regulation also requires the implementation

of strategies which detect and compensate for environmental condi-

tions that could affect the system’s detection range.

– Transition of control: As one might expect, the Regulation places

extensive requirements on the transition of control from the driver,

to the automation and back to the driver again. If the system can

no longer meet the requirements of the Regulation then ALKS is

disabled. The system must be capable of recognising all situations

where the transition of control back to the driver is needed, and

afford the driver sufficient time / warning to safely resume control.

If the driver fails to resume control then the MRM is triggered.

The transition of control competency also includes managing driver

overrides – via the brake or accelerator pedals, or via the steering

hand wheel.
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d.2.2 Behavioural competencies for safety

The thematic analysis approach, described in Section D.2.1, captures the beha-

vioural competencies described by Regulation 157’s requirements. Considering

the behavioural competency taxonomy (see Appendix A, page 210) identifies

further behavioural competencies not identified in the Regulation, but required

to maintain vehicle safety in the typical ODD scenarios envisaged (e.g. operating

on a UK ‘Smart Motorway’ in moderate to high traffic density). This analysis

is captured in Table 16.

Some behavioural competencies are considered out-of-scope for ALKS. For

example, start the vehicle, route planning, and perform a u-turn. Others are

obviously in scope and under the sole responsibility2 of ALKS. For example,

follow other vehicles, maintain position in lane and avoid obstacles.

The responsibility split between the actor ‘doing’, ‘monitoring’ and being

responsible for vehicle ‘safety’ becomes less clear for behavioural competencies

like right of way decision, navigate temporary conditions and respond to traffic

conditions. Clearly, the ability to determine whether the subject vehicle has

right of way in a given scenario is in scope – particularly in the context of

UK ‘Smart Motorways’ where a red ‘X’ displayed above the lane signifies

a lane closure. However this review (see Section D.2.1) failed to identify

any specific requirements relating to this competency. Therefore, the initial

conclusion was that ‘doing’, ‘monitoring’ and ‘safety’ are all the human driver’s

responsibility and so should be shaded green. However, if we assume that the

driver may undertake non-driving tasks (e.g. interact with an audio streaming

service), while ALKS shall comply with the road traffic rules applicable to the

operational region, then it is probably more reasonable to assume that ‘doing’

and ‘monitoring’ become shared responsibilities. While the responsibility for

‘safety’ remains with the human driver.

2 The Regulation does not explicitly state whether the driver is expected to undertake non-

driving tasks while ALKS is active. However, given that there are requirements relating to the

arbitration of ALKS screen messages, this analysis assumes that the driver will involve themselves

in secondary tasks while ALKS is active – i.e. interfacing with other vehicle systems.
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Table 16: ALKS actor responsibility behavioural competency comparison: who is doing,

who is monitoring and who is responsible for vehicle safety?
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The behavioural competency emergency manoeuvre has been treated similarly.

The ALKS emergency manoeuvre behaviour defined by the Regulation (termed

the MRM) relies on braking as a mitigation. If an emergency manoeuvre requires

a significant steering input to mitigate the event (e.g. vehicle instability due to

a low mu surface) ALKS may not have the authority over the vehicle controls

to mitigate such a situation. It such circumstances the onus would be on the

driver to understand potential situations when the system might fail to deal

correctly with a situation. Consequently ‘doing’, ‘monitoring’ and ‘safety’ are

designated ‘shared’, ‘shared’ and ‘human’ respectively.

Navigate temporary conditions has been designated as the automation being

responsible for ‘doing’ and ‘monitoring’ and the human being responsible for

‘safety’. This is because the Regulation contains requirements relating to the

system’s ability to detect planned and unplanned events within the ODD that

require the transition of control, but with control returned to the driver in such

cases the human would remain ultimately responsible.

Two further behavioural competencies were identified by the thematic analysis

as being undertaken solely by the human driver – perform surveillance and

respond to traffic conditions. However, if the assumption is made that the driver

can remove their eyes from the road then the automation must contribute

to these behavioural competencies in some way too. As stated above, the

Regulation expects the automation to identify when conditions mean that

DDT control needs to be returned to the driver. However, it also includes

requirements highlighting the need to inform the driver (e.g. giving guidance

in the Driver Handbook) regarding the capability / performance limitations of

the ALKS feature. This need to correctly interpret user document and enable /

disable the automation as appropriate, has lead these behavioural competencies

to be designated as: ‘doing’ shared (shaded yellow) and ‘monitoring’ shared

(shaded yellow), and ‘safety’ the responsibility of the human driver (shaded

green).

Figure 35 depicts the interaction between the behavioural competencies dis-

cussed. As expected from an SAE Level 3 system, the correct operation of the

transition of control behavioural competency is pivotal to ALKS safety. To focus
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Table 17: ALKS applicable stakeholders, stakeholder losses, and vehicle level hazards

the attention on the manoeuvring level tasks and to avoid diagram clutter

the “control level” behavioural competencies are not fully developed in the

diagram.

d.3 the analysis of alks

This section progresses through the five steps of the Shared Control STPA method

as depicted in Figure 12 (Chapter 7, page 110).

d.3.1 Define the purpose of the analysis

Step 1 of the STPA method defines the purpose of the analysis. Using

expert judgement and considering ALKS use in the context of a multi-lane

highway3, applicable stakeholders, stakeholder losses and vehicle level hazards

are identified. These appear in Table 17.

From the hazard list the system constraints are derived (Table 18). These

are somewhat analogous to the safety goals typically derived for automotive

systems, although defined at the vehicle rather than at the Item level.

3 That is, a multi-lane dual carriageway having a physical barrier separating the traffic moving in

opposite directions.
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Figure 35: ALKS behavioural competency interaction diagram
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Safety Constraint Description Related Hazard

SC1 The subject vehicle shall maintain a safe headway to the

preceding vehicle of > x s.

H1

SC2 The subject vehicle shall maintain a safe distance to adjacent

vehicle of > y m while the vehicle is in motion.

H2, H5

SC3 The subject vehicle shall avoid non-emergency brake

applications of > - z ms−2.

H3

SC4 The subject vehicle shall avoid collisions with objects in path. H4

SC5 The subject vehicle shall maintain a central lane position and

avoid path deviations of > 0.3 m.

H2, H5

SC6 The subject vehicle shall avoid a change in yaw rate of

> 2.5os−1.

H6

SC7 The subject vehicle shall adhere to applicable road traffic

laws.

H7

Table 18: ALKS derived system constraints (Safety Goals)

d.3.2 Control structure diagram

The CSD for ALKS (see Figure 36) is developed by populating the EVCM with

the identified behavioural competencies (see Section D.2.2), control actions and

pertinent feedback.

d.3.3 Unsafe control actions, functional insufficiencies, triggering conditions and

safety constraints

As identified by the behavioural competency interaction diagram (see Fig-

ure 35, page 282), it is the strategy and manoeuvring level competencies where

interactions of significance take place between the automation and the human

driver.

The below tables show the UCAs, functional insufficiencies, triggering condi-

tions and safety constraints for each control action identified in Section D.3.2.

The UCAs are identified by applying the guide words at the top of each
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Figure 36: The CSD for ALKS
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column. Loss scenarios are then identified from the UCAs. From the loss

scenarios the potential functional insufficiencies and triggering conditions [165]

are identified. The letters and numbers in brackets (e.g. “1a”, “4b”) identify

the loss scenario type (see Figure 17, page 137) that uncovered the functional

insufficiency or triggering condition. Finally, controller constraints are written

to mitigate the UCAs. These safety requirements are then further developed

and refined to mitigate the functional insufficiencies and triggering conditions

identified. This analysis is captured in Tables 19 to 23 below.

d.3.4 Test scenarios

Tables 24 and 25 are included for completeness. They contain the loss scenarios

generated for each UCA, used to identify the functional insufficiencies and

triggering conditions discussed in Section D.3.3 above. The expectation is

that simulation will be used to verify ALKS behaviour, and this loss scenario

catalogue will inform the scenario based simulation testing undertaken.

d.3.5 Safety case argument

The final process step (i.e. step 5 in Figure 12, page 110) instantiates the safety

case argument patterns. This follows the safety case argument structure first

introduced in Chapter 10. It should be noted that this is not the complete safety

case argument for ALKS, but solely the argument for shared control.

The shared control safety case argument (see Figure 37) starts with goal G1:

Vehicle accidents caused by the ALKS Feature’s shared control are avoided. This goal

is supported by three further sub-goals. Goal G2 claims that the Shared Control

STPA method finds all UCAs and loss scenarios caused by ALKS’s shared control.

Goal G3 claims that the safety requirements for ALKS mitigate all UCAs and loss

scenarios identified. Finally, goal G4 makes the claim about the safety of ALKS’s

shared control, given that the feature has been tested in those loss scenarios

known to be hazardous.
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Control

Action

Unsafe Control Actions

Not providing causes hazard Providing causes hazard Provided but timing wrong Provided but duration wrong

Target

trajectory

UCA1: ALKS does not

provide target trajectory

changes to maintain

vehicle’s central position in

lane [H2, H4]

UCA2: ALKS provides a tar-

get trajectory change greater

than the safe trajectory re-

quires (e.g., straight or large

radii curve) [H2]

UCA3: ALKS provides a

target trajectory change after

the vehicle has left the ODD

and DDT control is returned

to the driver (ALKS cancel)

[H2]

UCA4: ALKS stops tar-

get trajectory change while

the required safe trajectory

is still changing (e.g., mid

corner) [H2]

Functional Insufficiency / Triggering Condition

(1a) the ALKS algorithm fails

to determine the correct safe

path from map data and

video data

(1b) incorrect lane boundary

information received from

perception system

(1a) failure in the ALKS con-

trollers overwrites manual

target trajectory

(1a) failure in ALKS control-

ler

(1b) the ALKS perception

system loses the position of

the current lane boundary or

misinterprets where the lane

boundary actually is.

(4b) being concerned about

a potential collision risk, the

driver reacts with a steering

input too large for the cur-

rent speed

(2b) error in perception sys-

tem or map data causes

incorrect trajectory determin-

ation

Constraints

CC1: ALKS shall continu-

ously determine a safe target

trajectory while the vehicle is

in motion

CC2: ALKS shall constrain

the target trajectory rate of

change based on current

operating conditions

(e.g., vehicle speed, road

curvature) so as not to

exceed vehicle handling

characteristics

CC3: ALKS modification of

the target trajectory shall be

prevented while the vehicle

is operating in manual driv-

ing mode (ALKS disabled)

Constraint CC1 applies.

Requirements

R1: ALKS shall be capable of

detecting errors in map data

received

R4: ALKS shall determine

the maximum rate of change

of target trajectory for oper-

ating conditions.

R6: the integrity of target

trajectory data in memory

shall be assured.

R8: the integrity of ALKS

control computation shall be

assured.

R2: ALKS shall be capable

of detecting errors in video

data received.

R5: ALKS shall filter the tar-

get trajectory rate of change

6 the safe rate of change.

R7: ALKS control of steering

actuation shall be inhibited

while vehicle is being oper-

ated manually.

Requirement R1: applies.

R3: ALKS shall check the

plausibility of map data in

relation to the video images

received

Table 19: ALKS Target Trajectory UCAs, loss scenarios, constraints and requirements (i)
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Control

Action

Unsafe Control Actions

Not providing causes hazard Providing causes hazard Provided but timing wrong Provided but duration wrong

Target

trajectory

UCA5: ALKS does not

provide a target trajectory

change to modify lane po-

sition to maintain safe dis-

tance to adjacent object (e.g.,

wide load, narrow lanes in

construction zone) [H2, H4]

UCA6: ALKS provides an

excessive target trajectory

change when DDT control

returns to the driver [H2,

H5]

UCA7: ALKS stops con-

trolling target trajectory be-

fore the driver is ready to

undertake the DDT [H2, H5]

Functional Insufficiency / Triggering Condition

(1a) ALKS algorithm doesn’t

modify vehicle’s position in

lane when object protrudes

into lane (e.g., stranded

vehicle partially in live lane).

(3a) with driver out of the

loop for long period, their

1st steering input is large.

Perhaps misjudging the cur-

rent vehicle speed too.

(1b) ALKS driver monitoring

system suggests that the

driver is attentive when they

are not.

(1b) ‘blind spot’ in percep-

tion data means ALKS not

always capable of detect-

ing vehicles encroaching the

lane.

(3a) system doesn’t give

the driver sufficient time

to become fully situationally

aware.

(4c) ALKS transfers control

to the driver when difficult

to regain situational aware-

ness (e.g., high traffic dens-

ity) or when the driver is

required to act straight away

(e.g., corner approaching).

Constraints

CC4: ALKS shall be capable

of detecting objects encroach-

ing the vehicle?s path and

modify the target trajectory /

speed accordingly.

CC5: When a driver steer-

ing override is first detected

ALKS shall limit trajectory

rate of change (based on

vehicle speed) to minimise

excessive lateral acceleration

/ vehicle instability.

CC6: ALKS shall continue

controlling target trajectory,

maintaining a safe lane po-

sition until driver availabil-

ity has been confirmed for

x s AND request is acknow-

ledged by the driver.

Requirements

R9: ALKS perception al-

gorithm shall be capable

of detecting objects that en-

croach the vehicle’s path and

mitigate accordingly.

R4: ALKS shall determine

the maximum rate of change

of target trajectory for oper-

ating conditions

R11: Analysis and testing

shall demonstrate the robust-

ness of driver attentiveness

determination – including

reasonably foreseeable mis-

use

R10: The capability of ALKS

perception shall be demon-

strated, particularly in the

areas immediately adjacent

to the vehicle

R5: ALKS shall filter the tar-

get trajectory rate of change

6 the safe rate of change

R12: ALKS transition of

control shall provide both

audible and visual warnings

that afford the driver a min-

imum of x s to become fully

situationally aware before

relinquishing DDT control.

Table 20: ALKS Target trajectory UCAs, loss scenarios, constraints and requirements (ii)
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Control

Action

Unsafe Control Actions

Not providing causes hazard Providing causes hazard Provided but timing wrong Provided but duration wrong

Target speed UCA08: ALKS does not

provide target speed reduc-

tion when vehicle enters a

lower speed limit zone [H6]

UCA9: ALKS provides

excessive target speed

reduction when succeeding

vehicle is close behind [H3]

UCA10: ALKS stops re-

ducing target speed before

vehicle speed reduced suf-

ficiently to maintain safe

distance to preceding vehicle

/ object in path [H1, H4, H6]

Functional Insufficiency / Triggering Condition

(3c) teaching data did not in-

clude ‘smart motorway’ sig-

nage

(1b) camera system incor-

rectly classifies 2D image as

a collision risk

(1a) sampling rate of target

speed / position not suffi-

cient to detect rapid changes

(3b) dirt / graffiti covering

sign

(1b) road furniture / ad-

jacent vehicle causes radar

reflection in vehicle’s path

(3a) traffic congestion causes

preceding vehicle speed to

isolate, minimising time

available to detect speed

changes

(1b) sign back lit by strong

sunlight

(4c) not expecting the pre-

ceding vehicle to brake sud-

denly the driver of the fol-

lowing car is slow to react

(4a) driver accidentally hits

the accelerator pedal while

fidgeting in seat.

Constraints

CC7: ALKS shall be cap-

able of detecting speed limit

changes and modify the tar-

get speed accordingly

CC8: When no forward col-

lision risk exists ALKS shall

control the target speed rate

of change such that vehicle

deceleration does not exceed

x ms−2

CC9: ALKS shall only in-

crease target speed once the

headway to the vehicle /

object ahead has been in-

creasing for > 1 s

Requirements

R13: ALKS training data

shall include electronic sig-

nage as used on ‘smart

motorways’

R15: ALKS perception sys-

tem shall use data fusion

techniques, to improve ro-

bustness to 2D image /

reflection false positives

R17: ALKS target detection

/ headway determination

shall be robust to rapidly

oscillating traffic flow

R14: ALKS training data

shall include signage af-

fected by dirt / graffiti /

lighting

R16: ALKS shall modify

vehicle deceleration rate to

optimise time available to

preceding vehicle to keep

clear

R17: Driver override al-

gorithm shall filter driver ac-

cel. pedal input to minimise

accidental system overrides

Table 21: ALKS Target Speed UCAs, loss scenarios, constraints and requirements (i)
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Control

Action

Unsafe Control Actions

Not providing causes hazard Providing causes hazard Provided but timing wrong Provided but duration wrong

Target speed UCA11: ALKS does not

provide target speed reduc-

tion needed to maintain

safe headway to preceding

vehicle

UCA12: ALKS provides ex-

cessive target speed reduc-

tion when driver resumes

manual control (brake pedal

override, ALKS cancel)

UCA13: ALKS stops provid-

ing target speed reductions

before the driver is ready

to undertake the DDT (e.g.,

transition of control request

at end of ODD)

Functional Insufficiency / Triggering Condition

(1b) Incorrect vehicle speed

information received

(1a) ALKS cancel causes sud-

den removal of longitudinal

DDT control

(1a) ALKS transfer of control

algorithm ignores external

factors (e.g., currently brak-

ing in traffic) when request-

ing driver resumes DDT con-

trol

(1b) Preceding vehicle mis-

classified in an adjacent lane

(1a) ALKS cancel causes sud-

den removal of longitudinal

DDT control, exacerbated

by vehicle being driven on

incline

(3d) realising that the vehicle

was braking, the driver rap-

idly tries to press brake,

accidentally hitting the accel-

erator instead

(3b) driver not pressing ac-

celerator pedal sufficiently to

maintain vehicle speed when

ALKS cancels

(4c) being out of loop, the

driver takes time to realise

how much brake pedal force

is needed to achieve required

deceleration rate.

Constraints

CC10: ALKS shall control

the target speed such that

the headway to the preced-

ing vehicle remains greater

than 2 m

CC11: When a driver brake

override is first detected

ALKS shall limit the target

speed rate of change de-

crease for x ms to minimise

harsh brake application and

potential vehicle instability

CC12: ALKS shall continue

controlling target speed to

maintain the headway to pre-

ceding vehicles until driver

availability has been con-

firmed for x s AND the trans-

ition of control request is

acknowledged by the driver

Requirements

R18: The integrity of vehicle

speed signal shall be assured

R20: Vehicle simulation of

typical scenarios shall in-

form the appropriate ALKS

cancel deceleration rate

R21: ALKS transfer of con-

trol duration shall be in-

creased when other road

users are detected ahead or

in adjacent lanes

R19: ALKS perception sys-

tem shall be robust to radar

reflections caused by road-

side furniture / structures

R22: Haptic feedback shall

be used to help the driver un-

derstand the level of control

being applied by ALKS prior

to DDT transfer

Table 22: ALKS Target Speed UCAs, loss scenarios, constraints and requirements (ii)
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Control

Action

Unsafe Control Actions

Not providing causes hazard Providing causes hazard Provided but timing wrong Provided but duration wrong

Driver

transfer of

control

UCA14: ALKS does not

provide driver transfer re-

quest when environmental

conditions limit sensor per-

formance

UCA15: ALKS provides a

driver transfer of control

request that is not actioned

by the driver causing MRM

to be invoked

UCA16: ALKS provides

driver transfer request too

late for the driver to resume

DDT control when required

(e.g., before vehicle leaves

ODD)

UCA17: ALKS stops issuing

a driver transfer of control

request before driver is able

to recognise the request,

causing MRM to be invoked.

Functional Insufficiency / Triggering Condition

(1a) ALKS controller does

not include the functionality

to ‘read’ smart motorway

signs

(1b) the driver is correctly

positioned and ready to re-

sume control. However, their

presence / alertness is not

detected by the system.

(3a) the driver has been

out of the loop. Regain-

ing situational awareness is

hampered by the poor light

conditions / lack of visibility

(1b) driver awareness feed-

back suggests that the driver

is ready to resume DDT

control

(1b) the map data received

has not been updated to

reflect the temporary closure

(2b) the driver sees the trans-

fer of control messages but

doesn’t know this has to be

acknowledged

(4c) the traffic is busy /

vehicles merging from adja-

cent lanes increases driver’s

workload while they regain

situational awareness

(3b) driver unclear when the

transition of control actually

happens. I.e., they are

unaware they have full DDT

control

(2b) environmental factors

(bright sunlight) stops the

driver seeing the transfer of

control request

(4b) environmental condi-

tions (e.g., low light, high

traffic density) make it dif-

ficult for the driver to gain

situational awareness

Constraints

CC13: ALKS shall be capable

of detecting lane ends and

transfer DDT control to the

driver x m before the lane

end

CC14: All ALKS driver

warnings shall include an au-

dio AND visual component

which the driver can identi-

fying under all conditions

CC15: ALKS shall maintain

safety by controlling DDT

for x s after the transfer of

control request is first issued

CC12 applies

Requirements

R13: ALKS training data

shall include electronic sig-

nage as used on ‘smart

motorways’

R25: ALKS related messages

shall clearly communicate

the next action that the

driver must take

R21: ALKS transfer of con-

trol duration shall be in-

creased when other road

users are detected ahead or

in adjacent lanes

R11: Analysis and testing

shall demonstrate the robust-

ness of driver attentiveness

determination – including

reasonably foreseeable mis-

use

R23: ALKS map data shall

be updated every x hours

to include temporary condi-

tions

R26: ALKS driver warnings

shall be robust to all en-

vironmental factors (audible

and visual) that could affect

driver identification

Requirement R25 applies

R24: Map data shall be

deemed invalid if older than

y hours old

R27: ALKS transfer of con-

trol duration shall be in-

creased to account for envir-

onmental conditions detec-

ted

Table 23: ALKS Transfer of Control UCAs, loss scenarios, constraints and requirements
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UCA UCA Description Loss Scenario

UCA1 ALKS does not provide target trajectory changes to maintain

vehicle’s central position in lane

ALKS is active and controlling the vehicle’s target trajectory.

However, the ego vehicle strays from a central lane position and

either hits an adjacent vehicle [H2] or stationary object [H4]

UCA2 ALKS provides a target trajectory change greater than the safe

trajectory requires (e.g., straight or large radii curve)

ALKS is active and is controlling the vehicle’s target trajectory.

The target trajectory selected is too large for the current operating

situation causing the ego vehicle to cross its lane boundary.

UCA3 ALKS provides a target trajectory change after the vehicle has

left the ODD and DDT control is returned to the driver (ALKS

cancel).

The vehicle is being driven manually when the target trajectory

changes causing the ego vehicle to exit its lane [H2].

UCA4 ALKS stops target trajectory change while the required safe

trajectory is still changing (e.g., mid corner) [H2].

ALKS is active and controlling target trajectory. The road

curvature is still changing (e.g., vehicle mid corner) but the target

trajectory stops changing causing the ego vehicle to leave its lane.

UCA5 ALKS does not provide a target trajectory change to modify lane

position to maintain safe distance to adjacent object (e.g., wide

load, narrow lanes in construction zone)

ALKS is active and controlling the vehicle’s target trajectory.

The ego vehicle encounters an obstruction encroaching the lane.

Because the system does not modify the target trajectory / speed

accordingly the ego vehicle hits the obstruction [H4].

UCA6 ALKS provides an excessive target trajectory change when DDT

control returns to the driver.

The driver is ready and ALKS is transferring control back to the

driver. When steering control returns to the driver their steering

input is too great and the ego vehicle exits its lane [H2] or loses

stability [H5].

UCA7 ALKS stops controlling target trajectory before the driver is ready

to undertake the DDT.

ALKS has request that the driver resume DDT control. Transfer

of control completes and ALKS stops controlling target trajectory.

However, because the driver fails to make any steering inputs the

ego vehicle leaves its lane [H2].

UCA8 ALKS does not provide target speed reduction when vehicle

enters a lower speed limit zone.

ALKS is active and the ego vehicle enters a new speed restriction

zone. The system does not perceive this change. Consequently,

the target speed is not reduced causing the ego vehicle to break

the new speed limit [H6].

UCA9 ALKS provides excessive target speed reduction when succeed-

ing vehicle is close behind.

The ALKS perception system classifies an object as an imminent

collision risk, so carries out an emergency stop. Not expecting

the vehicle ahead to suddenly stop, the succeeding vehicle hits

the ego vehicle [H3].

UCA10 ALKS stops reducing target speed before vehicle speed reduced

sufficiently to maintain safe distance to preceding vehicle / object

in path.

The vehicle is being driven with ALKS active in congested

motorway traffic. Preceding vehicles in the queue are changing

their speed up and down rapidly (oscillatory behaviour) [H1].

ALKS detects an object in path so begins modifying target speed

to slow the vehicle. With the obstacle still in path ALKS begins

increasing target speed once more causing the vehicle to hit the

obstacle [H4].

UCA11 ALKS does not provide target speed reduction needed to

maintain safe headway to preceding vehicle.

ALKS is active. The ego vehicle is approaching a preceding

vehicle in the same lane but fails to modify the target speed to

maintain a safe minimum headway. If the preceding vehicle had

to brake hard the ego vehicle would fail to stop [H1].

Table 24: Catalogue of loss scenarios pertinent to ALKS use
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UCA UCA Description Loss Scenario

UCA12 ALKS provides excessive target speed reduction when driver

resumes manual control (brake pedal override, ALKS cancel).

The vehicle is being driven with ALKS active and another vehicle

is in close proximity behind. The driver cancels ALKS which

results in a sudden deceleration which the succeeding vehicle

fails to mitigate for [H3].

The driver cancels ALKS. The resulting sudden deceleration

results in a vehicle instability which the driver fails to control

[H5].

UCA13 ALKS stops providing target speed reductions before the driver

is ready to undertake the DDT (e.g., transition of control request

at end of ODD).

ALKS has requested that the driver resume DDT control. ALKS

is slowing the vehicle (because of preceding vehicle / stationary

object in path) as the transition of control is occurring. When

the driver takes over the required vehicle deceleration is not

continued, and the vehicle hits the preceding vehicle [H1] or

object [H4].

UCA14 ALKS does not provide driver transfer request when a manual

lane change is required (e.g., temporary lane closure).

ALKS is active and controlling the DDT. The lane ahead is closed

(e.g., red X due to breakdown, police closure due to accident).

However, ALKS does not issue a transfer of control request before

the obstruction is reached [H4, H6].

UCA15 ALKS provides a driver transfer of control request that is not

actioned by the driver causing MRM to be invoked.

ALKS is active and a situation has arisen (e.g., approaching end

of ODD) which requires the driver to resume DDT control. ALKS

has issued a transfer of control request, but because this has not

been actioned ALKS stops the vehicle in the live lane (i.e., MRM).

The vehicle is at risk of being hit from behind [H3].

UCA16 ALKS provides driver transfer request too late for the driver to

resume DDT control when required (e.g., before vehicle leaves

ODD).

ALKS is active and a situation arises requiring the driver

to resume DDT control (e.g., fog reducing performance of

perception system). The transfer of control request is issued,

but driver feels rushed into resuming control, resulting in them

making some large control inputs.

UCA17 ALKS stops controlling the DDT before the driver is ready to

begin DDT control.

ALKS is active and has issued a transfer of control request. Before

the driver is fully ready to resume DDT control ALKS stops

controlling the DDT with undetermined consequences.

Table 25: Catalogue of loss scenarios pertinent to ALKS use (cont.)
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Figure 37: G1: ALKS shared control hazards are avoided

Figure 38 shows the instantiated safety argument structure for G2: The Shared

Control STPA based method identifies all UCAs and loss scenarios attributable to the

ALKS Feature’s shared control. The evidence supporting this argument structure is

drawn from Section D.2. Where a review of Regulation 157, in the context of the

ODD, identified both the behavioural competencies delivered by ALKS and those

needed to maintain the safety of ALKS (see Table 16, page 279). Representing

the interaction between all relevant behavioural competencies (see Figure 35)

then identified the shared control actions as: Target Speed, Target Trajectory and

Transfer of Control. From this the CSD for ALKS was drawn, which provides the

evidence for G2.2: The EVCM instantiated with the shared control actions creates a

CSD at an appropriate level of abstraction to facilitate the identification of shared control

hazard causes.

Systematically enacting the Shared Control STPA method generates the evidence

supporting G2.3 (see Figure 39). The information in Table 17 is typical of that

defined by the ‘Classic’ STPA method. The UCAs identified in Tables 19 to 23

are identified using the STPA guide words. Considering those guide words in

the context of each relevant behavioural competency, uncovers further UCAs.

The list of loss scenarios, identified by considering the identified UCAs in the

context of both ‘Classic’ (context C6 in Figure 39) and Shared Control (context C7

in Figure 39) loss scenario types, provides the evidence for goal G2.3.3.
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Figure 38: G2: All loss scenarios due to ALKS shared control are identified

Figure 39: G2.3: Shared control STPA method applied systematically
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Figure 40: G3: ALKS safety requirements defined

Goal G3 (Figure 39) then relates to the safety requirements developed to

maintain ALKS shared control safety. High level safety requirements (referred

to by STPA as “safety constraints”) are derived to mitigate the identified

hazards. Further safety requirements (referred to by STPA as “controller

constraints”) are then developed to mitigate the UCAs identified. These are

further refined by considering the loss scenarios identified. The safety goals

and derived safety requirements form the evidence for goals: G3.1, G3.2 and

G3.3 (Figure 40).

The final goal in the safety argument relates to testing – G4: Loss scenario

informed testing demonstrates that the ALKS feature exhibits safe shared control

behaviour (Figure 41). Not developed in this example, the expectation is that

the loss scenario catalogue (i.e. Tables 24 and 25) will inform the scenario

based simulation testing that would form a part of ALKS verification. Thus

providing another dimension to the system integration and testing strategy,

which is typically a requirements led strategy.
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Figure 41: G4: ALKS shared control is demonstrably safe

d.4 summary

This section has used the ALKS vehicle feature (as specified by Regulation 157)

[180] to demonstrate how the EVCM and the Shared Control STPA method can

be used to analyse a feature whose correct shared control is important to

safety.

Requirements relating to the transfer of control form a major part of the

Regulation (see Figure 34). The review of the Regulation identified behavioural

competencies at all three control hierarchy levels (i.e. strategic, manoeuvring

and control). The behavioural competency interaction diagram (Figure 35

page 282) identifying that shared control occurred predominately at the

manoeuvring level. This example does not show the STPA method being applied

to the control level behavioural competencies. This could be done, and the

expectation is that ‘Classic’ STPA would uncover all loss scenario caused by the

control level. That said, it is envisaged that the EVCM would prove a useful ‘tool’

in identifying external factors (e.g. environmental conditions) that potentially

influence low-level closed loop control feedback paths.

The analysis uncovered many UCAs and loss scenarios that couldn’t be claimed

as “identifying anything new”. For example, the importance of using only up-
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to-date map data or making the driver warnings and displays robust to various

ambient conditions. However, there were other situations that the author had

not considered previously. For example, how traffic density might impact the

time taken for the driver to regain situational awareness. Thus, requiring the

system to potentially alter the point at which a transfer of control request is

issued, based on traffic density. Also, identifying that haptic feedback could be

deployed to help the driver regain DDT control more quickly.

The example concludes with the shared control safety argument pattern being

instantiated for ALKS. Not shown in this example, but the expectation is that

the loss scenario catalogue (i.e. Tables 24, and 25), identified by the analysis,

would provide a rich source of potential test scenarios. Thus, enriching the

verification strategy beyond that of solely requirements based testing.



E
O X B O T I C A W O R K S H O P

An STPA based workshop took place with the Oxbotica team on Monday 1st

November 2021. The objective of which was twofold: to provide STPA based

training to the engineering team, and to evaluate the EVCM and associated

method in the context of shared control.

The focus of the workshop was Selenium, Oxbotica’s “full stack autonomy

system,” which when integrated with a suitable road vehicle platform achieves

full (SAE Level 4) automation [120]. To give the workshop activities context, the

BP Lingen Refinery example was considered [26], with human oversight of the

automation being provided by either an External1 or Remote Operator2.

The workshop was attended by eight members of the Selenium engineering

design team - with six attending in person and two remotely. The delegates had

design responsibility for the following aspects of the Selenium system:

• Head of Safety

• Principal Engineer Functional Safety

• Lead Safety Assurance Engineer

• Team Lead Automation Planning and Control

• Principal Product Engineer (Level 4 Autonomy)

• Principal Validation Engineer

• Senior Systems Safety Engineer

1 The human External Operator would be outside of the autonomous vehicle, but with a line-of-

sight vantage point to the vehicle while it is operating.
2 Like the External Operator, the Remote Operator is outside the vehicle. However, as the name

suggests, they are in a remote location where they may be responsible for providing oversight

to multiple vehicles.
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• Product Owner (Level 4 Autonomy)

e.1 workshop structure

The workshop used PowerPoint presentation material to convey the ideas

presented. To establish a common baseline among the delegates no prior STPA

experience was assumed. Consequently, the workshop needed to describe both

the Shared Control STPA method (as described in Chapter 9) and Classic STPA;

together with the cognitive principles (e.g. COCOM and ECOM) underpinning the

EVCM. The activity of describing the foundation work, together with the limited

workshop time available (approximately 4 hours), did undoubtably impact the

depth to which concepts could be explored and challenged.

e.2 workshop observations

As discussed above, the workshop walked through the steps of the Shared

Control STPA method, with the below observations made. Sensitive product

related information has been excluded from this text, with a more detailed

version of this material having been shared with the Oxbotica team as a record

of the workshop outcomes.

e.2.1 Step 1 Scope of the analysis

STPA Step 1 defines the scope of the analysis. This step began by introducing

Selenium [120] in the context of the BP Lingen refinery [26] as the subject of the

analysis. With shared control being the focus of the Shared Control STPA method

introduced, the relationship between Selenium and the External / Remote

Operator was the key property of the Selenium system introduced. However, it

is worth reiterating that the Shared Control STPA method can be used to explore

the whole system – and it is not just applicable to shared control.
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The system boundary defined excluded the vehicle, vehicle interfaces and

vehicle smart actuators. This was done to constrain the subject of the analysis.

There is no reason why STPA should not be applied to these system elements

also.

The stakeholders, losses and hazards were defined prior to the workshop.

These were focused towards stakeholders associated with system safety. It

should be noted that the stakeholder list / losses can be expanded further

as required. For example, the scope could include topics such as security and

financial. The delegates agreed in principle with the list of hazards presented.

The difference between hazard H1 “Ego vehicle does not maintain a minimum safe

distance to other road users (includes pedestrians, cyclists and other vehicles)” and

hazard H2 “Ego vehicle fails to stop for / avoid objects in path” was discussed. It

was observed that H1 might apply to other road users / agents, whereas H2

could relate to objects without agency. However, given these two hazards relate

to near identical losses, there is an argument for simply combining them into

one hazard. It was noted that “the hazards are defined at a “higher” level than

is typical for functional safety.”

e.2.2 Step 2 Model the control structure

The structure of the STPA CSD was described. That is a hierarchical control

structure of controllers, sensors and actuators. Within the control structure

each controller enforces constraints on the behaviour of the system. This it does

by issuing control actions and monitoring the impact of those control actions –

effectively classical close loop control.

The ‘pitfalls’ associated with creating CSDs were discussed, specifically falling

into the trap of going into too much detail too soon. In the STPA Handbook

Leveson and Thomas stresses the importance of using abstraction to manage

complexity. However, the complexity of CSDs typically found in contemporary

literature would suggest that analysts struggle to apply abstraction effectively

in practice.
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The EVCM was introduced as a conceptual model that could be used, in

conjunction with the behavioural competency taxonomy, to describe a highly

automated vehicle system. A CSD version of the EVCM was presented for use as

part of the STPA method.

The behavioural competency taxonomy was reviewed in the context of the

BP Lingen refinery. The delegates discussed the behavioural competencies

applicable to the refinery ODD. Of those competencies considered applicable

to the ODD the delegates then identified the actor responsible in each case. That

is, the actor responsible for doing and monitoring each competency, as well as

the actor responsible for maintaining vehicle safety. Due to its commercial

sensitivity, the delegates’ responses to the behavioural competency actor

responsibility identification exercise cannot be included with this document.

However, the generalised observation made from the delegate responses

received are discussed below.

The delegates’ individual responses to the behavioural competency actor

responsibility identification task were very different. With the benefit of

hindsight and a longer workshop duration, more time should have been

dedicated to understanding the exercise premise. This would have ensured a

common baseline understanding among the delegates from which to measure

the ‘effectiveness’ of the method. As a consequence, it is impossible to know

whether the differences observed are as a result of the actor responsibility

identification method not being repeatable, or just each delegate having a

different mental model of the exercise presented. Certainly with the luxury

of time, reflecting on the differences identified would have aligned the team

towards a common understanding of the exercise, and may have provided

insight into how difficult the delegates actually found the task of ranking

agent responsibilities. However, differences in ranking aside, the “behavioural

competency table provided a good definition of system capability”; both in

terms of the competencies implemented by the system, as well as explicitly

capturing those that are not.

In relation to the BP Lingen refinery example, one delegate raised a question

about the External Operator - specifically, “where is the External Operator in
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the CSD?”. The delegates discussed this point and identified that the External

Operator was in fact represented throughout the CSD. With “shared control

existing anywhere where the responsibility for a behaviour”, in the behavioural

competency table, “is designated as being ‘shared’ or the responsibility of the

‘human’”. Identifying the agent responsibility for each behavioural competency

in this way “helped to make the areas of shared control within the system

explicit”. And by considering human control throughout the EVCM, and hence

the CSD, “keeps the human inside the control loop and inside the system.” Thus

allowing shared control to be “considered more completely.”

The delegates considered that the behavioural competency taxonomy was

effective at describing the DDT. However, a system like Selenium would also

need to implement behavioural competencies not directly related to driving.

For example, transferring control between the External Operator and the

automation. It was suggested that to describe all behavioural competencies

needed to maintain safety, the taxonomy should include competencies such

as manage the transfer of control. Because “even for Level 4 autonomy” there

is a need to manage the transfer of control between the human and the

automation.

The observation was made that once complete, the “behavioural competency

table provided a good definition of system capability”; both in terms of the

competencies implemented by the system, as well as explicitly capturing those

that are not. As such, “the behavioural competency table would make a useful

addition to the Item Definition.” Although on this occasion delegates did not

score the agent responsibilities for Selenium the same, which could be seen as a

negative for the process presented. The observation was made that the process

of alignment, discovering and understanding differences is a valuable attribute

of the process.

There was some discussion between delegates about the capability required

by Selenium for the BP Lingen refinery ODD, which would have affected the

agent responsibility scoring. For example, some delegates identified reverse the

vehicle as being applicable in the ODD, while others considered this behavioural

competency to be out-of-scope for the refinery. Included in the prerequisite
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workshop material were definitions for each behavioural competency. However,

the delegates were not expected to read the material and commit it to memory

beforehand, nor where they explicitly instructed to bring the prerequisite

material with them to the workshop. With some or all of the delegates working

from memory and the BP Lingen refinery being one of multiple Selenium

applications, differences are inevitable.

In hindsight, the notion of agent responsibility types is too complex to expect

delegates to assimilate quickly in a workshop setting. To help ‘steer’ the

delegates thinking towards solely role responsibility, H. L. A. Hart’s seminal

taxonomy of responsibility was introduced [29, 184]. With the example being

given that role responsibility involves actor ‘S’ having a specific duty to bring

about ‘X’ as part of an assigned task, which aligns with the Law Commissions

notion of user in charge [92], which was probably familiar to the delegates.

Dependent on the context, Selenium’s user in charge could be the driver, an

external operator, or a remote operator. The variance in the way the delegates

scored role responsibility for “do’, “monitor” and “achieve safety”, and the

fact that in some cases “monitor” was scored as “human” while “achieve

safety” was identified as “shared” would suggest that different mental models

existed amongst the group. This again highlights the importance of dedicating

sufficient time to explain and test the delegates’ understanding of the exercise

premise during the workshop.

The behavioural competency interaction diagram (similar to the ALKS behavi-

oural competency interaction diagram shown in Figure 35 on page 282) was

also presented as a visual tool that can be used to identify interactions between

competencies. The delegates engaged less with the behavioural competency

interaction diagram, so its usefulness as a tool to reason about shared control

was inconclusive. The reason for this was probably due in part to the limited

time available to practice with the concept. But, also the paper template

presented was perhaps a little inflexible compared to creating an electronic

interaction diagram in a suitable drawing tool. Which is how the author has

approached the creation of behavioural competency interaction diagrams in the

past.
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e.2.3 Step 3 Identify unsafe control actions

The definition of an ‘unsafe control action’ as “a control action that, in a

particular context and worst-case environment, will lead to a hazard” was

introduced. The guide word led process for identifying unsafe control actions

from control actions was described. The group used the control action target

trajectory to discuss the unsafe control actions process step; which for Selenium

is a vector quantity describing a few seconds of lateral and longitudinal

vehicle movement. This discussion highlighted that – as with other analysis

techniques like HAZOP – a level of interpretation is needed when applying

the guide words to the control actions. Thus, for transparency and reuse the

importance of documenting the rationale / interpretation of each guide word

was highlighted.

e.2.4 Step 4 Identify loss scenarios

The Classic STPA method describes two situations where an unsafe control

action might become a loss scenario. In this context a loss scenario describes

a scenario in which causal factors can lead to the unsafe control action and

to hazards. The Shared Control STPA method described during the workshop

includes two further situations, relevant to shared control, where an unsafe

control action may include the causal factors necessary to result in a hazard.

During the workshop these four situations where described pictorially, and are

summarised as:

• Scenarios that lead to unsafe control actions due to unsafe controller be-

haviours or due to inadequate feedback and information to the controller.

• Scenarios in which control actions are executed improperly or not

executed. This might be due to causal factors in the control path or in

the controlled process itself.

• Scenarios in which an unsafe control action results due to an external

event not being evaluated correctly or because situational awareness is
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incorrectly maintained. In such scenarios, causal factors might impact an

agents reaction times, understanding of the system behaviour, or of the

environment.

• Scenarios in which the agent chooses the wrong control action to perform.

This includes considering what might cause an agent to choose the wrong

action and the time needed to make such a decision.

As background to scenario types 3 and 4 above, Erik Hollnagel’s COCOM and

ECOM were introduced. Although intended to represent the “cyclical model

of human actions” it’s potential applicability to systems that include machine

learning algorithms was hypothesised.

Again, the workshop did not provide the ‘right’ environment in which to allow

the Team to practice using the loss scenario questions to identify causes of

unsafe control actions. However, the expectation is that when the delegates

undertake their own thought experiments they will be able to use the loss scenario

identification questions in combination with the EVCM to successfully analyse

the unsafe control actions identified during STPA Step 3. This is the subject of

on-going research with Oxbotica.

Finally the opportunity for the identified loss scenarios to provide a rich

knowledge base from which to derive further system safety requirements and

test scenarios was discussed.

e.3 summary

e.3.1 The EVCM and the hierarchy of control

The group felt that as a conceptual model the EVCM structure was reflective

of a highly automated system, such as Selenium. It was felt that the

hierarchy of control levels (i.e. control, manoeuvring and strategy) provided

a “good framework in which to describe autonomous systems.” An advantage
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compared to typical functional safety techniques that tend to be at a “too lower

level of detail for AI systems.”

Having seen how the EVCM can be used to describe Selenium, Oxbotica plan to

continue using the EVCM as the CSD for their ongoing STPA analysis. By aligning

Selenium’s architecture to the control, manoeuvring and strategy hierarchical

levels Oxbotica expects this will aid the safety requirements elicitation process.

That is, allowing safety requirements, identified during STPA Steps 3 and

4, to be directly allocated to the appropriate control layer of the system

architecture.

e.3.2 Behavioural competency taxonomy

The group could see how the behavioural competency taxonomy could be used

to describe the system behaviour. Both as a description of the behaviours

implemented by the system, but also as an indication of the behaviours a given

ODD might demand. In all likelihood the taxonomy is complete for the DDT.

However, to describe all behavioural competencies needed to maintain safety,

the taxonomy should include competencies such as manage the transfer of control.

Because “even for Level 4 autonomy there is a need to manage the transfer of

control between the human and the automation.”

The team observed that once complete, the behavioural competency table

provided a good definition of system capability; both in terms of the competen-

cies implemented by the system, as well as explicitly capturing those that are

not. As such, it was felt that the behavioural competency table would make a

“useful addition to the Item Definition.”

Using the behavioural competency taxonomy to identify behaviours that are

either undertaken by the human operator, or that are shared between the

human operator and the automation, made the areas of shared control within

the system explicit. It was felt that this approach dealt with shared control

more holistically and “helped to keep the human operator more inside the

system and a part of the control system.”
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e.3.3 Next steps

The team intends to use the techniques learned during the workshop to explore

Selenium hazard causes, both in the context of BP Lingen and the other partner

applications currently under development. Regular meetings are scheduled

between Oxbotica and the author. These are intended to provide the Oxbotica

team with an opportunity to seek further support regarding the method, but

also for the author and the University of York to gain further feedback on the

method’s effectiveness.



F
E VA L U AT I O N S T R AT E G Y

The evaluation strategy first described in Chapter 11 is represented within this

appendix pictorially, using GSN. For the accompanying narrative, the reader is

directed to Chapter 11, page 163.
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ABS Anti-lock Braking System

ACC Active Cruise Control

AD Automated Driving

ADAS Advanced Driver Assistance System

AEB Automatic Emergency Braking

ALARP As Low As Reasonably Practicable

ALC Automated Lane Centring

ALKS Automatic Lane Keeping System

AMLAS Assurance of Machine Learning for use in Autonomous Systems

ASIL Automotive Safety Integrity Level

BSM Blind Spot Monitoring

CAST Controllability of Automotive Safety Targets

CAST Causal Analysis based on Systems Theory

CBA Cost Benefit Analysis

COCOM Contextual Control Model

CSD Control Structure Diagram

CSE Cognitive Systems Engineering

DDT Dynamic Driving Task

DRIVE Dedicated Road Infrastructure for Vehicle Safety in Europe

DSA Distributed Situation Awareness

ECOM Extended Control Model
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E/E Electrical/Electronic

E/E/PE Electrical/Electronic/Programming Electronic

EAST Event Analysis of Systemic Team-work

ESC Electronic Stability Control

EVCM Enhanced Vehicle Control Model

EUC Equipment Under Consideration

Euro NCAP European New Car Assessment Programme

FFA Functional Failure Analysis

FMEA Failure Mode Effects Analysis

FRAM Functional Resonance Analysis Method

FTA Fault Tree Analysis

GPS Global Positioning System

GSN Goal Structuring Notation

HARA Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment

HCM Hierarchical Control Model

HAS Highway Assist System

HAZOP Hazard and Operability Study

HCM Hierarchical Control Model

HMC Human Machine Collaboration

HMI Human Machine Interface

HMI Human Machine Interaction

HMT Human Machine Teaming

HTAoD Hierarchical Task Analysis of Driving

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

ISO International Organization for Standardization
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JCS Joint Cognitive Systems

LiDAR Light Detection And Ranging

LKA Lane Keeping Assistance

LOPA Layers of Protection Analysis

MISRA Motor Industry Software Reliability Association

MMR Measles, Mumps, and Rubella

MRM Minimum Risk Manoeuvre

NAT Normal Accident Theory

NHS National Health Service

NHTSA National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

ODD Operational Design Domain

OEDR Object and Event Detection and Response

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer

OEMs Original Equipment Manufacturers

OODA Observe Orient Decide Act

PAS Publicly Available Specification

QD Qualifying Dissertation

QM Quality Management

RADAR RAdio Detection And Ranging

RFID Radio Frequency Identification

SA Situation Awareness

SAE Society of Automotive Engineers

SIL Safety Integrity Level

SOTIF Safety Of The Intended Functionality

SPA Sense Plan Act
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SRS Secondary Restraints System

STAMP Systems Theoretic Accident Model and Processes

STOE-KRS Strategic Tactical Operational Executional – Knowledge Rule Skill

STPA Systems-Theoretic Process Analysis

SUDA Sense Understand Decide Act

TJA Traffic Jam Assist

UCA Unsafe Control Action

UNECE United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

VCM Vehicle Control Model

WHO World Health Organisation
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